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The elaborate inspections performed on civil structures tend to be very time

and cost consuming. lt is somewhat difficult to asses the damage or deterioration

by visual inspection and may perhaps lead to the sudden demise of the structure.

The Golden Boy statue was faced with this problem. Through an extensive

inspection of the statue's shaft, it was determined that the diameter of the shaft

had reduced by approximately 10% due to corrosion. A wind tunnel test and

theoretical analysis of the statue demonstrated that for a hundred year wind the

steel shaft would reach approximately 91% of its ultimate strength. To avoid this

sudden collapse, the Golden Boy was removed from the top of the legislature's

dome and the shaft was replaced. ln addition, sensors were installed on the

shaft of the Golden Boy as a mean to asses the behaviour and condition of the

structure in the future. lt provides an effective and cost effective method for

condition assessment and Structural health monitoring (SHM). This thesis

presents the installation of sensors, the key elements of a successful SHM

system and an in-depth processing and interpretation of the SHM data. A

mathematical model and theoretical analysis of two diagnostics tests are also

presented.

The accuracy of the diagnostic tests and model is demonstrated by

comparing the behaviour of the analysis of the strain gauge data collected. The

strain gauge data records only the dynamic and thermal strains of the statue due

to the wind and temperature, respectively. The analysis consist of removing the
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thermal strains and obtaining the dynamic strains due to the wind action

experienced at that instant. The diagnostic tests are determined by two different

types of theoretical approaches which are able to set some kind of confidence in

the data. The results are compared to one another as a result of the maximum

gust of wind intensity during some time frame. The diagnostic test of the

accelerometer at high wind velocity ranging from 3OKm/hr to the maximum of

S9Km/hr, demonstrates an average increase of 9% in maximum strain when

compared to the strain gauge analysis results. The diagnostic test of the wind

meter shows a quite higher average increase of 35%. The diagnostic tests

demonstrate an alternative way to establish the structural movement of the

Golden Boy, should the strain gauges malfunction. The analysis provides some

guidelines for what is expected for maximum strain during a typical windy day

(max. gust velocity) and allows for a simplified formula to predict the maximum

boundary strain limits for different winds. The natural frequency of 3 Hertz is

verified by both theoretical analysis of the mathematical model and the Fast

Fourier Transform (FFT) of the live data sensor (Accelerometer). lt establishes

the main criterion of the statue being in great health as well as set the limit for the

future if the natural frequency changes. All findings are based on the early stage

of the SHM process. This work will serve as the initial starting point and

foundation for the long term and continuous monitoring of the Golden Boy. The

data collected has shown the reliability of the instrumentation and SHM system.

Furthermore, the study has produced observation and recommendation for future

work in the SHM of the Golden Boy.
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1.1. PROBLEM

ln present times we are encountering the growing problem of infrastructure

failure and collapse as structures are aging with time due to natural causes or

degradation and deterioration, particularly the corrosion of steel reinforcement in

concrete. This is of great concern, and it affects a wide range of infrastructure in

the world, particularly highway bridges. All over the world, a large number of

bridges are getting older. Forty two percent of bridges in the United States, for

example, are structurally deficient and in need of repair or retrofitting. Also many

bridges are approaching the end of their 50 year design life. lt is projected that

infrastructure inspection, maintenance, repair and retrofitting will cause a huge

deficit in the amount of billions of dollars. So, what better way to deal with the

problem than by repairing the structures by innovative materials and introducing

"smartness" into them by installing sensors. "Smart Structure" will help to avoid

catastrophic structural failure and costly retrofit or repair in the long run. lt will

also help eliminate costly inspections and maintenance work throughout the life

of the structures. Defects will no longer go unnoticed, resulting in timely repairs

and reduced maintenance costs.

A smart structure consists of many different components working together.

It includes a combination of sensors, data acquisition systems, storage

equipment, communicating device, intelligent sensing devices etc... Sensors are

1
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the key components in such structures, and since they are very small, they can

easily be integrated into a structure. A structure is monitored through the

measured data collected by the sensors installed in it resulting in long-term

savings in labour, money and time. Problems are detected before they become

too difficult to repair. Different software and diagnostic tests are developed for

new and existing structures and boundary limits are implemented so that no

catastrophic failure occurs. Each structure is unique in its own way and may

require different techniques in evaluating and assessing the diagnostic tests. The

diagnostic tests serve to produce benchmarks for the parameters defining the

health of a structure. Therefore, proper diagnostic analysis and an efficient

monitoring system allows for safer and more durable structures as well as the

prevention of damage to structures. Long term monitoring also provides insight

into the behavior of a structure in construction and in service.

The corrosion of steel is a major cause for concern to reinforced concrete

structures. lt affects many bridges around the world and is very damaging to

structures exposed to humid conditions. The Golden Boy was going to be

regilded with 24 karat gold leaf. Once the statue was accessible an inspection of

the shaft which supports the Golden Boy at the top of the legislature's dome

revealed severe corrosion to the base of the shaft. The corrosion around the

shaft decreased the diameter by approximately ten percent (half an inch of the

five inch diameter shaft). Both theoretical and experimental tests were performed

which indicated that under expected wind velocities, the Golden Boy's shaft

would reach approx. 93% of ultimate capacity. The shaft was then replaced with

lntroduction



a stronger and more superior shaft, and the expertise of lSlS Canada was used

for installing sensors and a system for continuous Structural Health Monitoring.

1.2. OBJECTIVES

One of the major objectives of the current research is to examine the data

from various sensors and correlate them. ln order to achieve that, strains at the

base of the shaft could be calculated form wind data, as well as accelerometer

data and calculated strains could be compared to the strain gauge data. Another

objective of the current research program is to study the trends in the structural

behaviour of the Golden Boy statue on a daily basis and to establish some

baseline for the Structural Health Monitoring based on the diagnosis of live data

collected from the sensors. The diagnostic analysis would be based on linear

static and dynamic theories. The diagnostic analyses will provide some kind of

base line to future work and better input to the refinement of the mechanical

model established in the study. lt is also necessary to develop a reliable method

and program to perform the task of diagnostic analysis. The program should

allow the user to alter a number of variables pertaining to the structure and wind

conditions, which includes the geometry, material properties, wind speed, and

wind direction data. This thesis will investigate possible similarities between the

results of different diagnostic schemes adopted here. Finally, this research would

aim to establish a possible correlation between the actual live data from strain

gauges to the strains obtained theoretically from the accelerometer of wind meter

data.

3
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1.3. scoPE

The Manitoba Legislative Building with its monumental icon, the Golden Boy

Statue, represents the bond between the modern civilized world and ancient

mythology, which is illustrated through the artistic design work. lt pays tribute to

the past for the pleasure of future generations. An overview of the history of the

Manitoba Legislature Building and the Golden Boy statue is presented in Chapter

2. The inspection and immediate concern related to the structural health of the

Golden Boy, are also provided in Chapter 2. Furthermore, reviews of the concept

of Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) along with a brief analogy of human health

care are discussed.

A brief review on the restoration process is presented in Chapter 3, where a

description of the dismantling process is discussed. Chapter 3 then discusses the

instrumentation process; the preparatory work followed by the installation of the

instrumentations on the Golden Boy's steel armature. Next, the Structural Health

Monitoring (SHM) process is presented. The preparatory work needed to

establish a SHM system and the installation of the SHM room inside the

Legislature Building dome are also discussed. A detailed discussion on the SHM

system and the Data Acquisition (DAO) system is also presented. ln addition, the

preparation and installation of the Ultrasonic wind sensor are presented. Section

3 ends with a detailed schematic representation of the sensors locations and

reveals the probable causes of damage in sensors.

A detailed discussion on the structural model of the Golden Boy statue is

presented in Chapter 4 of the thesis. The model is analysed with the basic

lntroduction
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theories of structures to produce the diagnostic tests described in chapter 5. The

theories consist of basic static analysis, stress-strain theory, wind loading and

dynamic theory. The static analysis concept is demonstrated by an elastic

cantilever beam with resultant forces and moments due to applied external

loading. A free body diagram along with the equation of static equilibrium is

presented in the report. An in depth review of stress-strain theory is included. The

wind loading design provisions of the National Building Code (NBCC), 1995 has

been used to evaluate the forces in the shaft caused by wind, and a detailed

calculation for a wind storm with a 100 year return period is demonstrated in this

thesis. ln addition, a dynamic analysis is performed in conjunction with the

diagnostic tests.

Two diagnostic tests and the actual live data results are discussed in

Chapter 5. The diagnostic tests consist of different theoretical approaches in the

analysis of the accelerometer and the wind data. The accelerometer and wind

analysis are discussed in more detail and the numerical results evaluated by this

theory are compared to the results obtained from actual live data. The location of

the stored data, the process used to retrieve the data and finally the data

modification process that was used to achieve numerical results of the diagnostic

tests are also discussed in this chapter.

ln Section 6, a brief summary of the SHM of the Golden Boy will be

reviewed, followed by the conclusion and the recommendation of the thesis.

lntroduction
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2.1. MANITOBA LEGISLATURE BUILDING

At the beginning of the 20th century, Manitoba strived to receive recognition

as the future looked very promising for immense growth and prosperity. ln turn,

Winnipeg would be looked upon differently by others. One architect in particular

played a great role in turning this vision into reality. His name was Frank

Worthington Simon, from Liverpool England. Simon's great vision and thoughts

were incorporated into the then new and current Legislature building. Excavation

started for the new legislature building in 1913, however the construction was

delayed for quite some time due to World War l. ln 1919 the construction of the

new legislature was completed and Winnipeg came to be known as the Chicago

of the north.

Frank Simon together with Georges Gardet attended the Paris School of

Art. Both men were a major influence in the contribution of the vision of the

Golden Boy statue, while also designing the monumental icons in the Manitoba

Legislature Building.

Simon's way of thinking was to incorporate two of his very important and

influential beliefs. With tremendous honour he did such that he would pay great

respect to two ancient cultures and civilizations (Greek and Egyptian). The new

building used the traditional Greek design principle, which is known as the

'preacher in stone'. Simon integrated the themes of social justice, law, courage

6
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and discipline in the complex and artistic details of the building. Simon wanted to

articulate to others that the new building would make a lasting impression to

"make people around it more perceptive, more intelligent, better balanced and

altogether more civilized human beings." (Gilles, 2001)

One of Simon's marks of respect to Egyptian civilization was to incorporate

a huge sculpture of the sphinx on the front roof of the building as shown in Figure

2-1. The Sphinx originated in Egypt and the notion of the sphinx spread

throughout the ancient world. lt was depicted as a compound creature, having a

human head, either male or female and the body of a lion. The heads of Egyptian

sphinxes were royal portrayals and the lion's body symbolized the pharaoh's

strength. He also captured Greek history with the prominent use of strong solid

columns reminiscent of the magnificent Greek Parthenon as a tribute to the

beauty of democracy, art and science (Mufti, 2003). The Manitoba Legislature

shown in Figure 2-1 exhibits his passion for Greek culture.

The inside of the building, has its own beauty which portrays the hearts and

spirits of famous lawmakers, philosophers and leaders from all passages of

history (Mufti, 2003). The presence of stunning artistic artwork throughout the

building is the creation of the sculptor, George Gardet and is shown in Figure 2-2.

Gardet's vision will live in the hearts of Manitobans forever, as the great bison

symbolizes the true north and free spirit of Canada. The statues represented in

each corner shown in Figure 2-3, are symbolic of religious beliefs and laws.

Solon, the statue to the right, denotes the code for humane laws and reforming

the constitution. While Moses, represented to the left, denotes the criminal and

Backqround
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liturgical laws. These massive statues and their spirits saturate the air with the

symbolic religious and secular thinking involved in making the laws of Manitoba

and Canada. Stone tablets mounted on the walls record the names of five great

world legislators. The names included on the wall are Confucius of China,

Lycurgus of Greece, King Alfred of England, Justinian of Rome and Manu of

lndia, creating a symbolic gathering of wisdom from five corners of the globe

(Mufti, 2003).

Backoround
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Fioure 2-3: Gardet created the Statue of Moses lleft) and Solon lriohtì

2.2.THE GOLDEN BOY STATUE

The collaboration between both sculptor's (Simon and Gardet) and their

influence using Greek design, made way for the generation of the Golden Boy

sculpture. Simon had great knowledge of the Greek god of science and

eloquence, Hermes who was a messenger to the other gods. Hermes was also

known as Mercury in Roman mythology and is reflected on the final appearance

of the Golden Boy which Gardet legitimately named "Eternal Youth". Figure 2-4

through Figure 2-6 show the amount of resemblance starting with Mercury's

statue, to Simon's sketch and finally the Golden Boy's statue. Simon's vision of

the Golden boy is shown by a torch in its raised hand and a sheaf of wheat in its

Backqround
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The lines of the famous poem, In Flanders Fields, written by Colonel John

McCrae during World War l, probably gave vision and inspiration to Simon to put

a raised torch in the Golden Boy's hand (Mufti, 2003):

"To you from failing hands we throw the torch; be yours to hold it high"

The Golden Boy's torch symbolizes the spirit of enterprise and the youthful

enthusiasm of the province. The sheaf of wheat in the left hand of the statue

characterizes hardworking Manitobans. The running stance symbolizes moving

fonrvard and the evolution of industry in Manitoba, which will continue to grow and

prosper as history unfolds. The statue faces north, looking toward the province's

vast treasure of natural resources (Mufti, 2003).

The Golden Boy sculpture was cast in 1918 at the Barbidienne Foundry in

France. The sculpture was hollow, made of bronze and stood about four meter in

length, from his toes to the top of the torch. The statue had to withstand many

obstacles before getting to Canada. The foundry was destroyed in World War l,

however, the golden boy was unharmed. lt was stored in the hull of a ship until

the end of the war, due to the immediate need of the ship for troop transport. At

the end of the war, after many trips across the Atlantic Ocean, the golden boy

finally arrived at Halifax Harbour. lt then went via rail to Winnipeg and was

perched at the top of the Legislative Building on November 21, 1919 (Mufti,

2003). Before the installation of the Golden Boy, Simon expressed his repeated

concerns regarding the sufficient dimensions of the shaft and its stability. Gardet

intended to cast the statue monolithically with the shaft that was to fix the statue

10
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to the building (Mufti, 2003). Due to World War I there was a shortage of steel.

Therefore, monolithic casting was impossible. lnstead, the steel shaft was

purchased in Chicago, inserted in the left leg of the Golden Boy and plugged at

the heel (Mufti, 2003).

By 1951 , the statue's surface was treated and gilded with 24 karat gold leaf

and most likely around this time, its name changed from "Eternal Youth" to the

"Golden Boy". ln 1967, the last major alteration to the Golden Boy included an

electrical connection, light fixture mounted at top of its torch and holes drilled to

accommodate the wiring which permitted the intrusion of precipitation and

moisture into the statue (Mufti, 2003). This led to the deterioration of the statue's

health.
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2.3. STRUCTURAL CONCERNS

A preliminary report on the Golden Boy in May 2001 by Susan Stock (Stock,

2001) stated that the sculpture had been wired brushed and re-painted in 1946.

Again in 1951, its surface was treated and gilded with24-karat gold leaf after a

huge storm caused extensive damage (Stock, 2001). Baxter Signs was the

company contracted to do the work in the mid-twentieth century. Erik Hunt, was

one of the workers involved with the restoration process. Ken Hunt, son of Erik

said "lt was really rough. They had to climb up through primitive scaffolding, and

there were no stairs" (Winnipeg Sun, 2002). Susan Stock was involved in the

onsite inspection of the sculpture and concluded that the Golden Boy had some

minor corrosion (given the size) due to its exposure over the last 50 years. The

report gave valuable information on the present condition of the statue and

recommendations for its conservation and future re-gilding.

Fioure 2-6: The Finished Statue. The Golden Bov

Backoround
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Government Services Minister Steve Ashton and the architect of the

Manitoba Legislature building were also concerned about the strength of the

shaft, which connects the sculpture to the building. ln June 2001, Dillon

Consulting Limited provided a full detailed historical review and study of the

Golden Boy's shaft. Bob Wiebe, P.Eng. of Dillon was the project manager.

Endoscopic investigation and previous x-rays, confirmed that the steel shaft

which runs from the fixity of the building up through the left foot of the golden boy

and along the inside of left leg, finally terminating at torso height, had corrosion

above the bronze plug as shown in Figure 2-7.

The corrosion of steel reduced the diameter of the shaft by approximately

ten percent (10% reduction or 112 inch) shown in Figure 2-8. This corrosion is

believed to be prompted December 31, 1966 by the addition of a light fixture of

which holes were drilled to accommodate the wiring. The admission of

precipitation and water condensation which accumulated above the plate and

brass plug caused the two different metals (a mixture of iron with steel and,

copper with bronze) to have a chemical electrode reaction acting as a catalyst to

speed up this corrosion process (Wiebe, 2001). The corrosion continued, and

led to detrimental effects on the statue's health. The reduction of the diameter of

the steel shaft continued to propagate, and could have continued until it reached

a sudden catastrophic collapse jeopardizing the public's safety.

Being aware of lSlS technologies, government officials informed Dillon

Consulting that the Golden Boy was a candidate for Structural Health Monitoring

(SHM). Dr. Aftab Mufti, president of lSlS Canada, confirmed that SHM would be

Backqround
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an affective way to help ensure the future health of the Golden Boy. An lSlS

Canada research team joined in on the continuing debate with Dillon, to conclude

that the Golden Boy perched on top of its dome was a cause for concern.

Photogrammetry was used to develop an accurate and complex CAD scale

model of the statue shown in Figure 2-9. A 1:20 model of the Golden Boy was

constructed of plastic and was used for wind tunnel testing at the University of

Western Ontario (Kopp & Surry, 2001) which is also demonstrated in Figure 2-9.

Figure 2-10 shows the wind tunnel tests that Kopp and Surry conducted on a

detailed 1 :100 foam model of the Manitoba Legislature Building.

Results obtained in the wind tunnel test were designed using the "point-

structure" method and the wind was modeled using 100 year return period (Kopp

& Surry,2001). Analytical calculations (Mufti and Tadros, 2001) indicated that the

shaft supporting the statue was subjected to 91% of its ultimate capacity, while

the predicted stress from the wind tunnel test was 93% of the ultimate capacity.

Table 2-1 shows the comparison between both results.

The shaft of the Golden Boy is treated as a cantilever fixed at the base

having a lumped mass at the free end. Total stresses should incorporate

bending, axial and torsion. A detailed calculation is provided in Section 4.6 of the

report.

The ongoing collaboration between all parties concluded that treating the

sculpture on-site would be difficult because of safety considerations. The

potential threat of fire from repair activity combined with the instability of the shaft

Backoround
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presented serious safety concerns. Therefore the best scenario was to remove

the sculpture from the top of its dome for restoration and repair on the ground.

ln February, 2002 the monumental icon was taken down from its perch

where it had stood for about 84 years. With police escort, the Golden Boy was

taken to the Manitoba museum for the publics viewing. lt attracted over 140,000

Manitobans during its stay, before being moved to the Pritchard Machine Shop

for the repair process.

Table 2-l: Gomparison of theoretical and wind tunnel testinq analvsis - Diameter due to
corrosion = l16mm (4.57in.) (Mufti.2003).

Analysis

Theoretical

Wind TunnelTest
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Fioure 2-8: The Actual Corrodino Shaft

Backoround

Fioure 2-9: 1:20 Scaled Model and Comolex AutoCAD Model

Fiqure 2-10: Scale Model of Legislature Buildinq at the Universitv of Western Ontario
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2.4. STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONTTORTNG (SHM)

As infrastructure in today's world is getting more advanced, demands on

them are also growing very rapidly. The infrastructures are becoming more

intricate and incredibly expensive. Therefore the question for us as engineers, is

what approach should be used for meeting the growth in the demand in a

reasonable way, while detecting damage to our structures early enough to

maintain them in a cost-effective manner. We must strive to lower the cost of

repair and increase the service life of the structures. The answer is Structural

Health Monitoring (SHM). SHM is a relatively new term for civil engineering but is

the wave of the future. Many structures have been integrated with the SHM

systems as a means to detect damage and ensure proper behaviour.

The objective of SHM is to monitor the in-situ performance and behaviour of

a structure accurately and efficiently. SHM allows for periodic or continuous

monitoring under different loading conditions, such as, various service loads and

dynamic loads including seismic or wind excitation. lt also allows us to assess the

deterioration in infrastructure and detect damage at critical positions to assess

the health of structures. This tool is the back-bone for determining whether the

structures are safe or at risk of failure. The information collected by SHM system

will permit better management of infrastructure. lt will improve maintenance

methods, management strategies, and improve design guidelines, which will in

turn reduce costs in the long run and also prevent of catastrophic failures to our

infrastructures.

Backqround
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Structural Health Monitoring consists of many different types of sensing

devices. These can be integrated to a secondary system which includes a data

acquisition system, data processing system, communication system and damage

detection system. Keep in mind that not all SHM systems are alike and may vary

from project to project. For example, depending on different circumstances,

regions, climates, boundaries and obstacles, the infrastructure may be monitored

in different ways. lnstrumentations are installed at critical locations where

appropriate measurements are taken for evaluating the health condition of the

structure. The engineers must design an effective monitoring system to obtain

proper and useful data in a manner which will allow for periodic or continuous

monitoring and quick decision making. The secondary (SHM) system will be

discussed in a subsequent section.

The principles of SHM for the Golden Boy are analogous to the principles

that guide our personal health monitoring. The physical health of humans is

governed by medical doctors using stethoscopes and blood pressure gauges to

obtain readings that measure heartbeat and blood pressure. Any reading outside

the normal expected range indicates that there is some need for concern and the

appropriate measures need to be administered for proper health. For SHM

related to the Golden Boy, we use an accelerometer to record natural

frequencies of the shaft and if the frequency remains unchanged from the

expected value the Golden Boy is deemed healthy (Mufti, 2003). A good health

criterion is shown in Figure 2-11 for the Golden Boy statue and a human being.

Backqround
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2.5. CtVtONtCS

CIVIONICS is a new term coined from Civil-Electronics, which is derived

from the application of electronics to civil structures. lt is similar to the term

Avionics, which is used in the aerospace industry (lnnovator, 2003). For SHM to

become a part of civil structural engineering, it must become accustomed and

include Civionics.

Fioure 2-11: Good Health Griteria
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3.1. RESTORATION PROCESS

3. INSTALLATION OF THE SHM SYSTEM

ln March, 2002 Pritchard Machine shop awaited the arrival of the Golden

Boy for the commencement of the restoration process. The statue arrived in its

aluminium, wood and steel support cage shown in Figure 3-1. The life-saving

surgery on the Golden Boy (Peter Picker, 2002), took several months to

complete the project, which consisted of:

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem

. ldentifying the locations of alljoints.

. Locating the pins at the joints, and extraction of pins.

o The right arm (torch arm) had a major defect (loose). The removal of the

torch arm was the first step in the dismantling of the statue.

. The left arm (wheat sheaf) was removed next, to allow for the dismantling

of the body.

o The body was separated at belly height near the torso of the sculpture.

o Once the statue was dismantled into four parts, the corroded steel

support shaft was extracted.

. The new stainless steel shaft was machined to size and slightly bent.

. The insertion of the new support shaft, internal collars and replacement of

the drift pins.

. Brass plugs poured, which were located just below left arch of foot.

20



o Re-assembly of the statue.

Throughout the restoration process,

maintain and preserve the sculpture

appearance.

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem

there was one goal in mind: that was to

as much as possible to its original

3.2. THE CIVIONICS SYSTEM

As defined earlier, civionics (lnnovator, 2003) is an essential part of the

Structural Health Monitoring process ("Civionics Expanding the Limits of Civil

Engineering", lnnovator, 2003). Choosing the sensors types and locations,

installation, protection and setting up the sensor data readout units, all come

under purview of the civionics system. As the name indicates, Civil-Electronics,

the term civionics in Civil Engineering has a meaning similar to what Avionics is

21
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for the Aviation industry. ln the selection and installation of sensors, data

acquisition and management there is need for cooperation between Civil,

Electrical and Computer Engineers. This section will provide the details on the

civionics system of the Golden Boy SHM project.

The instrumentation process was coordinated collectively with the

restoration process. Both processes took abundant preparation, and thus there

was a great degree of collaboration among all parties involved. ln the

inauguration stage of the restoration process, a monitoring system was beíng

designed to provide accurate and valuable data for the purpose of Structural

Health Monitoring. The monitoring system was designed to record and monitor

the following information:

. Strains in circumferential (horizontal) and vertical direction at points

nearest to bottom of the steel shaft.

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem

Acceleration, movement and frequency in the transverse and longitudinal

direction at the top of the steel shaft (near the torso of the statue).

Temperature readings at any location on or near the steel shaft.

Wind velocity and direction at close proximity to the statue.

The next objective was to assess the numbers, type and orientation of the

sensors. lt was determined that the following sensors be installed:
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. Four bi-directional strain rosette sensors mounted on the circumference of

the shaft. The gauges were to cover the north, south, east and west

corners of the shaft, directly in line and nearest to the end of the shaft.

Eight fibre brag grating sensors mounted in the same circumferential

(horizontal) line of action as the strain gauges. Four pairs of two, one

being at forty-five degrees and the other horizontal, located at the north-

west, north-east, south-west and south-east corners of the support shaft.

Two thermocouples located at the east and west circumference of the

support shaft in close proximity of the other strain gauges.

Two 3-D crossbow accelerometers placed at the top of the support shaft

inside the statue's torso area.

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem

. One ultrasonic wind sensor located on the roof of the north-west corner of

the Legislature Building.

The orientation of the instruments on the stainless steel shaft is shown in Figure

3-2 and is only a preliminary sketch of its location. A detailed figure of its location

will be shown in the Section 3.4.

All sensors signal wires were extended to approximately fifteen meters and

identification tags were assigned to all sensors in the structural lab at the

University of Manitoba, with the exception of the ultrasonic wind sensor. At the

Pritchard machine shop, the installation of instrumentation was subdivided into

three parts: 1) installation of gauges (FOS, Strain gauges, thermocouples). 2)
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installation of accelerometers 3) all lead wires pulled through an electrical flextite

conduit that clutches the instrumentation box.

3.2.1. Preparation of lnstruments

The preparatory work was done to all selected instruments mentioned

above, at the University of Manitoba, Structures Lab. The bi-directional strain tee

rosettes were soldered to a fifteen meter length shielded cable as shown in

Figure 3-3. The four rosettes were then covered by a plastic case to ensure the

protection of the gauges. The identification of all instruments and cables was

done meticulously to ensure that each device could properly be distinguished for

monitoring purposes. Unique identification labels were assigned to each strain

gauge rosette, and all the lead cables. Each strain gauge rosette located in the

plastic case and there leads were labelled north, south, east or west respectively.

The 24 gauge shielded cable had two sets of three wires which were identified by

their color schemes. The color scheme consisted of one set of wires being solid

green, orange and blue. The other set being white with strips of green, orange, or

blue. The striped wires indicated the horizontal gauge and the solid indicated the

vertical gauge.

The eight fibre brag grating (FBG) sensors, connectors and leads were

ordered and delivered by the manufacturer. The fibre optic sensors (FBG) were

labelled accordingly. An FBG sensor was assigned two letters followed by a digit

from one to eight. The two letters indicated the orientation on the steel shaft, N

denoting the north face, S denoting the south face, E denoting the east face and
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lnstallation of the SHM Svstem

W denoting the west face. The digit indicated the positioning of the FBG on the

face of the steel shaft. Odd numbers indicated forty five degree angles from the

horizontal and even number indicated the horizontal location. For example the

identification NW1, is oriented on the north west face of the steel shaft and the

FBG sensor positioned in a forty five degree angle with the horizontal. Figure 3-3

also shows the FBG sensors.

Two 3D LP series Crossbow Accelerometer CXL04LP3 high performance

model were ordered and used. For technical literature on the accelerometer view

the website www.xbow.com. The preparatory work consisted of splicing the

accelerometer's lead wires with adjacent wires which extended the cable to

approximately fifteen meters in length. The accelerometers and lead cables were

labelled either A1 or 42.

Two temperature gauges were also extended to fifteen meters and labelled

accordingly. The identification consisted of the letters TC followed by the number

1 or 2. The letters TC indicate the thermocouple. The number indicates the face

of the steel shaft, 1 denoting the west face of the shaft directly underneath the

strain gauge, and 2 indicating the east face of the shaft.

ln order to apply pressure on the gauges during the bonding process to

ensure proper adhesion, a clamping device was developed, as shown in Figure

3-4. The clamping device comprises a thin aluminium sheet of metal, orange

rubber pressure pads along the circumference of the stainless steel shaft, bolts

and nuts for tightening. The clamping system was extremely lightweight, easy to

use and quick to install.
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FIBRE OPTIC SENSOR

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem

B¡-DIRECTIONAL STRAIN ROSETTE

Fiqure 3-2: Preliminarv Sketch of lnstrumentation Location

ORIENTATION

Fioure 3-3: Strain Gauoe Rosettes and Fibre Braoo Gratino Sensors

Fiqure 3-4: Glamping Device Around Shaft



3.2.2. lnstallation Process

Prior to the commencement of work, the Golden Boy's body was separated

at the torso height, to allow for the removal of the corroded shaft. The new high

strength stainless steel support shaft, internal collars and drift pins were

positioned inside the Golden Boy which terminates at torso height as shown in

Figure 3-6. The stainless steel support shaft is slightly bent and the total length is

approximately 139 inches. The shaft runs along the inside of the Golden Boy's

torso, down through the left leg, through the heel continuing through the plate

and terminates at approximately 29 inches away. Most of the exposed shaft

underneath the plate would be fixed to the support connection at the top of the

Legislature's dome. The remaining six inches would be used for the placing of

the instruments as shown in Figure 3-5 (above the hand).

The installation of sensors officially began in May, 2002 at the Pritchard

Machine Shop. The first phase consisted of surface preparation and installation

of gauges, followed by the installation of the accelerometers, and finally the

installation of the instrumentation box. The surface preparation consisted of the

following steps:

. Abrading of all surface area and removal of all loose materials.

o Thorough abrading of the gauge area with silicon-carbide paper of 320

grade grit.

. Rubbing of the surface to completely remove all oil, grease, organic

and chemical residue, using a lint-free tissue.

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem
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. Cleaning and removal of all remaining residue using an alcohol base

cleaner (ethanol) and lint-free tissue.

The location of each gauge was marked on the stainless steel shaft and the

surface was cleaned and inspected once more.

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem

Fiqure 3-5: Allowable Area location for Sensors (Above Hand)

Figure 3-6: Golden Bov's Torso Area
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3.2.2.1. Rosette Strain Gauges and Thermocouples

ïhe rosette strain gauges were temporarily held in position at the spot

already marked on the steel shaft, using the blue transparent flash breaker tape

as shown in Figure 3-7. When all four rosettes were properly positioned and

aligned corresponding to their locations as mentioned in the preceding section,

the verticality and horizontality of the gauges were checked. The positioning of

the gauges around the circumference of the shaft must follow the same

horizontal line of action, which was checked visually. Once all gauges were

installed accordingly a small quantity of two part epoxy was mixed which was

then applied to the steel shaft surface and the back of the gauges. Then the

gauges were forced down against the steel surface, and the positioning and

alignment of all gauges were rechecked. The clamping device, mentioned

earlier, was reassembled. First, the orange rubber pressure pad was mounted

around the whole circumference of the shaft, covering all gauges. The thin

aluminium sheet was then positioned over the pad and the clamping device was

tightened at one end by a bolt and nut, until sufficient pressure was applied, as

shown in Figure 3-8. The clamping device was removed after curing of the

epoxy.

The surface preparation was already administered around the whole

surface, but as a result of limited space, the procedure was repeated at the area

of the gauge only. The area was rubbed clean and all traces of dust were

removed. The thermocouples were aligned and positioned on the east and the
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west face directly above the rosette gauge. The same procedure as used in the

strain gauge installation was followed. All gauges were tested at every stage of

installation.

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem

Fiorrre 3-7: lnstallation of Strain Gauoes

Fiqure 3-8: Glampinq Device Around Gauqes



3.2.2.2. Fibre Bragg Grating Sensors

The Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors were supplied in a coiled manner

and had to be uncoiled during the installation process. The FBG were positioned

on a work bench and secured with flash breaker tape at the ends. The excess

optical fibre at the end was removed by applying pressure with a sharp object

such as a screw driver. As mentioned in the preceding section, the surface

preparation was done at the locations of the gauges. The final locations of the

gauges around the circumference of the steel shaft, directly in line with the

rosettes, were marked. The corresponding pairs of FBG gauges, one placed

horizontally and the other placed at forty five degrees, were positioned

appropriately depending on their identification tags, as mentioned earlier in the

section. The pair of gauges was held in position at the locations already marked

using the blue flash breaker tape. Small quantities of loctite adhesive gel were

applied to both ends of the optical fibre which lie on the extreme ends of the

bragg grating. The positioning and alignment were rechecked and the loctite

accelerator was sprayed directly on the adhesive gel promoting an instant

hardening of the gel. The procedure was repeated until all four faces on the steel

shaft were completed as shown in Figure 3.9.

Once the pieces of tape were removed, a protective rubber coating (M-Coat

B) was applied to the top of all strain gauge rosettes and thermocouples. The

circumference of the whole shaft was covered with black rubber tape and all the

leads were secured to the top of the plate in a clockwise direction as shown in

Figure 3.10.

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem
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Fioure 3-9: lnstallation of FBG

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem

3.2.2.3. Accelerometers

The installation of the accelerometers was completed at the end of May,

2002. The accelerometers were positioned in such a way that the y-axis is

directly in line with North- South, x-axis in line with east-west and the z-axis up

and down (parallel with the steel shaft). Two accelerometers were installed next

to each other, at the top face of the steel shaft, which terminates at torso height

of the Golden Boy as shown in Figure 3-11. The accelerometers were fastened

by a set of screws and the lead cables feed through the interior of the lower part

of the body. The cables were extracted through a hole near the bottom plate and

tied together with the other leads.

Fioure 3-10: Protection of Gauoes Around Shaft
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3.2.2.4. Electrical Box

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem

Fiqure 3-11: lnstallation and Location of Accelerometers

The lead wires were pulled together through an electrical flextite inch

conduit, six feet long. The conduit was used to guaranty the safety of the lead

wires while being transported and re-furbished. Once all leads managed to pass

through the conduit, an inch diameter hole was drilled through the side of the

plastic electrical box, measuring 12 x 12 x 4 inches. The pulling of leads through

the electrical box and fastening of the flexite conduit to the box by connectors

was done. The wires were revolved in a loop, positioned in the box and secured

by the lid, to ensure proper protection. The electrical box and conduit were

fastened to the aluminium box frame of the Golden Boy shown in Figure 3-12.

Fiqure 3-12: Box and Gonduit Fastened to Frame
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The work of the instrumentation on the stainless steel shaft of the Golden

Boy was completed with the cooperation of all concerned parties (Picker,2002).

Once the statue was assembled to its original shape and fastened to its

aluminium frame box, it was moved to Bristol Aerospace for painting. ln mid July,

2002 the Golden Boy was moved to the Forks Market in central Winnipeg, where

it received its new 24-karat gold leaf as shown in Figure 3-13. ln September,

2002 the Golden Boy was returned to its home atop the Manitoba Legislature

Building.

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem

Fiqure 3-13:The New Golden Bov at the Forks Market
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3.3. STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING PROCESS

The next phase of the preparation for remote monitoring took place at the

Legislative Building. Just before the placement of the stainless steel shaft at the

top of the dome to its fixity, the workers were allowed to accommodate the flex

conduit and the plastic electrical box to be inside the dome. Approval was

received from the government to establish a remote monitoring room inside the

building. There were many questions and concerns about the establishment of

the room. The first critical concern was the length of all lead wires. The signal

through the leads couldn't extend more than 100 feet or the signal would be lost,

therefore, the room had to be in close proximity to the statue. Would the room be

properly equipped to house a structural health monitoring system? Would the

room be properly heated throughout the years? lf maintenance was needed,

would it be easy to access the computer in the monitoring room and all leads

ect.? These were the major concerns and questions which required review and

after debate between all parties (Wiebe, Hawrylak and Mickalash, 2002),

permission was granted to accommodate a monitoring room within the

Legislature Building. lt was agreed that the room was to be built at the bottom of

the bigger dome which is directly below the smaller dome as shown in Figure

3-14. Figure 3-14 also shows the interior of the bigger dome.

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem
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Fiqure 3-14: Location of the remote monitorinq room inside and outside the leqislature

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem

3.3.l.lnstallation of the SHM Gontrol Room

The remote monitoring room was installed at the bottom of the bigger

dome at floor level, near the yellow wall shown in Figure 3-14.lt is located about

80 feet vertically downwards from the top of the smaller dome, where the fixity of

the Golden Boy is located. The yellow walls are part of the enclosure which

prohibits heat from rising and encases the stainruells. The computer and the

equipment system for monitoring couldn't be installed in the open area due to the

lack of heating available at the location. Due to the lack of heating in the winter

time the following materials were purchased: a sheet metal shed, insulation,

epoxy, and 1500 watt utility heater. The shed was assembled and placed next to

the yellow wall as shown in Figure 3-19. The insulation was installed inside the

shed. The insulated shed was used for the remote monitoring room and the utility

heater was used in the winter time for regulating the temperature inside the shed.
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The plastic electrical box was detached from the Golden Boy's frame,

placed through the top of the dome's opening and fastened to the interior of the

small dome directly 6 feet below the Golden Boy's fixity. An inch hole was drilled

on the adjacent side of the box to accommodate the inch diameter flextite

conduit. The conduit spanned approximately ten feet to a junction box which was

mounted at the bottom of the smaller dome. All lead wires (coming from the

Golden Boy's sensors) were pulled through to the junction box. The distance

from the bottom of the small dome to the bottom of the bigger dome (near the

yellow wall) is approximately 80 feet. Due to the enormous amount of work

involved in installing the conduit from one dome to another, the work was carried

out by McCain electric subcontractor. The installation of two conduits next to

each other run along side the steel beams and columns. One conduit was used

for thermocouples, strain gauges and accelerometers where as the other was

used for the FOS. With the same identification scheme mentioned previously,

new wires were measured to approximately 100 feet in length, cut and labelled at

both ends. The wires were then pulled through the 80 feet of conduit and pulled

up to the junction box located at the bottom of the smaller dome as shown in

Figure 3-15. ln addition, the new strain gauge, accelerometer and thermocouple

wires were stripped at the ends and spliced together at the top of the small dome

as shown in Figure 3-16.

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem

The fibre optic chord extensions (yellow) were also pulled through and

labelled accordingly. The general plug adapter configuration mentioned in the
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lnstallation of the SHM Svstem

Design Manual I (lSlS Canada Corporation,2001) was used. Figure 3-17 shows

the adapter, the original FBG sensors (orange), the extending (yellow) fibre optic

chords and their connections.

Shaw cable provided cable modem for internet access. The cable was

extended from the third floor of the Legislature Building to the remote monitoring

room (shed). Once all lead signal wires were completed, the computer equipment

and the SHM system were carried up to the remote monitoring room. The

preparatory work consisted of ordering the computer equipment, the SHM

system and developing a program with Lab View which demonstrates proper

output. A more detailed explanation of the SHM system will be provided in the

following section. The SHM sensors are wired to the National lnstrument Data

Acquisition system or DAQ system that is connected to the resident computer in

the Legislature Building as shown in Figure 3-18 and all wires and DAQ systems

were tested. The final stage of the remote monitoring area at the top of the

Legislature Building is shown in Figure 3-19.

Figure 3-15: Pullinq Wires up Throuqh the Gonduit to the Junction Box
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Fioure 3-16: Preoarino Wires for Solicinq

Fiqure 3-17: Adapters. Pluqs and FOSs

Fiqure 3-18: Connection of All Gauqes to DAQ Svstem (left) and Computer (riqht) lnside
the Remote Monitoring Room

Fiqure 3-19: Remote Monitorinq Area at the Floor of the Biqger Dome



3.3.2. Structural Health Monitoring System

An ideal structural health monitoring system should consist of the following

components (lSlS design manual 2,2001):

. Acquisition of data

. Communication of data

. lntelligent processing of data

o Storage of processed data

. Diagnostics and Data lnterpretation

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem

. Retrieval of data

These components are the backbone to a productive SHM system, and the

schematic representation is shown in Figure 3-20.

Acquisition of Data
lnstalling of sensors
and collecting of data

Retrieval of data
Before of after

diagnostics

Communication of Data
Transmitting data remotely

for processing

Figure 3-20: Components of a SHM Svstem (lSlS desiqn Manual2. 2001)

lntelligent
Processing
Cleansing
of data of

inappropriate
information

Diagnostics and Data
lnterpretation

Conversion of data to
Structural responses

Storage of processed data
Always retrievable
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3.3.2.1. Acquisition of Data

The first component of an SHM system involves the acquisition of data. The

first step is to accurately distinguish what type of instrument devices (sensors)

are needed to measure the correct information of the structure (e.9. strain,

deformation, acceleration, temperature etc). The sensors need to accurately and

precisely measure the response of the structure and the installation of the

sensors must be correctly done. Once the installation of sensors on a structure is

performed correctly, the next important step is to assure that the data is properly

collected by a Data Acquisition (DAa) system. The task of collecting data is very

complex and therefore adequate expertise is needed. Civionics Engineer, Liting

Han is involved in administering and supervising the data acquisition aspect of

the SHM system and works very closely with each member of the lSlS team.

The Golden Boy is equipped with multiple sensors that can measure

strains, deformations, accelerations, temperatures, times, wind speeds, and

pressures as previously discussed. Each one of these sensors is affixed to, or

near the Golden Boy (eg, wind meter) and are connected to the National

lnstruments data acquisition unit through electrical cabling. The length of the

cables is kept below 100 feet to reduce the noise level in the live sensor data.

The term data acquisition system used in Structural Health Monitoring applies not

only to the National lnstruments acquisition board, but to the entire system

including the computer that houses the National lnstruments SCXI card, which

will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.3. Before the data is obtained and

viewed on a computer through the internet, it passes through three stages. Stage

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem
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I utilizes an advanced Lab View program that acquires signals from gauges and

converts them to physical quantities. The electrical resistance or voltage values

obtained by the sensor signals are converted by the DAQ to physical response

quantities like strains, accelerations, etc. Although this process is considered a

single stage, it does not happen simultaneously; rather, it occurs through

complex equipment manufactured by National lnstruments and an Lab View

program.

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem

3.3.2.2. Communication of Data

The communication of data is the next component of the SHM system.

The word communicate is the essential component in the subdivision. The

collected data is remotely sent out by wireless connections, telephone lines or

cable modem (internet) connection. The communication method used in a

particular SHM project depends on a number of factors including accessibility,

volume and rate of data, and cost. The communication used in this project was

via cable modem which was deemed the best choice considering the availability,

cost and data rate.

3.3.2.3. lntelligent Processing of Data

The data retrieved from a sensor must be processed in a manner that is

easy to read and economical to store. lt is important to understand that the

collected data be cleansed or intelligently processed. Efficient and good

processing techniques make understanding of data easier, faster and more
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precise (lSlS manual2, 2001). The intelligent processing of data depends solely

on the data processing program which is an essential component of a computer

based DAQ system. The program allows the computer how often and when to

scan the DAQ board, how to process the collected data, and what to save.

Once the numerical data is produced, the next stage, Stage ll can start. At

this stage, the data is transferred through a data socket mechanism developed

by Labview program. This data socket is quite a unique piece of software for

data transfer. Rather than creating and then transferring the data, it places the

measured numerical data on a communication port that is then removed by an

adjacent program, or in the case of Structural Health Monitoring a remote central

data server. This does not imply that the data collected on the acquisition

system or the onsite computer cannot be saved. lt only suggests that the saving

of data does not need to occur on site.

As implied in the above paragraph, the data socket mechanism can be used

to transfer data from the on-site computer to the central data server located

anywhere in the world through an internet connection (Stage lll). The central data

server currently used in Structural Health Monitoring of the Golden Boy is PC

based, and runs a Lab View program similar to that running on the on-site

computer. The Lab View program in Structural Health Monitoring is the key not

only to web based monitoring, but to monitoring itself. The program can be set to

obtain any data that is desired from a data socket located on any of the onsite

acquisition systems. Once the Lab View program in the central server has

obtained the data it can manipulate it and view it numerically, graphically and

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem
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even in an advanced dial gauge like manner. The Lab View program can also be

set up to save the manipulated data in various ways that are dependant on time,

magnitude and numerical range.

ln the case of the Golden Boy, the sensor data collected by the data

acquisition system; the Lab View program collects and compresses the data on

the onsite remote monitoring computer and is sent via internet connection to the

central main computer server at SHM laboratory located at the University of

Manitoba. The central server also sends live data results to the web based

monitoring system (The lSlS web site for live SHM projects). The whole

sequence just explained, is shown in Figure 3-21. The data is decompressed into

a text format file of approximately 300 Megs, zipped back to twenty percent of the

original size and stored on the main server. The text format file is properly

labelled and time stamped for future use and retrieval of data for diagnostic

testing and analysis.

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem

3.3.2.4. Storage of Processed Data

Once the data has been intelligently processed,

computer's server and is ready for retrieval and/or
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it is stored on the central

diagnostics. The central



computer located at the University of Manitoba, in the SHM laboratory at lSlS

Canada is stored on the main server. ln addition, the data is copied every month

on to compact disc and stored for future use, if needed.

3.3.2.5. Retrieval of Data

The collected data which is intelligently processed and stored can be

retrieved either before or after the diagnostics as shown in Figure 3-20. The

engineer must make a decision in whether or not the data is important for

retrieval and storage. The decision is based solely on the significance of the

data, but also on the confidence of its interpretation (lSlS manual2,2001).
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3.3.3. Data Acquisition (DAO) System

The DAQ system is based on many components which form an integrated

system. The DAQ system is by far the most important part of the SHM system.

The system consists of the following:

. Sensor devices such as 4 bidirectional strain rosette, two accelerometers,

two thermocouples and one ultrasonic wind sensor.

. Cables

. SCXI-1000 chassis

. SCXI modules

SCXI front mounting terminal blocks

A/D card
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. SCXI cable

Computer and PC

Cable modem (Shaw cable)

The DAQ system is connected to a cable modem which is sent via internet to the

central monitoring site located at the University of Manitoba. A schematic of DAQ

system and the SHM network is shown in Figure 3-22.

All SCXI components and software (Lab View) are manufactured by

National lnstruments. The SCXI chassis is a rugged, rack mountable enclosure

that provides power to the chassis and that route analog signals between

modules and the DAQ board (A/D card). The chassis belongs to SCXI-1000

series as shown in the schematic diagram in Figure 3-22. Four modules were

installed into the SCXI-1000 chassis. The first module is the SCXI-1520 which

accommodates the signal from the strain gauge sensors. The second and third

modules are the SCXI-1121 units which accommodate the signal from the

accelerometer sensors and the sonic wind sensor respectively. The fourth

module is the SCXI-2100 which accommodates the signal from the

thermocouples. The SCXI front mounting terminal blocks shown in Figure 3-22

attaches directly to the front of the SCXI modules and provides a convenient

method for connecting and disconnecting sensor devices to the system. The

model SCXI-1314 front mounting terminal block was mounted to the SCXI-1520

universal strain gauge module. The SCXI-1320 block was mounted to the SCXI-

1121 module. A front mounting terminal block was not needed for the SCXI-2100

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem
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module due to the easy connections feed available for the thermocouple sensors.

An a/d card serial number PCI-M|O-6052 was installed into the PCI slot at the

back of the computer modem on site. The SCXI cable (SH6868) was connected

to the ald card and to the back of the SCXI-1000 chassis. The a/d card allows the

signal to change from analog to digital and also controls the SCXI system. The

remote monitoring computer on-site uses the Lab View software and the SHM

system is performed as mentioned previously.

A brief recap of the SHM system; first stage, the data acquisition, second

stage, the data socket and the third stage, data transfer as mentioned in Sections

3.3.2.1 and 3.3.2.3, respectively. The Lab View software located in the onsite

computer allows the data to be collected at a sampling rate of 32 Hz (32 points

per second) which then compresses and moves the data every five seconds to

the central server (lSlS SHM laboratory) via internet. The data which is sorted by

time and date, is decompressed, zipped and saved on the central server. The

central server computer also allows for real-time monitoring on a continuous

basis through the lSlS Canada web site (www.isiscanada.com). A link was

developed and constructed on the lSlS Canada web site (Page, 2003), labelled

"Remote Monitoring LIVE DATA", which allows for real time monitoring of various

projects around the lSlS Canada Network and can be viewed by any person

around the world at any time. A brief outline on the web based monitoring system

is discussed in the previous Section 3.3.4.

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem
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scitr.tooo

SCXI module

Gentral Gomputer Server
located at the U of M in

the lSlS SHM room

3,3.4. Web Based Monitoring

Web based monitoring systems although intricate and complex are no more

complex in their final result than any globally accessible web page. They utilize

two basic programming languages, HTML coding which provides static viewing

and Java script which prov¡des dynamic viewing. The web pages for SHM are

primarily designed for lnternet Explorer 6, with the allowed accessibility of

secondary browsers like Netscape 6.1 or later versions.
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These web pages allow the presentation of data in various forms including

the graphical forms. The data viewed in a graphical form can be in JPG or GIF

format. These images are produced by the Lab View program on the central

server.

3.3.5. lnstallation of the Ultra Sonic Wind Sensor

The preparatory work consisted of selecting and ordering material needed

to install the wind sensor on the North West corner of the Legislature's roof. A

tripod was manufactured in the Structural Lab at the University of Manitoba. The

following materials were needed:

o Two twenty feet long aluminium hollow structural section
(d i m e nsio n'. 2" x2" x1 I 4" H S S ). Two twenty feet long aluminium angles (dimension: L2"x2"x114")

. Box of ll12" aluminium self tapping screws

. Eight solid concrete blocs
o Two ultrasonic wind sensors and components
. Miscellaneous accessories and materials for fabrication and

installation

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem

The tripod was assembled and the legs were bolted into the centre of each

concrete block as shown in Figure 3-23. The ultrasonic wind sensors were

purchased through Geneq lnc. located in Montreal, Quebec. Two sonic wind

sensors of model 50.5 were procured. The wind sensor is a solid-state ultrasonic

instrument capable of measuring wind speeds and wind directions. The wind

sensor operates at a range 0-50m/s with resolution of 0.1m/s and the wind

direction ranging from 0-359 degree with resolution of 1.0 degree. Some of the

features are as follows: no moving parts, digital and analog output and operating
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temperature between -40 to 70 degree Celsius. The ultrasonic wind sensor

weighs 2.5k9 and stands approximately 20 inches high and is 10 inches wide

(Met One lnstruments lnc., 2002).

The ultrasonic wind sensor was then assembled with its components. The

sensor mount was aligned horizontally to the top of the rigid tripod and fastened

correctly. The sensor mount was re-checked with a leveller and re-tightened for

little or no movement. The key bushing was placed inside the sensor mounting

fixture. The bushing was positioned and aligned to true North with the use of a

portable compass and then fastened by set of screws to the sensor mount. The

sensor was then placed correctly into the bushing slot and three captive machine

screws were used to secure the sensor to the apparatus.

Once the wind meter was firmly secured onto the tripod, the signal cable

was connected at the bottom of the wind sensor. The signal cable length couldn't

be more than fifty feet in length as specified by the manufacturer. The signal

cables output is in voltage and the signal would be lost if the cable length was

exceeded. Since the dome (monitoring room) is located fufther away than fifty

feet, a transformer was needed for converting the signal output voltage into

current. The signal cable was pulled through a black flextite electrical conduit and

plastic electrical box installed on the angle of the tripod. The conduit continued

from the adjacent side of the box down along the roof's level as shown in Figure

3-24 and then through the ventilation shaft located approximately 10 feet away.

The ventilation shaft leads to an attic.

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem
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The wind sensors also had an external heater provided for de-icing of the

sensor arms and preventing the accumulation of ice. The heater consists of a

laminated heater material that is custom designed and wrapped around the

sensor arms and the sonic sensor element housings. The heater is connected to

a temperature controller and is powered by a power supply unit. Both were

installed inside the plastic electrical box for weatherproofing and protection.

The next phase was to run a 24 gauge electrical shielded wire from the attic

to the remote monitoring room. The wire was routed through the attic along the

ducts, up through the attic's roof, along the walls, through the door frame and

finally along side of the stainruell up to the remote monitoring room. The

transformer and the power supply for the sonic wind meter were placed and

attached along the wooden frame inside the attic near the ventilation shaft. The

wire was connected to the transformer which converts the signal from voltage to

current. The other extremity of the wire was connected to the SCXI terminal box

in the DAQ system located at the remote monitoring room. The signal is then

converted back into voltage by an ohm resistor located in the SCXI terminal box.

The sonic wind sensors were calibrated at the factory prior to shipment,

therefore, there was no need for calibration. The operation manual (Met One

lnstruments lnc., 2002) does however mention a way to quick check the sensor

(optional). The quick check was performed and consisted of covering the

sensors, reading the voltage with a volt meter and then checking the table

reference guide given in the operation manual of the wind sensor. The sampling

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem
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rate of the ultrasonic wind sensor is 1 Hz. All other instrumentations are sampled

at 32 Hz.

The installation of a camera on the Legislature's roof was installed and

connected to the computer server for continuous visual monitoring of the Golden

Boy anytime during the day through the web page. The camera was installed

next to the ultra sonic wind sensor and is shown at the bottom of Figure 3-24.

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem

Fiqure 3-23: Levellinq of Blocks and Tripod lnstallation on the Leqislature's Roof

Fiqure 3-24: Wind Sensor and Camera on the North-West Corner of Leqislature's Roof
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3.4. LOCATION OF SENSORS

A schematic layout of the sensors on the shaft of the Golden Boy is shown

in Figure 3-25. The location and orientation of the sensors were discussed in the

previous section. The sensors are labeled correspondingly to the Golden Boy's

global coordinate system. The Golden Boy faces true north and the sensors were

installed relative to its directions. Plan views of the shaft are shown in Figure

3-25 along with the global coordinate system. The sensors will be referred by the

identification labels as described earlier in this report. Note that S.G.N refers to

the strain gauge located on the north axis of the shaft. S.G.E refers to the strain

gauge located on the east axis of the shaft and vise versa. The odd numbered

strain gauges refer to the horizontally, and the even numbered strain gauges

refer to the vertically positioned sensors in the bi-directional strain rosettes. The

two thermocouples are positioned directly underneath the west and east rosettes

and are labeled by TC.1 and TC.2 respectively. The two accelerometers were

positioned on the top of the shaft and placed on the north and south axis at an

equal distance away from the centre of gravity of the stainless steel shaft as

shown in Figure 3-25. The labeling of the FBG sensors begin with two letters,

and then a digit. The two letters denote the global axis location on the shaft and

the digit refers to the orientation angle of the FBG positioned to the face of the

shaft. All of the odd numbered FBG sensors are orientated at forty-five degree

angles and all of the even numbered FBG are orientated at zero degree angles.

For example, "NW1" notation refers to the FBG located on the north-west axis of

the shaft at an angle of forty-five degree and "SE2" refers to the FBG located on

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem
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the south-east axis of the shaft at an angle of zero degree as shown in Figure

3-25.

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem
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3.4.1. Damaged lnstrumentations

As the restoration and instrumentation process was completed, the Golden

Boy made its way back to the top of the Legislature's dome, where it will remain

for many years to come. All instrumentations were safely secured and protected.

A team of workers preformed the difficult task of placing the Golden Boy at the

top of its perch. The six inch diameter shaft was to be secured at a distance

approximately three inches away from the sensors but due to an unfortunate

mishap the Golden Boy's shaft descended further than expected. The sensors

covered approximately six inches around the circumference of the shaft and were

heavily protected. The protection around the shaft was able to save some

sensors, but unfortunately most of the protective coating was damaged and

slipped slightly upwards (one inch) towards the bottom of the Golden Boy's plate.

The extent of the damage was not known because the sensors were not visible.

The repair did not include the relocation and replacement of the sensors due to

the lack of time and resources. Repair consisted of adjusting the instrumentation

as close to the original position and re-applying a protective covering over the

damaged one. The Golden Boy's shaft was then placed correctly into the fixity of

the dome, fastened and tightened with bolts. ln addition, the sensors were re-

checked and unfortunately not all sensors were in working order. The following

gauges were confirmed to be damaged and the identifying labels can be used to

locate them in Figure 3-25:

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem
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1. North axis, vertical rosette strain gauge, S.G.N.2

2. South axis, horizontal rosette strain gauge, S.G.S.5

3. West axis, horizontal rosette strain gauge, S.G.W.7

4. Bragg grating sensors, NW1, NW2, SW1,SW2, NE1, NW2, SE1,

SE2

3.4.2. Role of Givionics Specifications

As indicated in the previous sections in this report, correct installation and

protection of sensors are crucial for a successful SHM system. Based on past

experience, where sensors were not installed correctly, maintained properly, and

wiring was not secured, lSlS Canada developed some guidelines to avoid such

problems. The guidelines on the sensor installation (lSlS Design Manual 1,2001)

and the upcoming design manual on Civionics Specifications would be very

helpful for future SHM projects by ensuring proper installation, protection of the

instrumentation, wires, conduits etc.

lnstallation of the SHM Svstem
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4.1. STRUCTURAL MODEL

The Golden Boy sculpture is a very unique and complicated structure that

has many different angles and curvatures around its perimeter. The formation of

a mathematical model of the structure is an important stage of any engineering

analysis. The model will help to idealize the structure so that a practical dynamic

and static analysis can be performed. For the present study, the Golden Boy

structure is modeled with a number of assumptions which are explained later.

The model allows theoretical predication and behaviour under externally applied

loadings.

The Golden Boy is illustrated in Figure 4-1. The sculpture is hollow and is

attached at two locations. The first location is near the bottom, directly above the

plate and below the Golden Boy's left heel as shown below. The brass plug

connects the Golden Boy's left foot to the circumference of the stainless steel

shaft. The second location is at the top of the stainless steel shaft which

terminates at torso height of the Golden Boy as shown in Figure 3-6.

The mathematical model of the structure has been constructed based upon

the following assumption. The connection at the bottom is very near the point of

fixity, therefore it will not be treated as a point which transfers the external forces.

Both surface areas can be modeled by a rectangular cross section as shown

below in Figure 4-2. The front and rear of the Golden Boy corresponds to north
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and south face respectively and the sides to the east and west. The surface area

is 3.8m2 and 3.23m2 respectively. The centre of gravity (c.g) of the statue was

estimated visually at Pritchard machine shop. Measurements were taken from

the bench-mark located at the c.g of the steel armature, directly beneath the left

foot to a fictitious point inside the sculpture. The north and south face plane had

an eccentric c.g whereas the east west face plane lied directly in line with the

armature's centre of gravity as shown below in Figure 4-2. The top connection is

attached at torso height which is near the vicinity of the centre of gravity of the

Golden Boy structure. Therefore the centre of pressure due to the wind action will

be take directly at the centre of gravity of the structure and all external forces will

be transferred through the centre of gravity.

The internal mechanism involved in holding up the statue consists of a

3556mm (140 inch) stainless steel shaft, with an actual diameterof 152.4mm (6

in.). The stainless steel characteristic consists of 17-4 chromium nickel

precipitation/age hardening martensitic double aged (Dillon Consulting Ltd.,

2002). The shaft had modification done at the shop; it consisted of bending the

steel armature slightly to accommodate the internal structure and machining to

the appropriate cross-section. The length of the shaft from tip, directly vertical to

the top measures 3505.2mm (138 in.). The bottom 755.65mm (29%in.) has a

diameter of 152.4mm (6 in.) which then has a transition of 40mm to a diameter of

127mm (5 in.) to the top of the steel shaft. A schematic representation of the

armature and dimension is shown in Figure 4-3.

Theoretical Analvsis
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The theoretical model for the structure is represented best by a cantilever

beam so that the forces in the structure may be determined with reasonable

accuracy. The cantilever beam is assumed to be vertical with a length of

2750mm and constant cross-sectional diameter of 5.5 inches (139.7mm) shown

in Figure 4-3.

Theoretical Analvsis

Fiqure 4-1: The Golden Bov and the Brass Pluq
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Fiqure 4-2: Schematic Reoresentation of the Golden Bov with Rectanoular Cross Section
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Fioure 4-3: Actual Dimension and Theoretical Reoresentation of the Shaft

152.4mm
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4.2. NOTAT¡ON AND SIGN CONVENTION

The following notations will be used in this report. The sign for the cross

sectional face is determined by the direction of the outward normal vector as

shown in Figure 4-4. The moment (Mv.) first subscript y defines the direction of

the outwardly directed normal vector to the face of the cross section and the

second subscript z defines the coordinate directions of the force or moment

component (Lardener & Archer, 1994).

The following sign convention will be used in the report. Figure 4-5a) shows

the positive directions of the internal normal, shear force and moments on the cut

member. ln the left hand face of the cut member, the normal force N acts to the

left, the internal shear force V acts downwards and the moment M acts

counterclockwise. According to Newton's third law, the forces and moment on the

right hand face of the cut member must be equal in magnitude but opposite in

direction. Figure 4-5b); positive normal force tends to elongate the member,

Figure 4-5c); positive shear force tends to rotate the member clockwise, Figure

a-5d); positive moment tends to bend the member concave upward, which

elongates the bottom chord in tension and shrinks the top chord into

compression.

Theoretical Analvsis

Fiqure 44:Positive Moment Vector Notation(Lardener & Archer. 1994)
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4.3. STATIC ANALYSIS
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Fiqure 4-5:Positive Siqn Convention (Hibbeler. 1998)
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An elastic section analysis for predicting the response of a stainless steel

cantilever beam, loaded dynamically and statically is presented. Schematic

representation of the 3D structural model, the external loading applied on the

centre of gravity of the Golden Boy and the dimensions is shown in Figure 4-6a).

The cantilever beam can be seen as a great load-carrying member, which is

classified as a slender member. A slender member is a member whose length is

much greater (at least 5 times) than either of its cross-sectional dimensions

(Lardner & Archer, 1994). The north wind direction will be used, since it is the

most critical, most dominant wind and acts on the largest surface area (North or

South). An analysis of any wind direction would follow the same process. Figure

4-6a) shows the resultant component due to the wind (W) acting along the

surface area of the Golden Boy's north face (wind coming from North), along with

the dead load (D). The cantilever is considered as having a fixed support at the

base and allows no relative rotation and translation between the connected

members, therefore the support exerts two force components and a moment
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(Hibbeler, 1999). Figure 4-6b) shows the north face of the structure in the y-x

plane, the external dead load (parallel to the plane) and reactions. The eccentric

dead load can be due to the weight of the structure, any other live load (snow,

ice, rain ect..) or a combination of both. Figure 4-6b) can be reduced to a force

couple system at an arbitrary point O as shown in Figure 4-7. ln addition, the

internal forces and moments which vary along the length of the beam are present

as well as the reactions.

D It
rsg!7mmH

zt2
(North face)

a) 3D Model

x
(West face)

Fioure 4-6:Free Bodv Diaoram

N
b) Y-X plane
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It is important to note that the free body diagram shown in Figure 4-7 is at a

state of equilibrium therefore is given by:

Zf* = 0 (summation of forces in X); V=0

Zry = o (summation of forces in Y); N=D

ZU =O (moment about the fixity); Mr,=150D

Fiqure 4-7:Force Couple Svstem with Forces and Moment Distribution

Theoretical Analvsis

A two-dimensional loading in the y-z plane (west face) on the cylindrical

cantilever beam and the shear and moment diagrams is shown in Figure 4-8. The

wind force W acts at a distance of 150mm away, parallel to the y-z plane as

shown in Figure 4-6a). lt creates a force couple system which is shown in the

Figure 4-8 at location O. The double headed vector (Trr) denotes a twisting

moment or Torque. The same subscript notation and sign convention is used as

previously mentioned.
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The free body diagram shown in Figure 4-8 is in the state of equilibrium

therefore the following is true:

lFz =O (summation of forces inZ); V=W

Zry =o (summation of forces in Y); N=0

\Mx:0 (moment about the X-axis from the fixity); Mr"=2750W

Z¡rty = o (moment about the Y-axis from the fixity); Mvv=Tw-150W

Theoretical Analvsis

Y-Z Plane (west face)

Fiqure 4-8: Free Bodv & lnternal Distribution

4.4. STRESSES

4.4.'4. Axial Stress

The force couple shown in Figure 4-7 produce two types of stresses on the

circular shaft, axial stress and bending stress. The axial stress is given by:
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_D
A

where: ot = Axial stress D = Axial force A= cross-sectional area

The axial force tends to shorten the member due to the compressive force

therefore it is said to produce a negative stress.

4.4.2. Bending Stress

The moment at the free end of the cantilever beam shown in Figure 4-7

produces a constant moment distribution throughout the length of the beam. The

bending stress is given by:

Theoretical Analvsis

ulz -

where:

(Mv,tx

6y,= floruTral stress
lz= rnorTìênt of inertia of the cross sect¡on about the z-axis passing through the
centroid
x= distance from the centroid of the cross section to an extreme point along x-
axis
My, = bending moment

The maximum bending moment occurs at the base of the cantilever beam

shown in Figure 4-8 and the stress distribution at the cross section is shown in

Figure 4-9 and the bending stress is given by:

(4.1)

oyx -
Mrt*Z

Iy

(4.2)
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4.4.3. Shear Stress

Figure 4-9: Two Dimensional Representation of

Stress Distribution and Bendinq Moment

The Torque (Tvv) is constant throughout the length of the beam and the

shear stress distribution is shown in Figure 4-10. The shear stress distribution is

linear and maximum at the outer part of the cylinder. The shear stress is given

by:

Theoretical Analvsis

compression

Twxr
9-

J

J_
2

where;

.47T4r

r = shear stress
J - polar moment of inertia
r = radial distance from the axis

(4 4)

(4 5)
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4.4.4. Combi ned Stresses

The cantilever beam acts as a slender member and is an important

structural component for the Golden Boy. At different angles or directions of wind

acting on the surface of the structure, the stainless steel shaft experiences many

different types of combined stresses caused by axial, torsional and transverse

bending loads. At any given point on the cantiliver beams cross-section we are

able to combine the different stress states. The most critical location is near the

point of fixity of the cantiliver beam. A schematic representation of the different

states of stresses acting near the point of fixity is shown in Figure 4-11.

The combined state of stress corresponds to the addition of all four stress

resultants, torsion, bending about the x-axis, bending about the z-axis and axial

force as shown in Figure 4-11. The cross sections are taken near the fixity of the

shaft and their corresponding tensile and compressive stresses are indicated by

arrows pointing down for compressive stresses and arrows pointing up for tensíle

stresses.

Theoretical Analvsis

Fiqure 4-10: Shear Distribution
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The maximum value of the shear stress due to torsion occurs at all points of

the outside surface where radius is maximum in Eq.(4.4). The maximum value of

bending stress occurs at the extreme points where the radius is at its maximum.

Bending about the x-axis, the maximum value of bending stress can be

calculated by Eq.(a.3), and it occurs along the lines on the outer surface where

z= + (diameter)/2. Also, the maximum bending stress about the z-axis can be

calculated using Eq.(4.2) which occurs along the lines on the outer surface where

x =+ (diameterl2). The maximum axial stress is uniform over the cross-sectional

area and can be obtained from Eq.(4.1). Combining the stresses at appropriate

segments, we are able to calculate the principle stresses and the maximum

shear stress at any given point by using Mohr's circle.

Theoretical Analvsis

v

T

Shear

--

Bending stresses

Combined 
-state of stress -

Fiqure 4-11: Gombined States of Stress
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4.4.4.1. Mohr's Circle Representation

The Mohrs circle representation will be based on the axis orientation that

has been followed throughout this report; the Y-axis pointing directly upwards to

the sky, the Z-axis along the north- south orientation and the X-axis along the

east-west orientation of the Golden Boy.

The construction of the Mohr's circle for plane stress is shown in Figure

4-12, with the corresponding equations 4.6-4.9. The compresive normal stresses

are plotted to the left and the tensile stresses are plotted to the right of the

vertical shear stress axis. Shear stress z is shown along the vertical axis and

normal stress o, along the horixontal axis. This sign covention is adapted from

T.J Lardner and R.R Archer (199a). 01 ârìd oz denote the principle stresses.

Theoretical Analvsis

oAv : ox+ Õy

Í=
'max

ox-ay\'
2)

Ol=OAV+r mu

02=OAY+î
ñd

(4.6)

(4.7)
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Y = (oY,t)

Theoretical Analvsis

4.5. STRAIN

The stress-strain relationship in the elastic region of the material is linear

and is often a one-dimensional Hooke's law for stress and strain (Lardner and

Archer, 1994).

Two types of strain, normal and shear strain are directly related to the

linear elastic stress-strain curve, and they are given by Eq.4.10 and 4.11,

respectively.

Fiqure 4-12: Mohr's Circle llardner & Archer. 19941

o
E

v- 2* r(I+ v)
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Where;

e is the normal strain in the shaft.

o is the normal stress in the shaft.
E is the elastic modulus of the material.

7 is the shear strain in the shaft.

T is the shear stress in the shaft.

u is poisson's ratio of the material.

4.6. WIND LOADTNG OF 100 YEAR W|ND STORM (N8CC,1995)

The full scale modelling of the wind climate was utilised for the Golden Boy.

The purpose was to obtain a representative wind velocity and direction for the

wind tunnel model. Due to the lack of wind climate information available for

Winnipeg, the wind climates for Regina and Minneapolis for a 100 year return

period were used. The direction characteristic for the two cities depict the

stronger winds coming from the North and Northwest as previously mentioned

(D.A Kopp and D.Surry,2001). The NBCC g5 reports that for a 100 year mean

hourly wind speed, 10 meters above ground in open country terrain (e.9., airport),

the wind pressure is q=9.49 kPa. For suburban terrain, the mean hourly wind

speed at height of 72 meters above ground (Golden Boy) is q=0.485 kPa. The

equation 4.12 provides design wind loads for bridge substructures and

superstructures. All winds loads based on the reference wind pressure, q, shall

be treated as equivalent static loads (CAN/CSA-S6-00, 2001). The NBCC loading

provisions for external pressure due to wind are as follows

Theoretical Analvsis

p=q*Ce*Cg*Cp

where:
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Q= wind pressure in NBCC

Ce=exposure factor
Cg=gust factor
Cp=external pressure coefficient
p = mass density of air (100x10-6 KN/m3)

Z =Velocity of winds (0.1,0.033,0.01 probability of exceedance)

Analysis for the 10O-year wind storm.

(i.'.v')

The 3D model is shown in Figure 4-6a) with the appropriate dimensions and wind

direction approaching from the North. The 100 year wind acting at the worst wind

direction at a height above ground of 72 meters is q=6.46U^0".

The corresponding wind speed is calculated by the following equation:

Theoretical Analvsis

The following factors were used, the exposure factor Ce=1.5 (NBCC 95,table

4.1.8.1), gust factor Cg=2.5 (NBCC 95, sec 4.1.8) and external pressure factor

Cp=1.3 (NBCC,sec 4.1.8). The external wind pressure is calculated by Eq.4.12

p = q * Ce* Cg * Cp =0.485*1 .5*2.5*1.3=2.37 Kpa

The resultant force W acting at the centre of pressure shown in Figure 4-6 is

calculated by:

w=p*A

where; A=surface area of the Golden Boy according to the direction

north face of the Golden Boy has an approximate sudace area of 3.8m2 as

shown in figure 3.3.
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W =2.37 
* 

3. 8=9. 0 kN =9000N

The weight of the Golden Boy and the internal shaft is approximately 1575K9. lt

was obtained by subrtracting the weight of the cradle from the overall weight of

the structure and the cradle. The crane erection company, Litz, was responsible

for the weighing procedure on the scale.

The dead load D is calculated using Newton's Second law.

F=ma

D=1 575kg*9.81 mls2=15450N= 1 5.45KN

Theoretical Analvsis

where; F=force, m=mass, a=acceleration(gravity)

The cross-sectional properties of the cylindrical cantilever stainless steel beam

are shown below; d=139.7mm (5.5 inch diameter).

Íd2A_

4

l,ÁI 64 
I

;4| ,l
Axis of moments through center of circle

G.-'

Fiqure 4-13: Geometric Properties of the Shaft

d
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The cross-sectional area and moment of inertia are calculated

A_ Trdz n* e39.7)z
T = 4 =1532gmm2

I_ îrà4 n * (I39.7)a

64- 64

The bending moments Myz and Myx are calculated from the free body diagrams

and the state of equilibrium shown in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8, respectively.

Mrr=1 50*D=1 50.(1 5450N)= 2,317,500 Nmm

Mr*=27 50*W=2750.(9000 N )= 24.7 5x106 N mm

= 18.696x106 mma

The torque moment Tr, as shown in Figure 4-8 is calculated by

Mrr=Trr=1 50*W=1 50.(9000N)=1,350,000Nmm

Theoretical Analvsis

The axial load D gives rise to a compressive normal stress distributed uniformly

over the cross section of the shaft, represented in Figure 4-7 and is calculated

according to Eq.4.1

_D
6A-- A = -15450115328= -1.01 Mpa

The torsional shear stress,T, distribution across the shaft is a result of the

twisting momentTrr, and is calculated according to Eq.4.4 and Eq.4.5

J- 1T * 14 tr * (I39.7 / 2)a

2= = 37.39x106 mma
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Tyy* r
J

The shear

follows:

r3s0000* (139.7 t2)

= 37.39x106 = 2.54 Mpa

stress, fu, is due the shear (wind) load of 9KN and is calculated

^ 414/ 4x9000f - _::_
3A 3*15328

Both bending moments act on a positive y face and are bending about two

different axes, one being the x axis and the other thez axis as shown in Figure

4-11 . The normal bending stresses are calculated by Eq.4.2 and Eq.4.3.

õ1" =

Theoretical Analvsis

L = 18.696x106 = 8.7 Mpa

Myx*z 24.75xt06.(ry)

Iy = 18.696x106 = g2.s Mpa
oyx =

The combined state of stresses corresponds to the addition of the four separate

states of stress on any point or segment on the outer surface of the shaft. The

four segments which are important are the north, south, east and west segments

of the outer surface. The nofth-south elements lie along the line z =-rd l2 and

the east-west segment lie along the line r =-rd /2 . The north and south segment

are critical due to the higher normal bending stress (ovr) which has a value of

t92.5 Mpa. The north side of the shaft, the bending stress is tensile and the

opposite side (south) the bending stress is compressive as shown in Figure 4-11.

Since the axial stress is compressive (-1.01Mpa) throughout the cross section, it

will add to the compressive stress (-92.5Mpa) on the south segment and
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decreases the tensile stress on the

south segment is the critical one, and

north segment of the shaft. Therefore the

is shown below in Figure 4-14.

oy = -,92.5- 1.01 : -93.51

Theoretical Analvsis

The principle stresses and the maximum shear stress are found by using the

Mohr's circle representation as shown in Figure 4-12. Therefore,

r = 2.54

Fiqure 4-14:Critical Section(South)

OAV =
ax+oy 0+(-93.51)

ot: oAV + r^* 
=-46.76 + 46.82= 0.06Mpa

02 = oAV - r^o = -46.76 - 46.82= - 93.58 Mpa

= -46.76

= 46.82Mpa
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Discussion

The maximum principle stresses due to the combined stresses are

calculated. lt is seen that due to the very small eccentric loading of the shaft, a

very small torque moment (1.35KNm) or shear stress (2.54Mpa) is produced.

The torque moment amounts to only 5.4% of the bending moment. The axial

stress (-1Mpa) is also very small which amounts to only 11% of the bending

stress (92.5Mpa). The bending stress is the most significant part. The maximum

combined bending stress is 93.5 Mpa which is very close to the maximum

principle stress of 93.58 Mpa, which is marginally higher (0.08%). The shear

stress is only 2.75% of the normal bending stress. Therefore it is fair to say that

the analysis of combine stresses is no longer needed. Our main objective is the

dynamic analysis of the wind on the Golden Boy. The effects of the eccentric

loading and dead loads to the Golden Boy has no significant effect on the

outcome of the maximum principle stress.

4.7. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

Theoretical Analvsis

The Golden Boy is one of many different types of structures. Many

structures possess different numbers of degree of freedom (DOF) and there

exists a natural frequency (or natural period) of vibration corresponding to each

mode of vibration. The most important step in analysis procedures is defining a

mechanical model that accurately represents the physical problem. The Golden

Boy may be subjected to dead load and a disturbance due to wind or gust. Due

to the geometry, the wind or the gust of wind may induce forces in several

directions. The wind forces naturally produce a deflection in the direction parallel
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to the wind. lt may also produce vibration perpendicular to the wind which is

induced by a phenomenon known as vortex shedding. This chapter discusses the

procedure by which the dynamic response is evaluated on the model previously

mentioned and as shown in Figure 4-15a).

There are two types of vibration associated with structures, being either free

vibration or forced vibration.

The natural frequency of a structure is directly related to the mass and

stiffness of it. lf we assume that some energy is applied to the structure suddenly,

such as kinetic or potential energy, and then removed shortly after that, the

vibration experienced by the structure in the absence of external excitation is

known as the free vibration. The free vibration will eventually dissipate or damped

out with time since there are no external loads being applied.

The forced vibration is induced directly by a disturbance such as an

external excitation. The forced vibration consists of the superposition of steady-

state response and a transient response. The steady-state response is directly

related to the external loading and the transient response is due to the initial

stored energy in the structure.

4.7,1. Free Vibration

Theoretical Analvsis

When a system is displaced from its static equilibrium position and then

released, it vibrates freely around its equilibrium position with a behaviour that

depends on the mechanical model (mass and stiffness of the system). The

mechanical model of the Golden Boy is represented by a Single Degree of

Freedom (SDOF) vibrating system which is attached to a lumped mass element
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that is connected to a rigid support through a linear elastic spring as shown in

Figure 4-15b). The purpose of a free vibration analysis is to determine this

behaviour in terms of the frequency, known as the natural frequency, at,. Thê

natural frequency plays a very important role in the vibration analysis and will be

extremely important for the structural health monitoring of the Golden Boy's well

being.

Theoretical Analvsis

<- F(t)

a) Golden Boy Model

Stiffness

The equation for SDOF system can be expressed by D'Alembert's Principle

of Dynamic Equilibrium which is directly related to Newton's second law of motion

to the system. Newton's second law states if the resultant force on a body is not

zero then the body will move with an acceleration which is proportional to the

resultant forces in the direction of the force (M. Frye, N. Rattanawangcharoen

and A.H. Shah, 2003). Therefore, d'Alembert's principle of dynamic equilibrium

is given by:
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Fiqure 4-15: Schematics Reoresentation of Static and Dvnamic Analvsis

b) Mechanical modelfor SDOF system



\(forces¡*-mr:o

A free body diagram for a SDOF system is in a state of

dynamic problem can be reduced to an equivalent problem

Figure 4-16 (Tedesco, Mcdougal &Ross, 1998).

The equation of motion for the system is given by applying Eq.(a.13)

F(t)-lø-c*-nü=0

where;

Theoretical Analvsis

Fs= kx

Fiqure 4-16: Free Bodv Diaqram for SDOF Svstem

(4.13)

equilibrium and the

of statics shown is

TD-

Fr= inertia force represented by the product of mass (m) and acceleration (i)
Fs= ffiechanical force represented by the product of spring constant (k) and
displacement (x).
Fp= damping force represented by the product of viscous damping coefficient (c)
and velocity (*).
Rearranging Eq. (4.14) and dividing through by m gives an end result

.. c k F(t)
x+_x+_x=______:_mmm

The natural circular frequency is given by:

Eq. (4.14) can be defined

characteristics, if the damping

the Golden Boy model system

(4.14)

(4.16)

simply by the system's mass and stiffness

is negligible, and hence ignored. For the case of

(Figure 4-15a) it is assumed to be undamped, free
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vibration. The viscous damping force (Fo) and the external force (F(t)) are

removed therefore from the equation of motion, which is then reduced to

wü+lm=0

The solution for a general undamped free vibration system where the mass is in

motion and in terms of the prescribed initial conditions is shown by equation 4.18

(Tedesco, McDougal & Ross, 1999) and is used to evaluate the impulsive

response function.

E;"'--r,lor l'" ' *, ' "l where;

x(t) - !e- sinø,t + xo coscùt
a,

Theoretical Analvsis

4.7 .2. Equivalent Stiffness

The Golden Boy model is represented by a cantilever beam with an elastic

stiffness (El), and end load, F, applied at its free end as shown in Figure 4-17.

The applied load F is a consequence of the dynamic effect of the wind on the

structure.

(4.17)

(4.18)

Fioure 4-17= Cantilever Beam with Tip Load IGSA-S16.1-94)
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The deflection, A, at the free end of the cantilever beam from an applied load, F ,

is given by:

Where;

E= Young's Modulus for stainless steel
l= moment of ineñia of the beam's cross-sectional area about the neutral axis
L= length of the beam

The equivalent stiffness for the cantilever beam is the ratio of the applied load to

the deflection at the free end of the beam (Tedesco, McDougal & Ross,1998),

therefore:

Theoretical Analvsis

Substituting Eq.(4.19) into Eq. (a.20) and rearranging

spring stiffness constant, k, yields the following:

k= 3EI

(4.1e)

L3

Moment of inertia for a circular cross-section is given by

the equation in term of

(4.20)

(4.21\
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4.7 .3. Forced Vibration

As mentioned in the introduction, the forced vibration consists of two

different types of motion. The first is the transient response which is related to the

stored energy in the structure when set in motion instantaneously by an initial

displacement and/or an initial velocity to the mass shown by 8q.4.18. The stored

potential energy in the spring will be converted to kinetic energy to the mass

which will continue to vibrate pass its natural equilibrium position, until it comes to

rest due to damping. lf no damping is present, the rate of energy transferred

between the spring and mass, is the natural frequency.

The steady state response is related to the external excitation on the

system. The response can be due to periodic (harmonic) or nonperiodic

(arbitrary) exciting force. Periodic excitation repeats itself at equal time intervals

or periods. Nonperiodic excitation does not repeat itself at equal time intervals

and can consist of a short blast or of long duration. The wind is categorized as a

nonperiodic force due to the continuous change in wind speed, gust and

direction.

The response to a nonperiodic exciting force makes use of the solution for a

unit impulse. Consider a simple system as shown in Figure 4-16 with a force

response to unit impulse shown in Figure 4-18.
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The equation of motion for the system is given by Eq.4.15 and the solution can

be written as

0t

Fiqure 4-18: Unit lmpulse (Anderson. 1967)

Theoretical Analvsis

m m mt Ø.23)

The assumption is that the system is initially at rest and that the time increment

for the force is very smalle -+ 0. The function which describes the exciting force

with e + 0 is commonly referred to as a delta function or a unit impulse function

(Anderson, 1967). lntegration of Eq.4.23 over the duration of the force leads to

i +'19¡¿, *"lL*a, =T 
t-dt

õm 6m õmt

The second and third term on the left hand side will also approach zero and

right hand side will become (1/m) as shown above. The velocity is finite

change in displacement will be very small (infinitesimal) at the end of the
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impulse force, therefore the motion at the termination of the exciting force is

given by (Anderson, 1967):

x=0
.1

m Ø.2s)

Equation 4.18, the transient response for an undamped system with an impulsive

response function and with the initial conditions, Eq.4.25 is given by

x(t) - lzsina4t * xo coscùÍ
CÙ,

The impulsive response function h(t) Eq.4.26 will be used

dynamic response of non periodic motion of the Golden Boy.

Theoretical Analvsis

4.7 .4. Non periodic Excitation

The SDOF system is subjected to an arbitrary nonperiodic forcing function,

as depicted in Figure 4-19.

h(t¡ -Lsinz;-,tffiØ,
(4.26)

evaluate the

Fiqure 4-19: lncremental Component of An Arbitrarv Force
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Assuming that this excitation is a sequence of impulses such as the impulse of

magnitude F(r)dr over a very small time interval dr, then the displacement

response to each impulse is valid for all time t >ø (Tedesco, McDougal & Ross,

1998). Thus the motion resulting from the single impulse can be expressed as

x(t) - F@)h(t - r)dr

The motion for the single impulse can be superimposed for the total displacement

response over the entire time interval t, integrating resulting in

x(t) ='[rç"¡n1t - r)dr '!rG)sin 
ø, (t - r)dt

m(D, I

Theoretical Analvsis

Equation 4.28 is commonly known as Duhamel's lntegral or the convolution

integral (Tedesco, McDougal & Ross, 1998).

The excitation force must be a set of discrete points which are connected

by a straight line so that a Duhamel's integral can be evaluated numerically.

Therefore Duhamel's integral can be represented by a simple replacement of the

integral by a summation

Lt fltx(t) =
m 0) n -t_4

(4.27)

It should be noted that it is usually necessary to determine values of the

displacement, x, at a number of different times, tr. lt is thus advantageous to be

able to calculate the results form previous time in a current calculation, but the

summation formula (4.29) preclude this because times tr and t are intermixed in
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the sine term. Therefore to separate them, we substitute a simple trigonometry

relationship

sin(at,t, - o,t) = (sin ontr* coso,t)-(cosø,1, * sinat,t),

giving

x(t) = hlr r,,,f,ç¡"osú),t - cosú),,ttf,arrnr,,f

Equation 4.30 is the steady state response which allows for dynamic

displacement of the Golden Boy subjected to a loading F(t) at different time

interuals (time step). The equation 4.30 will be evaluated with the forcing function

of the live wind meter data (sampled at 1 Hz.) to obtain the dynamic

displacement of the Golden Boy and then simple static analysis will be used to

evaluate the strain at the fixity of the statue. The procedure will be discussed in

section 5 of the report.

Theoretical Analvsis

(4.30)
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5. PROCESSING AND INTERPRETING THE SHM DATA

The DAQ system is continuously recording, collecting and displaying live

data on the lSlS web page (lSlScanada.com). The web page was constructed for

the purpose of graphically displaying the stresses, strain, temperature and

movement of the Golden Boy over the internet.

The SHM system as mentioned previously, is the backbone to the

monitoring of any structure. The DAQ system plays an important role in the

acquisition of the data. A cable modem is used for the transfering of data from

the onsite location to the main computer server located at the University of

Manitoba. However, prior to the transfering of data, the DAQ program software

(Labview) must be properly configured and must intelligently process data in a

manner suitable for storage and retrieval. Once the data is transfered to the main

server for storage, it may be retrieved at any time for diagnostic testing. The

diagnostic testing of data will establish many important ideas and future

consideration for the monitoring of any structure. The goal is to achieve a safe

and reliable method for predicting the future health of the Golden Boy and to

detect possible damage before any catastrophic event occurs. ln doing this it

enables establishing boundary limits for possible health concerns and allows

adequate interpretation of live data. lt will also enable proper decision making

regarding the health of the Golden Boy structure.

Processinq And lnterpretinq The SHM Data
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Processinq And lnterpretinq The SHM Data

5.1. WIND RETR¡EVAL INFORMATION CENTRE

Environment Canada predicts and informs the public of future or present

weather conditions throughout the continent. Weather conditions have an impact

on the lives and decisions of everyone. The weather allows people to

accommodate to their every day lifestyles. lt is fair to say that the weather

conditions heavily influence everyone and everything within our universe. The

Golden Boy is one of the many objects which are influenced by weather

conditions including winds. More so than the humidity or temperature, the wind or

gust of wind is what impacts the movement and constant vibration of the statue.

The Environment Canada website (www.ec.gc.calweather) allows for constant

viewing of present and past weather conditions. The weather conditions are

shown on a daily basis and can be retrieved for the whole year. The daily

weather information is divided up into twenty-four hourly subsections. Each

subsection displays the wind speed, direction, temperature, wind chill, visibility,

relative humidity and dew point for the complete day. Environment Canada

updates the wind speed every hour on the hour. The wind speeds and directions

are taken from a wind meter located at the Winnipeg lnternational Airport, ten

meters from ground level. The wind information for each hour is based on the

strongest gust of wind encountered during the full hour. An example of weather

results for a complete day is shown in Figure 5-1. The Environment Canada

website serves as a very important tool. lt intelligently allows to pin point the

exact day and time interval for different wind velocities, which guides the retrieval

and analyses of the live data.
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The Golden Boy's movement is solely depicted by the speed and direction

of the prevailing wind. A search was conducted through the use of the

Environment Canada website as previously mentioned, to locate different wind

speeds recorded for any given hour during the past months. An in depth analys¡s

was administered for wind velocities ranging near the vicinity of 0, 10,20,30, 40,

and 50 km/hr. The maximum wind speed (s9Km/hr) occurred on September 24,

2003 between 1Oam to11am and on March 10,2004 between 11am to 12pm as

shown in Table 5-1.

Shown in Table 5-1 are wind velocities ranging from 0-59 Km/hr with their

corresponding wind direction and the day/time of the occurrence. The wind speed

and direction shown in the time interval is recorded by Environment Canada
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corresponding to the greatest gust of wind encountered during that hour interval.

The velocities are shown in descending order starting with the highest gust of

wind.

Processinq And lnterpretinq The SHM Data

Table 5-1: Weather Climate Data for Specific Davs

DATE

September 24,2003

March 10,2004

January 21,2004

TIME INTERVAL

January 2,2004

10am-'l 1am

October 27,2003

11am-12pm

October 22,2003

WIND SPEED (km/hr)
(GUST)

November 20,2003

8am-9am

9pm-10pm

March 1,2004

February 26,2004

2pm-3pm

59

4pm-5pm

March 20,2004

59

WIND DIRECTION
( degrees)

February 11,2004

Bam-9am

54

December 22,2003

2pm-3pm

50

3pm4pm

March28,2004

355

43

December 10,2003

3pm4pm

357

43

February 22,2004

6pm-7pm

355

43

November 3,2003

5am-6am

10

39

December 14,2003

2am-3am

185

32

October 26,2003

The days and one hour intervals shown in Table 5-1 will be used to acquire

the corresponding live data files, which are being collected at the University of

12pm-1pm

355

30

December 22,2003

7pm-8pm

355

20

11pm-12am

10

20

2pm-3pm

180

19

8pm-9pm

350

19

11pm-12am

350

12

340

I

345

11

350

0

10

0

15

265
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Manitoba main computer server. The live data files will be extracted by the dates

and modified to obtain correct time intervals as above in Table 5-1. A brief recap

of the retrieval and modification of stored data is discussed in the next section of

the report.

5.2. STORAGE, RETRIEVAL AND MODIFICATION OF DATA

Processinq And lnterpretinq The SHM Data

As discussed in Section 3.3.2, the live data is compressed by the Labview

program onsite and transferred via modem connection to the central main

computer seryer located at the University of Manitoba. The data is decompressed

and zipped to twenty percent of the original text file (.dat) and stored on the hard

disk drive. The hard drive stores the daily data in text files for up to one month

and then the data is saved to secondary storage during regular maintenance.

The whole month's worth of data is saved onto compact disc, and the hard drive

is cleaned for the storage of the next month's data.

Each stored data file is labelled according to the start date of the collection

period. For example, the file labelled as Jan2-2004(8:13:46 Pm).dat would

contain data starting from January 2,2004 at precisely 8:13:46 p.m and collected

continuously for approximately twenty-four hours (one day). The main computer

server is continuously collecting and saving live data from the onsite DAQ

system. Therefore, a second computer in the Structural Health Monitoring Lab

was needed to process the data. The PC Anywhere software was installed on the

computer allowing direct connection to the main server. The data files were

located by dates shown in Table 5-1 and transferred onto the computer.
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Once data transfer is completed, the files are unzipped (WinZip software) to

their original size (300 Mb ). The Labview software has an option called

dataextract.vi which breaks down the original data file into smaller files (size of

approximately 12Mb.), which are suitable for processing by other programs such

as the Excel spreadsheet program. The smaller files (12 Mb) are stored with

identifiers to match the exact time interval previously mentioned in Table 5-1. A

12 Mb. file as mentioned above accommodates approximately 60,000 data points

(sensor data, strain gauges, accelerometers, and thermocouples). The data is

sampled at32Hz (32 points per second), and one file of 60,000 points relates to

approximately half of an hour duration (1800 seconds). Therefore, two

succeeding files are used to represent the data for one full hour. Both files are

opened with an individual Excel spreadsheet that ranges in the same hour time

interval that Environment Canada encountered its gust of wind. The information

contained on the files consists of the actual strain gauges, temperature and the

accelerometers output data readings. Some Excel files are shown in the

Appendix D of this report.

The complete procedure of SHM data processing and interpretation include

the following steps:

a) locating different ranges of wind speeds (Environment Canada

website).

b) retrieval of the original live data files from the main server.

c) the brake down of original data files into individual excel files

(duration of approximately 30 minutes).

Processino And lnteroretino The SHM Data
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d) Modifying consecutive excel files (same hour interval as table 5.1)

for the purpose of obtaining the actual strain gauge and

accelerometer data for analysis, and finally

e) interpreting the strain and other data to answers the health of the

structure .

5.3. ANALYSIS OF THE STRAIN GAUGE DATA

It is assumed in the analyses that all wind speeds are approaching

approximately from the north or south as shown in Table 5-1 of the report.

Therefore the vertical strain gauge rosettes positioned at either the north or south

side would be able to obtain the correct strain gauge readings for comparison

purposes. Unfortunately, the north vertical strain gauge (S.G.N.2) is

malfunctioning, hence, the south vertical strain gauge rosette (S.G.S.6) will be

used throughout the repoft. Before the pair of files are plotted, corresponding to

an hour, the actual strain gauge data is corrected for thermal effects. The actual

strain gauge data is dependent on bending strain due to wind (dynamic affect),

axial strain (weight of the Golden Boy) and thermal strain (change in temperature

of the material). The instrumentation devices were zeroed prior to the collection

of SHM data eliminating the axial strain component. Therefore the live data

recorded by the strain gauges consists of both bending and thermal strains. The

following techniques are used to eliminate the thermal component, leaving the

strain solely due to wind (dynamic motion).
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Methodl: This method deals with the theory of pure bending of a cantilever

shaft. lf we assume that the wind is approaching from the north or south, one

side will be in tension and the other in compression, therefore it is safe to say that

the vertical strain gauge on the south side will experience pure bending and

thermal expansion. The vertical strain gauge positioned on the east and west

face of the shaft will experience no bending theoretically. Therefore the values

recorded on the east and west side should only be due to thermal strain. The

values depend solely on temperature change from a reference value (usually

room temperature) and in this case, the day the Golden Boy's instrumentation

were zeroed, and the coefficient of thermal expansion of the material of the shaft.

Therefore, theoretically the change in length or deformation of a shaft due to

temperature change is given by:

õr=trL=a(LT)L

where;

L= is the initial length of the shaft

a =coefficient of thermal expansion

AT=change in temperature from the reference temperature

Ðr= thermal strain

The total strain in the shaft of the Golden Boy is given by

t =!+aLT
E

where now the total strain

strain in the shaft. The

(5.2)

¿ consist of the internal bending strain and the thermal

temperature change (AT) is positive for temperature
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increase and negative for temperature decrease, indicating that the shaft has

increased or decreased in length, respectively.

All vertical strain gauges on the shaft of the Golden Boy experience both

bending strain and thermal strain which relate to the instantaneous dynamic wind

effect and temperature changes. The average of strain at opposite faces should

represent the thermal strain. Thus the east (S.G.E.4) and west (S.G.W.8) values

were averaged to obtain the thermal strains and subtracted from the south

(S.G.S.6) strain gauge for each corresponding point and plotted. The plots were

examined and the plot which demonstrated the largest peak during the duration

of 30 minutes was selected. The window of time is only 30 minutes that is why

we must select one of the two for These plots are presented for the days shown

in Table 5-1. The figures 5.2 through 5.20 show the plots of Micro-strain versus

time, having duration of approximately 30 minutes (180Oseconds) and are shown

in decreasing order of wind velocities, starting with the maximum.

Method2: This method is based on simple intuition and common sense.

The temperature change in the shaft is slow and the thermal strain should remain

reasonably unchanged for a short period of time. The thermocouples temperature

readings are shown in the Appendix E of this report for various days. The

temperature outside may change fairly dramatically from day to day but as the

thermocouples demonstrate, the temperature change on the stainless steel shaft

is quite slow. This may be a consequence of the stainless steel shaft at the top of

the Legislature being well protected and insulated by the dome. Given that the

time intervals being compared are no greater than a half an hour (1800 seconds),
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it is safe to say that the previous file strain gauge readings (S.G.S.6) will not have

a huge change in thermal strain. Therefore, the baseline or the average of the

data points for a small window of time proceeding the period of interest would

correspond to the thermal strain of the shaft and is subtracted from each data

point. The effectiveness of this method is quite comparable to the previous one

(method 1). The Appendix E of this report demonstrates both methods for

September 24,2003 and illustrates how similar they are in output. Therefore, it is

appropriate to choose either one for the analysis of the strain gauge results.

Method 1 was used throughout this thesis for consistency.

The entire hour interuals for each specific day (table 5.1) includes two

excel files as mentioned previously. Both files were corrected (method 1) and

plotted (Micro-strain vs. time). The plot which contained the absolute maximum

strain peak at any given instant was selected because it indicates the maximum

gust of wind encountered during that hour. Figure 5.2 through 5.20, are labeled

by their corresponding dates, placed in descending order of wind velocity,

starting with the highest. The two highest wind (gust) speeds (59Km/hr) occur on

September 24,2003 and March 10,2004 and are shown below in Figure 5.2 and

Figure 5.3, respectively. The remaining figures are placed in the Appendix A of

the thesis.
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Fiqure 5-2: Strain vs. Time of Actual Strain Gauoe South (S.G.S.6) on September 24.2003
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Fiqure 5-3: Strain vs. Time of Actual Strain Gauqe South (S.G.S.6) on March 10.2004

5.4. ANALYS¡S OF THE ACCELEROMETER DATA

Two accelerometers were installed at the top of the shaft inside the Golden

Boy as discussed in Section 3.2.2.3. The location of the accelerometers is shown

in Figure 3-25. The same procedure as mentioned in Section 5.2, was followed to

obtain the appropriate data for analysis. The analysis of data was done on the

same time frame and day as the actual strain gauge (S.G.S.6) results for

comparison purposes. The accelerometers data output is expressed in g's (g is
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the acceleration due to gravity) and the range of the accelerometer spans +4g's.

For comparison reasons the Y-accelerometer data was used in the analysis,

because it is oriented parallel and in line with the North-South axis of the shaft of

the Golden Boy.

5.4.1. Analysis Results

Processinq And lnterpretino The SHM Data

The accelerometer is located at the top of the shaft and in very close

proximity to the centre of gravity of the shaft. The movement of the accelerometer

is directly related to the force which moves the object. The accelerometers are

recording the actual dynamic movements (vibrations) of the statue. Therefore,

the force will be calculated using Newton's second law (F=ma) and will be

applied at the same location as the force W on point O as shown is Figure 4-8. At

point O the force represents the dynamic forcing function which alternately will be

used to determine the strain at the bottom of the cantilever stainless steel shaft.

The force calculated at each instant can use the static, bending stress and strain

theory as described in section 4.3, section 4.42 and section 4.5 respectively. The

accelerometer analysis is demonstrated using an actual data point obtained from

the September 24, 2003 file. The procedure shown above is used for all data

points and then plotted using an Excel spreadsheet. The plots or numerical

results are shown in Figure 5.21 through Figure 5.39 and are in descending

order, starting with the maximum wind velocity (September 24,2003). Figure 5.21

and Figure 5.22 are shown below and correspond to the two highest wind (gust)
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speeds, September 24,2003 and March 10, 2004, respectively. The remaining

figures are placed in the Appendix B of the thesis.

Sample calculation

The accelerometer data corresponding to a=0.0539 was chosen for calculation:

F=ma

g = acceleration due to gravity (9.81m/s2)

m = mass of the object which is the total mass of the golden boy statue along

with the internal shaft (1575 Kg).

F=ma= (1575).(0.053.9.81 )= 818.9 N where F=W referring to Figure 4.9

Static equilibrium gives the following moments at the fixity of the cantilever shaft

and is calculated by the following equations:

Myx= 2750\N= 2750(818.9)= 2,251,975 Nmm

The stress are calculated by Equation 4.3 of the report

ovx:M n,* z 
-2251975* 

69-85 
=g.42,.Apa" Iy 18.69.x10"

Processinq And lnterpretinq The SHM Data

Normal strain is calculated by Equation 4.10 of the report

o 8.42t=LE 200000

The value of 42.1 micro-strain is shown in Figure

September 24, 2003, which is the instant of

experienced by the statue at that time interval.
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5.4.2. N umerical Resu lts
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5.5. DIAGNOSTIC DYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

This section discusses the natural frequencies obtained by the theoretical

and FFT analysis of the accelerometer as well as their comparlson. lt also

discusses the procedures needed to obtain a representation of the dynamic

response of the Golden Boy using the live data of the ultrasonic wind sensor
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located on the roof of the Legislature. ln addition, it is necessary to check if there

is any correlation between the results of the dynamic analysis of the structure

using the wind meter data and the actual strain gauge readings.

5.5.1. Natural Frequency

Theoretical Calculation :

Processinq And lnteroretino The SHM Data

The mechanical model representing the Golden Boy's structure is

illustrated in Figure 4.15b) and the free body diagram is shown in Figure 4.16.

The application of D'Alembert's principle of dynamic equilibrium yields the

equation of motion given by Equation 4.15 as discussed in Section 4.7 of thís

report. The natural circular frequency (Equation 4.16) of the system is obtained

directly from Equation 4.15 and is calculated as follows:

m=1575K9; The mass of the system (Golden Boy and shaft)

The equivalent stiffness, discussed in Section 4.7.2 of the report, is expressed as

k- 3EI 3*200000*18.69x106

-=E

Therefore, from Equation 4.16

EBw
co-: ^lL = ^l---'- =18.5 rad/sec" \m V1.575

The theoretical natural frequency is

f = 
@,, - l8'5 

=2.g5 Hz.-2n2n

27503
=539.2 N/mm

As mentioned in Section 3.3.4, the web base monitoring system is

displayed on the lSlS Canada web site. The web page allows for continuous

viewing of the data. The Lab View program located on the on-site data
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acqu¡sition system can be set to obtain the sensor data that is desired from a

data socket. The program allows the data to be viewed numerically and

graphically on the web site. The Lab View program has many different functions.

One function used is the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) of accelerometer

data, which extracts the frequency contents of the data which can be used to

determine the natural frequencies of the Golden Boy Structure. Figure 5-40 and

Figure 5-41 show the Y-accelerometer's data (acceleration in g's) and the natural

frequencies of the Golden Boy, respectively.

Processinq And lnterpretinq The SHM Data

Fiqure 540: Accelerometer Data as Disnlaved on the Website

Throughout the 10 month study the natural frequency (3Hz) of the Golden

Boy has been observed continuously on the website. The natural frequencies

have demonstrated a slight variation of 3.5% (3.05 Hz. to 2.95H2.), but overall

has been very consistent throughout the study. The theoretical and FFT analysis

Fiqure 5-41: Natural Frequencies as Displaved on the Website
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shows that the natural frequency of the Golden Boy structure is about 2.95 Hz.,

therefore the natural frequency of 2.95 hertz is considered a healthy structure. lf

the natural frequency changes in any way, this can be cause for concern, and

what would be a reasonable amount of change before the health of the structure

comes into question. Figure 5-42 shows the decrease in natural frequency as the

shaft's diameter is reduced. lf the structure frequency reduces by 5% the

diameter looses about 3.7 mm around the circumference of the shaft which may

be due to corrosion. A baseline (Figure 5-42) is established to identify the value

of natural frequency of the Golden Boy which would alter his state of health from

healthy to unhealthy structure.
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lf the Golden Boy's frequency from the FFT analysis of the accelerometer

would ever demonstrate a result of 2.80H2 or smaller an in-depth analysis of the

Golden Boy structure should be done immediately to see what is the cause for

this change.

5.5.2. Dynamic Analysis on Wind Meter Data

Due to restriction and safety concerns, it was not possible to place the

ultrasonic wind sensor on the Golden Boy's dome. lt was installed on the north-

west corner of the Legislature's roof top. The roof top is approxim ately 25 meters

from ground level. The ultransonic wind sensor positioned at seven feet from roof

level is high enough to record the wind velocities' patterns experienced at the

Legislature Building's roof top. The wind velocities and directions are sampled by

the ultrasonic wind sensor at one Hertz (one point per second), recorded and

stored in data files on the on- site server at the Legislature Building.The wind

data files are stored in the same manner as previously disccussed in section 5.2

of this report. The wind data files are transferred from the on-site server to a

computer at the SHM laboratory within the University of Manitoba. A search is

conducted to locate appropriate files according to the time/day as referred in

Table 5-1 of this report. The wind velocity profile on September 24,2003 is shown

in figure 5.43. The half an hour interval (1800 points sampled at 1Hz.)

corresponds to the same time frame which the absolute maximum strain

occurred in the strain gauge analysis, shown in section 5.3 of this report.
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Next, the file is modified in an Excel spreadsheet. The winds data is

converted into external pressure by using the wind loading provisions of the

National Building Code of Canada and Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code.

ln addition, an approximate projection area of the Golden Boy at 15 degree

increments was performed. The results are shown in Table 5.2. The Golden

Boy's north face relates to the projection area of zero degrees and so on. The

external pressure is multiplied by its corresponding projection area, resulting in

the force being applied at the same location as the force W on point O as shown

is Figure 4-8. Finally, the force is seperated into its north, south, east, and west

components which creates the North-South and the East-West forcing functions.

A sample calculation is performed below, to better understand the procedures

involved in modifying the excel spreadsheet, which results in the forcing function

for the entire 30 minute interval.

Fiqure 543: Wind Velocities Data Recorded at the Leqislature's Roof Top

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800

time(seconds)
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Table 5-2: Proiected Area of the Golden Bov

Anqle (deqrees)
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0
15
30
45
60
75
90

105
't20

Proiected Area (m')

135
150
16s
180

3.19+0.'l

195

Sample calculation :

3.24+O.1

210

3.22r.0.1

225

3.22+.0.1

Let us assume that the wind approaches the Golden Boy at 2Okm/hr from

the North-East at 45 degrees. The pressure is calculated by Equation 4.12

p=1p*vz*C"C,cg'2'et

The coefficient Cu, Cp and Cn shall be taken from section 3 of the Canadian

Highway Bridge Design Code (CAN/CSA-S6-00).

The exposure coefficient (C" = 1.5) shall be taken from ground level to the top of

the Golden Boy, a height of approximately 75 meters as shown in table 3.10.1.3

of the code. The gust effect coefficient (Cs = 1) shall be used due to the actual

representation of the wind velocities data being used in the analysis. Therefore

there is no need to estimate the gust effect because the data file already includes

all gust and dynamic effects of wind. The loads will be applied directly to the
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3.17+0.1

255

3.1310.1

270

2.98+0.1

285

2.90+0.1

300

2.85+0-'l

315

2.86+0.1

330

2.91r.0.1

345

3.08*0.1

360

3.19*0.1
3.24tO.1
3.22+O.1
3.22*..0.1
3.17+.0.1
3.13r0.1
2.98+0.1
2.90+0.1
2.85i0.1
2.86+0.1
2.91t0.1
3.08r0.1
3.19+0.1



structure. The external pressure coefficient (Cp=9.7) shall be used as the surface

of the statue is smooth and there are no sharp edges, resembling more a circular

pier than a rectangular pier.

p = +* l00xl0-6 * 202 *1.5 * 0.7 x I =0.021 Kpa'2

The projection area of 3.22m2 (table 5.2) is used to obtain the force vector. The

force vector will be applied at point O as shown in the 3D model (Figure 4-7a).

The force vector was geometrically decomposed to the North-South components

(F¡,rs) and East-West components (Few).

F -p*A=O.021*3.22=0.06762 KN at 45 degrees

Force components are determined

Frus= Fcos0=0.06762 cos45= 0.0478 KN (North component)

Few=Fsin0= 0.06762sin 45= 0.0478KN (East component)

Note: south and west components are taken with their negative values.

The excel file containing the forcing function is then called by a matlab program

and is discussed next.
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5.5.2.1. Matlab Program

As discussed earlier in Section 4.7.4, the Duhamel's summation formula is

based on incremental component of arbitrary force which is represented by very

small time intervals or time step. lt is necessary to find out what time step will

ultimately optimize the dynamic displacement of the structure? The forcing

function is assumed to be connected by a straight line therefore the simplest form
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of interpolation is used to obtain a point between the connected line. This

technique, called linear interpolation, is depicted graphically in Figure 5-44 and

the linear interpolation formula shown in Equation 5.1. The forcing function file

which is called by the matlab program has a time step of one second (At=1s).

Equation 5.1 re-evaluates new forcing functions for a time step of At=0.5s,

At=0.25s, At=O.125s, Àt=0.0625s and Ât=0.03125s. The forcing functions are

applied to Duhamel's equation (4.30) which calculates the dynamic displacement

of the Golden Boy. Due to the size of the force function and complexity of the

equation, excel was not able to perform such tasks of summing all incremental

points (time step) continuously. Additionally due to, the number of points and

complexity of the analysis, hand calculations were done for the first ten force

increments only, to verify results. The program written was also verified with a

numerical example, taken from the section 3.4 of the book by Kenneth Medearis

(1976). Furthermore, the programs running time to execute the dynamic analysis

with a time step of 0.03125 second, is approximately one hour.
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f(x

f(x,)

f,(x)

Fiqure 544:Linear lnterpolation (Chapra and Canale. 1998)
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f,(r)= .f¡o)* "f ('')- 'f @) (x-xo)
xt-xo

The dynamic displacement analysis was performed to all dates listed in

Table 5-1 of this report. Figure 5-45 through Figure 5-50 are two different

dynamic displacement results shown in decreasing order of time step, starting

with the greater (At=1s) and ending with the smaller time step (At=0.03125s),

respectively and is shown in the Appendix F of the report. The figure to the left

correspond to the day of September 24, 2003 and the figure to the right

correspond to the day of March 10,2004. From these figures it is clear the time

step Ât=0.0625s and At=0.03125s as shown in Figure 5.49 and Figure 5.50,

respectively achieve similar results. Thus, by reducing the time step further then

At=0.0625 second, will not have any affect on the results. Therefore the optimal

dynamic displacement is obtained using a time step of Ât=0.0625 second.

Next the program calculated the corresponding static force P for each

optimal dynamic displacement. The static force was calculated using the

maximum deflection equation for a cantilever beam loaded at the end by a

concentrated load as shown below

ômax = 
PI: 

= P =3* 
ô^u** EI

3EI E

The static force P is applied at the top of the cantilever shaft (point O) and

the maximum bending moment, stress and strain were calculated using the same

procedure described in the sample calculation of Section 5.4.1. The matlab

program is shown in Appendix G of the thesis.
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5.5.2.2. Numerical Results

Figure 5-51 through Figure 5-65 are arranged in decreasing order of wind

velocity starting with September 24,2003 (maximum wind speed) and ending with

October 26,2003 (zero wind speed), the same sequence as in Table 5-1 of this

repoft. ln addition, the figures use the optimal time step of At=0.0625 second.

The two higher gust speeds are shown below (Figure 5-51 to 5-52) and the

remaining figures are placed in the Appendix C of the thesis.
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5.5.2.3. Effect of Damping

The Golden Boy structure is a lightly damped system experimental study

shows (4. Kopp and D.Surry,2001) that damping in the Golden Boy structure is

about 1 %. lt can be observed in Humar et al (1998) that for lightly damped multi

degree of freedom building frames subjected to constant forcing function for a

given period of time, the response is not affected significantly by damping. As the

damping is low in the Golden Boy structure, the response due to wind is

calculated by assuming no damping in the system.

As the system is loss-less, there is a chance that when the frequency of the

exciting force matches the natural frequency, the structure would go into

resonance and the response will grow out of bound. The FFT analysis of the wind

pattern of the most windy day (Figure 5-66) shows that the energy of the wind

forces related to the natural frequency of the structure is not high compared to

other frequencies. That's why the response may not keep on growing if the wind

pattern persists. Wind gust is generally short lived and structures goes into

steady state of vibration soon after the gust ends. To prove that the solution is

stable and it does not depend on the time window for which the Duhamel's

integration is evaluated, sample analyses is performed with wind duration of one

hour and two hours periods. The peak response of these two analyses does not

differ much. 22 micro-strain and 24 micro-strain for the duration of one and two

hours periods, respectively.

Processinq And lnteroretino The SHM Data
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The total response of the Golden Boy neglects the contribution of the free

part (transient response) since the response is negligible after a few cycles,

therefore we consider only the steady-state, or forced, part of the response. The

expression for duhamel integral for the forced vibration of a damped system is

shown below:

x(t) = t 
I F(tþ-l*u-') sinatoQ - r)dr

ffiD¿ *

Fiqure5-66: FFT Analvsis on the Windiest Dav

It can be observed in J.M. Biggs (1964) that for a forced vibration with 10%

of critical damping the maximum response (displacement) is 13.5 percent less

than an undamped system, therefore it is fair to conclude that damping has little

effect on the maximum response of a structure. Now consider the same

argument but with the damping of 1% 1ç=9.91) on the Golden Boy structure,
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system initially at rest and subjected to a suddenly applied constant force (F1).

For an undamped Golden Boy structure the maximum displacement is given by

v -2F,,, max 
_ _l_

and for a damped system the maximum displacement is given by

F. --/, 1.97 F,X^u*=-I(1+ e-"1)=+k' k
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Hence the reduction due to the amount of damping experienced on the Golden

Boy structure is 1.5%. Therefore by ignoring the effect of damping on the

structure will not affect the dynamic response of duhamel integral formula used in

the study. That is why the damping is neglected throughout the dynamic analysis.

5.6. DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON

The events chosen in Table 5-1 represent different gusts of wind between

the hour intervals. All plots are shown in decreasing wind speeds, starting with

the highest gust. The actual strain gauge results for S.G.S.6 have been modified

by either technique which eliminates the temperature effects, as discussed earlier

in the report. The techniques explained are adequate for modification of data

and can be used for analysis of the actual strain gauge results. The results are

very similar and may vary within a couple of micro-strain. Figurel and Figure2 as

shown in Appendix E demonstrates the two different techniques used for thermal

correction of strain data for September 24,2003.
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The actual strain gauge results all have their own unique trend of dynamic

motion which is expected due to the diverse nature of wind behavior. The wind

patterns for any given instant are different from all others. The strength, intensity,

direction, duration, gust are some factors which makes the wind patterns quite

random. Therefore it is very difficult to estimate the wind pattern for any given

instant for a period of time making the task of Structural Health Monitoring very

interesting and challenging. The dynamic oscillation of the actual strain readings

is not symmetrical as demonstrated in Figures 5.2 through Figures 5.20. The

unsymmetrical results may be a consequence of the asymmetry of the statue

about the east-west axis. The theoretical analysis does not account for this

asymmetry which is why the accelerometer and wind analysis results are

symmetric. Winds approaching dominantly from the North experience the higher

peaks of strain in compression as shown in Figure 5.2 through 5.5, Figure 5.7

through 5.9 and Figure 5.11 through 5.17. ln addition, wind blowing dominantly

from the South causes the higher peaks of strain in tension as shown in Figure

5.6 and Figure 5.10. This behavior is expected since the strain gauge (S.G.S.6)

is placed on the south face of the shaft. Theoretically speaking, north winds

should shorten and south winds should elongate the south face of the shaft

under pure bending assuming that the force is applied at the top of the cantilever

shaft.

The accelerometer analysis results are symmetric along the horizontal axis

which is expected since the theory doesn't include the asymmetry of the statue.

For comparison, all corresponding plots with the same date shown throughout

Processinq And lnteroretinq The SHM Data
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this report are taken from the same time frame. Therefore, the plots can directly

be compared. The results of the actual strain gauge are compared to strains

obtained from wind and accelerometer analyses. The results of both strain gauge

and accelerometer analysis demonstrate different ranges of peak strains

occurring at the same instant of time throughout the strain-time relationship plots.

For example, November 20,2003, can be categorized as a windy and very gusty

day. This is demonstrated by a large peak on both plots at time 200,426, 550,

850, 1000, 1200, 1350, 1600, 1750 and 1810 second. ln addition, the maximum

peak occurring at time 426 seconds which may be due to the largest gust at this

time interval. The peaks are less evident and the vibrating motion tends to

reassemble a narrow bandwidth as the gust approach 10km/hr is shown in Figure

5.16 to Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.35 to Figure 5.39, respectively. The maximum

peak in the strain-time plots are compared by time and numerical value and are

summarized in Table 5-3.

Table 5.3 reveals an apparent trend in which the maximum strain recorded

by the strain gauge and that obtained from the accelerometer occurs at the same

instant for a given day. The strain values for the actual strain analysis are

approximately within a couple of micro-strain of the accelerometer analysis with

the exception of September 24,2003 and November 20,2003 being 10 micro-

strain and 6.5 micro-strain off, respectively. The curves for both analyses tend to

have a distinct pattern. Not one curve is identical, but as the gust velocity

decreases, the curves tend to lose oscillatory motion which tends to reassemble

a narrow bandwidth. Observing the actual strain analysis, gust velocities ranging
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from 59 km/hr to 50 km/hr, 43Km/hr to 39Km/hr, 32Km/hr to 19Km/hr and

l2Kmlhr to OKm/hr (table 5.1) have an average absolute maximum strain of 30

micro-strain, 15.4 micro-strain, 6.5 micro-strain and 2.6 micro-strain, respectively.

Each range of velocities contains a maximum value of strain which is relatively

close and as the range decreases the strain is approximately divided in half.

The actual strain gauge analysis and dynamic analysis are being compared.

Table 5.4 shows the occurrence of the maximum peak during the same time

frame and it's apparent that it does not happen at the same instant. The values

are all within approximately 10 micro-strain of the actual analysis with the

exception of January 2,2004 which is exceptionally high. This may be due to an

anomaly in wind data. The velocity profile of the wind of January 2, 2004 is

shown in Figure 5-67. The velocity reaches 135 km/hr (unrealistically high) at the

time of 1200 seconds which is the exact location were the maximum strain

(150micro-strain) occurs. The ultrasonic wind sensor must have malfunctioned;

therefore the results of dynamic analysis for this set of data should be ignored.

The curves for both analyses have no resemblance. The dynamic analysis

seems to over predict the results and may have to be improved in the future. The

wind behavior on the roof may not be the same near the Golden Boy, and the

factors applied in the analysis may need to be fine tuned. The factors should be

modified and adjusted to better fit the actual strain curves by analyzing the

behavior of wind at the corner of the roof and the top of the dome in a wind tunnel

test.
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Table 5-3:Maximum Peaks of Strain

DATE

Seotember 24.2003

Occurrence of the Maximum Peak (gust)

March 10,2004
January 21 .2004

ACTUAL STRAIN
GAUGE ANALYSIS

Januarv 2.2004
October 27.2003
October 22,2003

November 20.2003

Time
(second)

March 1.2004
February 26,2004

March 20,2004
Februarv 11.2004

854

Absolute
max. strain

lue)

December 22.2003

441
1 189

March 28,2004
December 10,2003

104

Februarv 22.2004

765

ACCELEI
ANAI

November 3.2003

1 689

December 14.2003

426

31

October 26.2003

1 660

30.5

December 22.2003
* note that the asterisks mean that the wind velocity is none existent and have a quite broad band
width associated with the intior time frame and no apparent peaks are observed.

Table 5-4:Maximum Peaks of Strain

Time
(second)

100

27

150

30.5

IOMETER
.YSIS

1 050

15.3

1 000

16.9

1510

14

854

Absolute
max.

strain (ue)

200

15.3

441

1 000

1 190

7.4

1 150

o/to

difference
in

strain

7.2

104

1460

5.6

765
1 689

6.6
7.O

426

41

5.0

1 660

33

DATE

100

28

3
4.1

28.9

150

14.4

2.6

1 050
1 000

1.5

16

September 24.2003

Occurrence of the Maximum Peak (gust)

1510

20.5

1.5

17.5

32

200

March 10,2004

ACTUAL STRAIN
GAUGE ANALYSIS

1 000

Januarv 21 .2004

7.9

I

1 150

Januarv 2.2004

6.5

3

1460

October 27,2003

5.0

5

Time
(second)

October 22.2003

8.2

5

November 20.2003

8.0

5
46

4.O

March 1,2004
Februarv 26.2004

14

2.8
5.3

March 20.2004

6

Absolute
max.

strain (¡re)

Februarv 11.2004

854

3.2

I

441

10

2.1

March 28.2004
December 10,2003

1 189

24

2.8

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

Februarv 22.2004

104

14

October 26.2003

765

20

1 689

*for low values of velocity the data is noisy *"Possible malfunction of wind meter

6

31

426

29

30.5

1 660

Time

23

27

100

40

30.5

150

85

15.3

1 050

Absolute
max. strain

(pr)

1280

16.9

1510

1400

200

14

15.3

1 600

1 000

1200

7.4

1 000

7.2

1 040

5.6

o//o

differenc
ein

strain
21

7.0

80

38

5.0

200
1840

33

3

150

1 300

1.5

680

18
17.5

1450

9.9

1 150

32

1 000

16

24

12

22
391 **

119

14
7

18

8.4

35

8.7

29

12

5

o.12

62*
94*
25
20
74

300 *

920 *



The wind meter's maximum wind velocity during the hour time frame

compares quite closely to the gust recorded from the airport by Environment

Canada. The results are summarized in Table 5-5. The wind meter is recording

reasonable values and the values are all greater than registered by Environment

Canada. This may be due to an increase of turbulence around the building, if

any, or some kind of effect relating to the surrounding terrain such as buildings

and trees. Also, the wind profile increases parabolically with height. Since the

wind meter at the airport is at a lower elevation than the Legislature Building this

may account for the difference. lt seems that there is approximately 10 km/hr

difference for the maximum wind velocity readings.
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Fiqure 5-67 :Velocitv Profile for Januarv 2,2004

September 24.2003

DATE

March 10.2004
Januarv 21 .2004
January 2.2004
October 27.2003

Table 5-5: Gomparison of maximum velocitv

October 22.2003
November 20.2003

March 1,2004
Februarv 26.2004

March20.2004
February 11.2004

March28.2004
December 10.2003

**malfunction of the wind meter

Februarv 22.2004

Wind Meter

October 26.2003

Maximum ve

62
70
70

135 **

54

locitvlkm/hr)

50
50
46
39

Environment Canada

41

29
30
30
13

59

4

59
54
50
43

120

43
43
39
32
30
20
19
19
12
0



The Root Mean Square (RMS) coefficient was calculated for the actual

strain gauge data and the strain calculated from the accelerometer data for the

higher wind speeds. The RMS coefficient ratio of the strain gauge to the

accelerometer is compared. The RMS ratio for the entire interval (1800 second)

as well as a 20 second time interval where the maximum gust of wind (peak)

occurred were calculated. The results for both time intervals are summarized in

table 5.6.
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Table 5-6:Mathematical comparison of strain and accelerometer

DATE

Seotember 24.2003
March 10.2004

January 21.2004

RMS RATIO=
(RMSs c/RMS¡ccprpnonrprpn)

January 2.2004
October 27.2003
October 22,2003

November 20.2003

Entire
interval of

1 800second

March 1.2004
February 26,2004

March 20,2004
Februarv 11.2004

December 10,2003

0.60

March28.2004

1.65

The RMS ratio tends to have a greater significance for the smaller interval

around the maximum peak, since the ratios are all closer to unity. This could only

mean that both curves have significant correlation between the maximum gusts.

This also re¡nforces the issue that the maximum absolute values of strain are

similar in both analysis and that either one of the analysis will prove valuable for

future pred¡ction. The correlation between the curves for the entire interval is

quite insignificant and is demonstrated by the larger skew.
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1.59

Max.Peak
interval of
20 second

1.75
0.85
0.75
0.61
0.71

Gorrelation
coefficient
for entire
interval

0.75

1.3

1.08

1.5

1.20

0.78

1.24

1.59

0.99

1.35

0.99

Correlation
coefficient

for Max.peak
interval
20sec

0.71
0.89

o.14

0.94

0.37

1.10

0.11

1.15

0.10

1.16

0.39

0.96

0.12
0.13

0.685

0.43

0.628

0.10

0.662

0.10

0.658

0.08

0.621

0.06

0.674

o.37

0.673
0.615
0664
0.659
0.601
0.613
0.601



The correlation analysis attempts to measure the strength between two

different types of variables by means of a single number called the correlation

coefficient (Walpole & Myers,1998). The correlation coefficient values range

between -1 and +1, value of t1 indicate a perfect correlation between both

variables. Values near zero signify no apparent correlation between variables. A

correlation coefficient was calculated for the entire time interval and is shown ín

Table 5-6. The variables consist of the actual strain gauge data and the strain

obtained from the accelerometer data. The correlation coefficient ranging from

0.06 to 0.47 only means that there is no essential regression between the curves

(entire interval). The correlation coefficient range is quite small and consistent

(0.601 to 0.685) for the smaller interval of 20 seconds, meaning that we have two

positive correlations and somewhat stronger correlation than the entire interval.

The curves can not be correlated mathematically for the entire interval, but have

some kind of correlation at smaller intervals (20 sec) shown in Table 5-6. The

correlation coefficients are consistent for 20 seconds intervals around the

maximum strain peaks.

5.7. SIMPLIFIED FORMULA
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The simplified method is constructed with the maximum wind velocities

recorded by Environment Canada shown in Table 5-5 and the maximum strain

values obtained from the analysis of the strain gauge data. The corresponding

points for the each day were plotted and are symbolized by the blue dots shown

in Figure 5-68. A curve fitting technique was used in Excel to produce the best
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fitting curve which is shown in Figure 5-68. The curve is a second degree

polynomial and is represented by the equation below:

e," =0.0073v2 +0.1053Y

where

Ðss corresponds to the vertical axis in Micro-strain(¡re) and u corresponds to the

horizontal axis in Velocity (Km/hr) as shown in Figure 5-68.

The simplified analysis under predicts the strain at lower wind velocities. As

the velocity increases past 20 Kmlhr, the curve (formula) becomes more useful in

predicting strain values. People may argue that the curve may be far too

20 30 40 50

Max wind velocity (Env Ganada), v

Fiqure 5-68: Simolified Analvsis
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conservative for wind velocities over 20 Kmihr, however, realistically the curve

may be used as an upper boundary limit for higher velocities. The maximum

strain gauge points should never reach the curve on very windy days as shown in

the plot. lf for some reason the strain exceeds the simplified formula, it should be

of immediate concern and the appropriate actions must be taken.

Processinq And lnterpretinq The SHM Data
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Based on the findings of this study, the following conclusion can be drawn:

The wind and accelerometer data have been used to calculate the peak

strains at the base of the shaft and compared with the strain gauges data. The

results are found to be in good agreement. The SHM system of the Golden Boy

thus provides some redundancy which could be useful in predicting the strains

even in the event of possible malfunction of any sensors. The instrumentation

sensors installed for the SHM of the Golden Boy is of great importance. The

instrumentation devices are recording useful information which can be used for

evaluating the structural health condition of the statue. Since the monitoring of

the statue is in the early stages and the Golden Boy has been reinforced

properly, it is fair to conclude that the data collected within the first year will serve

as the baseline for a very healthy structure. Everything beyond the first year will

be compared to the baseline on a continual basis which will indicate the health or

other concerns of the statue.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions

Note that the analysis in the report doesn't assess the amount of change in

the material propefties or strength of the stainless steel shaft, if any, but sets a

baseline for strain expected for the different types of wind speeds. The focus of

the report is based on the dynamic movement of the statue due to the winds. The
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study indicates winds between 59-50 Km/hr, 43-39Km/hr, 32-19Kmihr and 12-

OKm/hr experience maximum strain values of approximately 30 micro-slrain, 15.4

micro-strain, 6.5 micro-strain and 2.6 micro-strain, respectively. This relates to a

stress of 6 MPa, 3.1 MPa, 1.3 MPa and 0.52 MPa at the fixity of the shaft,

respectively. lf those strains are ever exceeded by a huge amount for a known

wind velocity there is a definite state of concern to the statue's health. ln that

event some type of action must be taken by the engineer to determine the cause

of change.

The simplified formula should be used as an upper case boundary for very

windy days. This may be the ultimate tool for a fast check to see if the real data

strain is in an acceptable range. The empirical relationship formula can be a

useful tool to the owner of the structure to get a ball-park estimate of the strain in

the shaft based on the wind velocity and detect possible malfunction of the

sensors or deterioration of the structure.

Conclusions

Another important feature of the traditional rosette strain gauge instruments

installed is that they record both thermal and dynamic strain together. ln other

words, the dynamic strain due to bending is solely dependent on wind behaviour

and the thermal strain is dependent on temperature changes to the material. lt is

necessary to eliminate the thermal strain component from the total strain

recorded by strain gauges. Several techniques discussed in Section 5.3 of the

report can be used for this purpose. lt is also possible to obtain a history of the

thermal strain profile for an entire year, which can serye as a baseline or bench
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mark for thermal strain. This will help in the future to asses the mechanical

properties and strength in the steel for years to come.

The accelerometer analysis when compared to the actual strain gauge

analysis has some kind of correlation. For the entire time frame of 1800 seconds

the linear correlation between both analyses is not very good as the signals look

unrelated, while the strain histories by the correlation coefficient for a shorter time

span around the peaks appear to be reasonably good. The correlation coefficient

ranged from 0.06 to 0.43 confirming the curves are independent and diverse,

which is expected, because the theoretical analysis of the accelerometer doesn't

include the asymmetry or the irregularity of the Golden Boy's structure whereas

the strain gauge does. On the other hand, both analyses show overall similarities

throughout the entire time frame. The spontaneity of the gusts incorporated in the

wind's pattern was revealed in both curves at the same instance of time by

producing larger peaks. ln addition, gusts of wind occurring at the same time

(table 5.3) and the absolute value were comparable (table5.3). Overall, the

absolute maximum strain values between both analyses at high gust (approx.

S0Km/hr) differ by 9% on the average, with 3% being the lowest and 32% being

the highest difference. For high gust this is reasonable since the micro-straín

range is quite small, generally speaking. The correlation between both variables

al 20 second intervals where the maximum peak occurred is quite good. The

RMS ratio (RMSs.c/RMSnccer_) ranging from 0.71 to 1.24 (Average 0.94) provided

a sense of comfort in establishing that the data points are similar and correlate

Conclusions
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well with one another (table 5.6). Therefore, the biggest advantage is that if the

strain gauge rosettes were to fail due to environmental effects such as lightning

causing electrolysis, di-bonding of epoxy due to temperature or just aging, the

accelerometer would still be able to demonstrate live strain profiles for any given

day with reasonable accuracy.

The ultrasonic wind sensor records the wind patterns as indicated in table

5.5. The maximum gust within the hour time frame is quite close to the velocity

(max. gust) recorded by Environment Canada at the Winnipeg airport. The

difference may be a result of the extra height or additional turbulence on the roof

of the Legislature Building as compared to the airport where it is located a

distance of 10 meter from ground level in open terrain. The wind patterns as

recorded using the wind meter near the statue are used in the dynamic analysis

which uses the Duhamel integral formula. The results of the Duhamel's integral

depends on the following two criteria, the forcing function (wind meter) and the

time step used in the integration. The time step needs to be small enough for

obtaining correct output (dynamic displacement). The Forcing Function for each

different time step (At=1,0.5, 0.125,0.0625 and 0.03125s) was prepared with

linear interpolation. The time step, At=0.03125 s, yields the displacement which

is quite close that was obtained using the larger time step (At=0.0625 s).

Therefore the correct solution is using At=0.0625s as evident from Figure 5-49

and Figure 5-50. A time step of At=0.0625s is used throughout the study. The

dynamic and the actual strain gauge analysis of the maximum peak (gust) do not

occur at the same instant as shown in table 5.4 of the report. The percentage
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difference between both analyses is quite high. Therefore the wind meter

analysis is not as accurate in predicting the response of the actual maximum

strain in the structure, but serves as a good starting point. lt must be kept in mind

that the factors used in calculating the forces due to wind are based on the

formula in NBCC 1995 which may need to be modified in future research to

obtain the appropriate or acceptable values. The procedure used here for

calculating the dynamic displacement of the structure, given the forcing function

due to wind, serues as an alternate way of monitoring the structural health of the

Golden Boy.

The accelerometer's live data is continuously being monitored for the

Golden Boy's dynamic characteristics, such as natural frequency. A Fast Fourier

Transformation (FFT) of the data is endlessly showing 3.05 hertz to 2.95 hertz.

The web page has been constructed to view the live data on a continuous basis

(updated every 5 seconds). The theoretical natural frequency of the statue is

2.95H2 which can be used as the reference value for a healthy structure. lf the

natural frequency changes below the baseline frequency (2.80 Hz or 5o/o

decrease of the reference frequency) in any way, this would be a signal to be

taken very seriously. lmmediate action should be taken for any change in the

health condition of the structure and must be, in that event, dependent on the

degree of change. Factors that may affect the natural frequency of the Golden

Boy are the total mass, elastic modulus and the geometric properties of the shaft.

The theoretical analysis performed with the mathematical model achieved good

correlation of natural frequency.
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The early stage of SHM of the Golden Boy was accomplished correctly by

installing the instruments and monitoring system. ln addition, the data collected

by the system were analysed for the interpretation of what the values actually

mean to an engineer. The gust of wind at any given instant can be used to obtain

the maximum strains or stresses of the statue. The accelerometers can also

serve to monitor the health of the Golden Boy should the strain gauge ever

malfunction. The data analysed here should give some confidence in the SHM

process and overall well being of the statue.
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6.1. RECOMMEDATION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

ln order to achieve full understanding of the SHM of the Golden Boy,

research is required in the following areasl

1. The refinement of the mathematical model to accurately predict the

results more precisely.

2. A system which allows recovery of recorded data in a manner very

simplified and easy to access through our seryer.

3. Some boundaries and limits should be applied to the system which

would give engineers a signal of the statue's health.

4. lnvestigation of a wind tunnel test for the entire Legislature Building

and top of the Golden Boy statue which should help modify the

factors used in the wind meter analysis.

5. The possible development of a temperature strain profile for the

entire year which should be used for a baseline to future trends.

6. Evaluating the possible changes in material properties and strength

of the steel once a baseline as been established.
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Figure 5-56: Strain vs time of dvnamic analvsis on October 22.2003

Figure 5-57: Strain vs time of dvnamic analvsis on November 20,2003
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GoldenBoyStra¡n,Accèlometer,Têmperature,windMete¡ DataFile:dlGoldenBóyData\Jan02-2004(g_13_46pM).dat
rÈÈftrÈt*t$rDt

Stra¡nl strain3 stmin4 sù-ain6 strainS Accelomelerl-x Accelometèr1-y Accelomêter1-z AccelomekAccelomehAccel¡mehFri, Jan 02, 2004 9:16:17 PM -30.684 -29.297 -26.488 31.837 -28.331 -0.002 0.022 0.049 0.002 0.0.12 0.005Ff¡' Jan 02, 2004 9:'16:17 PM -2'9.714 -28.975 -æ.067 -28.929 -27 3r2 -0.001 0.018 0.042 0 0.01 0.005Fri, Jan 0z 2004 9:16:17 pM -30.36 -28.653 -3ô.35ô -29.575 -25.102 -0.002 0.015 0.042 _0.003 0.005 0.005Ffi' Jan02,2004 9:16:17PM -31.33 -28.009 €1.ô46 -31.&37 -23.811 -0.001 0,004 0.038 -0-007 -0.004 0004Ff¡, Jan 02, 2004 9:16:17 PM -31.976 -28.009 -æ.9û3 -35.392 -21.873 -0.001 -0.001 0.036 -0.009 .0.01 I 0004Fri, Jan 02,2004 9:1ô:17 PM -32.299 -27.044 -33.903 -37.978 -20.582 -0.003 -0.001 0.039 .0.005 {.012 0.004Fr¡, Jan 02, 2004 9:i6:12 pM i3.268 -28.331 -33.08 -3g.942 -22.196 -0.002 -0.002 0.044 o -0.009 0.0osFri' Jan 02, 2004 9:16:17 PM -32.945 -28.975 31.646 38.624 -23.488 {.002 0.006 0.047 0.004 -0.005 0.004Fr¡, Jan 02,2004 9:16:17 PM -33.268 -28.331 -29.711 -37.008 -24.Ttg {.001 0.009 0.048 0.004 0.003 0.004Ffi' Jan 02, 2004 9:16:17 PM 31.653 -2g297 -29.067 -33.453 -26.39r -0.001 0.01ô 0.051 0.006 0.00a 0.005Fri, Jan 0Z 2004 9:16:17 PM -30.36 -29.æ7 -28.1 -31.5't4 -27.039 0.001 0.o2. 0.047 0.005 0.01 0.005Fri' Jan 02, 2004 9:10:17 PM €0.3ô -28.975 -27.¿t55 -æ.898 -27.68s 0 0.012 0.045 0.00i 0.011 0.004Fri, Jan 02' 2004 9:1ô:17 prrr -30.684 -29.94 -æ.389 -29.g9g -26.7rô -0.001 0.0i4 o.o4z 4.002 0.005 0003Fri' Jan02,2004 9:16:17PM -31.007 -27.366 30.034 -32161 -24.779 {.002 0.007 0.041 -0.002 -0_004 0.003Fri, Jan 02, 2004 9:1ô:17 PM -31.976 -28.653 -31.96g -34.423 -23.488 -0.003 -0.0û2 0.04i {.005 -0.008 0.004Fri' Jan 02.2004 9:16:l7PM 32.299 -2g.9zs -gz?g1 €7.008 -23.165 -0.003 0.001 0.04r -0.003 -0.01 0.004Fri, Jan 02,2004 9:1ô:'17 pM -32.622 -29.009 €f.s6g -38.947 -22.519 -0.003 -0.003 0,041 -0.003 -0.0r 0.0t)4Fri, Jan 02,2004 9:16:17 PM -32.945 -28.975 3t.M6 37.655 -23-488 {.002 0.008 0.042 {.001 {.003 0.004Fri' Jan 02. 2004 9:16:17 PM -32.õ72 -28.009 -30.034 -36.685 -24.45ô -0.002 0.009 0.047 0.002 0.003 0.004Fri, Jan 02,2004 9:1ô.17 PM -31.976 -28.975 -2s-1 -a3.453 -26.gt {.001 0.019 0.048 0.004 0.007 0.005Fri' Jan 02, 20ûl 9:1ô:17 pM -30.3ô -æ.618 -27.777 -30.54s -27.362 -0.00i 0.016 0.048 0_004 0.009 ooo4Fri' Jan 0¿ 2004 9:'16:17 PM -30.037 -æ.297 -27.192 -30.s45 -2g.331 -0.001 o.oiz o.o48 0.002 0.008 0.003Fri' Jan 02' 2004 9:1ô:17 PM -30.037 -29.618 -T.Tn -30.s4s -2s.o08 -0.002 0.016 0.048 0.003 0.002 0.004Fri Jan 0z 2004 9:16:17 PM -30.684 -28.975 -27.¿155 -31.514 -27.0æ -0.ool 0.009 0.046 0.001 -0.004 0,004Fri, Jan 02,2004 9:16:17PM -31.97ô -28.653 -27.T77 -34.423 -26.394 -0.003 {.001 0.039 -0.005 {.009 0.004Fri'Jan02,20o4 9:lû17PM -31.976 -?9.297 30,034 €5.716 -24.779 -0.002 {.00i o.o4.t {.00s -0.0i1 0.004Fri, Jan 02,2004 9:lô:17PM 32.945 -28.331 -30.679 -37.332 -24.456 {.002 o 0.042 -0.003 {.002 o.oosFri, Jan02'2004 9:16:17 PM -92.622 -28.ô53 €0.356 -37.332 -24.779 o 0.004 0.043 -0.002 _0.0û2 0.005FÍi, Jan 02' 20Bl 9:16:17 PM -3z2gg -æ2g7 -30.629 -3s.392 -25.42s o.oo1 0.008 0.044 -0.00i 0_002 0,003Fri' Jan 02, 2@4 9:16:17 PM -31.33 -28.975 -28.744 -33.13 -z6.ot1 0 0.016 o.o4l 0.003 0.008 0.006Fri, Jan 02, 2004 9:16:17 pM -30.3ô -æ.297 -2g744 _31.191 _27.039 O 0.0.t8 0.048 0.004 0.009 0,004Fri,Jan02.2004 9:16:17pM -30.037 -29.618 _28.422 _29.898 _2g.654 -0.002 0.0.t9 0.045 0.002 0.008 0.004Fri' Jan 02' 2004 9:16:17 PM -30'36 -28.975 '27.1g2 -30.222 -28.008 -0.002 0.014 0.04:¡ 0.ool 0.003 0.004Fri, Jan 02,2004 9:16:'l7PM -30.6s4 -28.975 -28.4n -91.014 -?6.716 {.003 0.011 0.044 0.001 -0,003 0.004Fri' Jan 02' 2004 9:1ô:17 PM €1.007 -28.653 -28.744 €4.423 -?5.748 {.003 0.004 0.042 -0.005 {.002 o.oosFri, Jan 02,2004 9:1ô:t7pM 31.926 -28.975 _29.389 -36.039 -Z5.4ZS {.002 0 O.O4 _0.004 _0.009 0.005Frì, Jan 02, æ04 9: t6;17 pM -gZæZ -2e.653 _30.ô79 _36.685 _ZS.1OZ _0.003 O 0.04 ,0.003 {.OOB 0.004Fri, Jan 02,20o4 9:16:17 pM -oz.2w -27.æ7 -2g.4D. -36.685 -24.Trg -0.001 0.006 0.0,13 o _0.003 0.004Fn, JanO2.200ø 9:16:17 pM -31.976 -29.653 _29.389 _U.423 _?6.071 {.001 0.013 O.M7 0.002 0.W2 0.004Fri' Jan 02, 2004 9:16:17 PM -31.33 -æ.94 -27.7n -32.807 -27.362 {.00i 0.01ô 0.048 0.004 0.007 0.004Fri, Jan m,20ùr 9:'r6:17pM -30.ô84 -29.618 -26.165 -30.868 -28-æ1 -0.001 0.016 0.049 o.oo3 0.008 0.004Ffi, Jan m,2004 9:1ô:17 pM -29.711 -29.ô18 -27.7n -28.606 -28.331 {.001 0.019 0.047 0.004 0,009 0.005Fri, Jan 02.2004 9:16:t7 pM -30.037 -Zg.æ7 _26.8i -2g.929 _27.695 -0.001 0.013 0.042 0.002 0.004 0.004Fri, Jan 02, 2004 9:16:17 PM -30.3ô -28.653 -28.4n -3o,zn -27.039 -0.001 0.00s 0.042 {.002 {.001 0.005Fri, Jan 02,2004 9:1ô:i7 pM 31.002 _29.618 -30.356 €i.S14 -25.i02 {.002 0 0.039 _0.006 {.0o7 0.004Fri, Jan 02 2004 9:16:17PM -31-976 -27.366 -31.001 -u.746 -23,4g8 {.00r 0.003 0.038 -0.006 -0.01 0.004Fri,Jano2.20{}¿t g:16.17pM €1.33 _2g-653 32935 -35_992 _D.g42 -0.OOl 0.003 0.04 _O.OOS {.007 0.0etFri' Jan 02' 2004 9:16:17 PM -32.æ9 -28.653 -31.373 -35.392 -æ.16s -0.002 0.007 0.04 {.002 -0.004 0.003Fri, Jan 0¿ 2004 9:16:17 pM _31.653 _28.009 -æ.067 _33.453 -24.134 {.ool 0.009 0.044 0.002 0.002 0.0osFri' Jan 02,2004 9:'16:17 PM -30.684 -28.975 -28.744 -31.s14 -26.216 o.001 0.012 o.os 0.00s 0.008 0.00sFri' Jan 02' 2004 s:16:17 PM -30.037 -29 94 -26.165 -30.7) -2g.az1 -0.ool 0.016 0.052 0.009 0.008 0.004Frl, Jan 02, 2004 9:'t6:17 pM -29.391 -29.94 _24.g16 -2s.2g} -æ.94S _0.001 0.014 0.052 0.008 0.006 0.006Fri' Jan o2' 2004 9:16:17 PM -30'037 -30.262 -25.52 -28.929 -3o.59i {.002 0.011 0.047 0.005 0.00i 0.004Fri' Jan 02' 2004 9:16:17 PM -30'36 -28.975 -25.8¿13 30.86a -28.654 {.001 0.004 o.o4l o.ooi {.003 0.0ûsFri, Jan 02, 2ff)4 9:16:17 pM -30.684 -28-33r iì.ta+ -3.r.5r4 -26.394 {.002 0.003 0.04 {.005 _0.005 0.003Fri, Jan 02 2004 9:,t6:17 pM €1.33 ..lg.2g1 31.646 €3.453 -23.g11 -0.002 0.001 0.034 -0.008 -O.0OZ 0.08tFri, Jan 02,2004 9:16:17 pM -3i.976 _27.æ6 -32935 _34.1 -n.1s6 _0.002 0.006 0.031 -0.012 {.002 0.004Fri, Jan 02, 2004 9:16:17 pM -31.33 -27.6g7 _34.n5 _33,45:r _2i.551 _{).002 0.009 0.039 -0.005 _0.002 0.0MFri, Jan 02 2004 9:16:17 pM 31.33 -27.366 .3t^é¿s €3.453 _?2.842 {.002 0.009 0.042 {.001 0.002 0.005Fri, Jan 02 2004 9:16:.17 pM -31.Cr07 _2s.g75 _æ.ill _31.191 _25.ß2 0 0.0t3 0.048 0-005 0.005 0.0&5Frl' Jan 02 2004 9:tô17 PM -30'037 -29.618 -ig.r -æ.898 -28.ær {.00r 0.016 0.052 0.ooo 0.00s 0.005FÌi, Jan 02,20ùt 9:16:iz pM -æ.714 _2S.Zg7 aq.eZø _Z1.2SZ 30.26S {.001 0.015 O.0SS 0.01i 0.m4 0.005Fri, Jan 02, zu4 9:t6:17 pM -29.714 g0.2ô2 -24.S7ô ,Zg.2S2 _30.9i4 _0.003 0.01 0.052 0.00g 0.æ3 0.005Fri' Jan 02' 2004 9:16:17 PM -30 6s4 -29.94 -z¿.å¡e 30.5,15 €0.s9i {.(þ2 0.006 0.0{B 0.0cti} {.002 0.004Fri' Jan 02' 2004 9:16:17PM -3t).684 -29.618 -io.iæ -3i.B3z -28.6s4 -0.001 0.00& 0.04r -0.00r {.fi}5 0.004Fd' Jan 02' 2ü)4 9:16:17 PM 31.007 -æ297 -zóztt -szllz -26.071 ¿.0ór ood 0.03s {.008 {.005 0.004F¡i, Jan 02, Ð04 9:16:17 pM -31.007 _28.009 €1.8t6 €3.i3 -ir.. æ {.002 O006 0.034 {.01 {.004 0.005Fri' Jan 02' 2004 9:16:17 PM 31.653 -27 687 ã.zss -32.807 -2..1% {).002 0.00s 0.034 -0.009 {.003 0.00¿tFri, Jan @ 2004 9:rô:r7 pM €1.653 -28.653 -3t85 -32.807 -n-uz 0 0008 0.0æ _0.0û5 0.001 0.004Fri, Jan û2,2004 9:16:t7 pM €0.36 -28_009 +OOZS _3l.Bg7 _28.48g 0 0.012 O.O47 0.004 0.002 0.004Fri, Jan 02, 200,1 9:1â17 pM €0.6g4 -2g.ZgT _æ.389 _30.868 _æ.216 -0.001 O,O1T O.çSZ 0.009 0.004 0.005Fri' Jan 02' 2004 9:16:l7PM €0.037 -29.6.18 -t6.4sg 30.s4s -20.654 {.00î 0.012 0.0s5 .0.011 0.002 0.004Fri' Jan 0â 2004 9:16:17 PM €0.684 -æ.94 -zi.eze 30.868 .30.591 {-00r 0.009 0.0sr 0.0æ 0.0û2 0.0.oFri' Jan 02' 2004 9:16:17 PM -30.684 €0.262 -zs.iæ -4r.514 -zg'Ø. 4.001 0.009 0.049 0.004 -0.002 0006Fri' Jan Û2' 2004 9:16:17 PM -30-ô&t -28-653 -àel -31.æT -28.331 {-{m 0.004 o.a2 {.0ß ,{.00r 0.005Frí' Jan 02 2dM 9:lâ17 PM 30-ô84 -28.975 -æ.3ss -s2.484 -26.216 -0.00a 0.01 o.trÌs .0.00g {.ofi} 0.m4Fri' Jan 0e 2004 9:16:17 PM -31.007 -28.331 €1.968 -33.13 -23.àrr 0 0.003 0.0ar -0.0r -0.0æ 0.0os



Fri, JanO2,2O04
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Érl, Jan 02, 2004
Fn. Jan 02,2e04
Fri, Jan 0Z 2004
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fr¡, Jan 02,2004
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fr¡, Jan 02,2004
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
F¡.i, Jan 02,2004
Fri, Jan 0¿ 2004
Fi, Jan 02,â04
Fri, Jan 02,2ûBl
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Frì, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fd, Jàn 02, ã104
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 02,2004
Fri, Jan 02,20&t
Fri, Jan 02, æ04
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 0l 2004
Fri, Jan 02, ZOM
Fri, Jan 02,2004
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fr¡, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 0¿ 2004
Fri, Jan 02, 20&l
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 02, æ04
Fri, Jan 0e 2q)4
Fri, Jan 0¿ 20ûl
Fri, Jan 02,2004
Fri, Jan 02,2004
Fri. Jan 02.20M
Fri, Jan 02,2004
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 02,2004
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 0¿ 2004
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 02,2004
Fri, Jan 02,2004
Fri, Jan 02,2004
Frl, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 02, Z0O4
Fri, Jan 02, æ04
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Fri, Jan 0e 2004
Fri, Jan 0l 2004
Fri, Jan 0e 2004
Fri, Jan 02, 2004
Frl, Jan 02,2@¡l
Fri, Jan 0¿ 2(n4
Fri, Jan 02 2004
Fri, Jan 0l 2004
Fn, JanQZ2CÆ,4
Fri, Jan 0Z 2004
F¡i, Jan 02 20M
Fri, Jan 0! 2004
Fri, Jan @, Ð04
Fri, Jan 02,2@4
Fri, Jan @ 2004
Fri, Jan 0? 2004
Fri, Jan 02,2004
Fri, Jan 02,2004
Fri, Jan @ 2004
F¡i, Jan 0? 2Oùl
Frl, Jan 02. 2004

9:16:17PM -31.976 -2T.6gT -32.6.i3 -33.453 _21.g73
9:16:17 PM -3i.33 -2t.687 -32.6i3 -32.802 _22.196
9:'16:17 PM. -31.653 -28.33i -90.679 -33.13 -24.134
9:16:17PM -30.36 -24.653 -27.455 -32.161 _27.039
9:16:17 PM -31.007 -29.94 AS.SZ _gZ.4B4 _29.29s
9:16:17PM -31.002 -30.906 -æ.5S6 -32.4U 31.æ7
9:16:17 PM -31.007 -30.584 -24.553 -31.514 _30.591
9:16:17PM -30.037 -30.262 -27.192 _92161 -28.654
9:16:17PM -31.33 -29.975 -30.356 _33.13 _ZS.1O2
9:1ô:17 PM -31.æ -28.009 -33.58 _AZ.7T\ :22.196
9:16:17 PM -31.653 -27.s66 -3/.225 .34.746 19_613
9:lô:17 PM -32.299 -ZT.M4 -34.s2 -34.246 -20.259
9:16:17 PM -31.6s3 -28.331 33.258 .34.4ZJ -D..842
9:lû17 PM -31.007 -Zg.97:c -2T.Tn -$,¡f5g _26.071
9:16:17PM -31.0ü/ -30.584 -25.52 -31.837 _30.268
9:16:17 PM -30.684 -30.262 -n.941 -31.937 -gZ.Zo5
9:16:.17 PM -30.684 -90.262 -29.264 30.868 _g2.2Ìs
9:16:17 PM +1.002 -30.262 -25.943 -31.514 _30.2ô8
9:'16:17PM -31.33 -20.331 -ZB.4n -3216i -26.071
9:16:17 PM -30.694 -28.33i €2æt _32.161 _22519
9:16:'17 PM -31.976 -Zt.A44 33.903 33,13 -zi.Ssl
9:16:17 PM -31.653 -27.044 -32.935 -33.453 _2l.SS1
9:16:17PM -31.653 -28.331 -31.968 .gZ.BOt _24.1U
9:16:17 PM -30.684 -28.33i -28.422 -31.837 -2.039
9:16:17PM -31.007 -30.2A -25.198 _J1.s14 -30.S9i
9:16:17PM -30.36 -g.t.Z2g -22.941 _3i.191 32.g51
9:1ô:17 PM -30.36 -90.262 -n619 _3t.t9i _3ZBSI
9:16:17 PM -30_037 -29.94 -25.19S -30.s4S -æ.945
9:16:17PM -30.694 -29.297 -29.1 _32.4U -22.685
9:16:17PM -31.653 -27.366 -31.00i _33.4S! -23.48s
9:16:17 PM 31.976 -?7.687 -33.903 _33.453 -21.?28
9:'t6:17 PM -31.976 -â.7n -33.S03 -34.42i _2O.Sg2
9:16:17PM -31.976 -27.æ7 -3î¿61? -33jTt _ZS1g
9:1ô:17 PM -31.002 -29.618 -29_711 _33.4trì -26.071
9:1ô 17 PM -31.002 -28.97s -24.231 _A2.IOT _æ.6?2
9:16:17 PM -30.694 -3't.22A -æ.596 _30.545 _3.t.882
9:16:17 PM -30.684 -30.906 -D..296 -31.514 _33.g2
9:16:lZ PM -30.684 -29.U -æ.SBô 30.S6S _30.9i4
9:16:17PM 31.æ -30.262 -29.4n _31.19t _28.008
9:16:l7PM -31.653 -22.36ô 31.3æ -32.802 _Zi.lU
9:16:17 PM 31.976 -27.044 -33.903 _32.4g4 _2î.551
916:17PM -31.33 -28.009 -34.n5 _33-453 _20S5
9:16:17 PM -31.653 -27.687 -31.32J _34.i _Z..S1g
9:16:17 PM -31.002 -29.975 -æ.711 -32.161 _25.748
9:lô:17 PM -30.684 -æ.618 -2S.9,r3 _32.4U -æ.299
9:1ô:17 PM -31.002 €0.262 -Z2.æ6 €1.514 3?.2Us
9:16:17 PM -30.684 -31.549 -n.541 _31.19i -32.851
9:16:17PM €0.36 -29.94 -24.816 -31.514 _30.591
9:16:17 PM -31.002 -30.262 -28.4n. €2.iô1 _2g.33i
9:16:17 PM -31.653 -28.33i -3i.mt -a?.Tn -Z4.ig
9:18:17 PM -92522 -27.M4 32935 _3S_3g2 _21-873
9:16:17PM -31.976 -n.æ7 -34.82 -34.4æ _ZO.ZS}
9:16:17 PM -31.976 -n.6gt -32.935 _35.069 _21.551
9:16:17 PM -31.ô53 -29.æ1 -30.034 €4.1 -ZS.1O¿
9:16:17 PM -31_007 åo.m _25.1 _32484 _2æ3¡
9:16:17 PM 31.007 -æ.6i8 _23.90S _O2_t6t €0 9149:18:17PM -30.684 -30.594 -24.053 -3t.tgt _3I.Z3T
9:16:17 PM 31.002 -3A.2t¿ -25.52 _3216i -30.26S
9:'16:17 PM -31_ô53 -28.975 -2ô.Bt _33.13 _27 6Bs
9:16:17 PM -31.33 -28.653 -31.001 -A4.1 -ZS.1O2
9:16:17 pM -32.æ9 _27.366 -gzn1 _36.89 _21.551
9: lô:17 PM €2.94s -27.366 -33.903 -3ô.685 -Z1.ng
9:16:'f 7 PM 42.fl22 -29.009 32'Zg1 €6.362 -il.æi
9:lô:17 PM -31.ô53 -29.6b3 -æ.711 _35.716 _25.1ù2
9:16:17PM -31.33 -30.262 _26.e1 _32.7n -2S.33i9:lô:17PM -31.33 30.906 _Z4.ZJ1 _32.g07 _30.914
9:16:17 PM -30.36 -æ.619 -æ.908 g1.514 -29.293
9:16:17PM 30.36 -90.26.2 -26.1ô5 Jo.gôg _29.29S
9:16:17PM -3t.trt A.Z9T -29.1 _s¿-4s4 -263%9:16;17PM -32Æ -2B.ZZ1 -æ.619 -33.453 _n.Ail
9:lô:17PM 32.6n -28.009 -32þ1 -36.36.2 -n.1tß
9:1Ê17 PM -32945 -27.366 €Z2Sl 3Z.655 _2i.55i
9:16:17 PM -329dS -28.33i 3t,9s8 _37.æ2 _æ.4S8
9:16:17PM 33.26S -28.653 _29.389 €7.928 _ZST4}
9:1e17 PM -32299 -29.653 -æ.i65 -3S.Zi6 -2g.00s
9:16;17PM 31.ô53 30.906 -26.iô5 s4.i .s0.260
9:16:17 PM 31.653 30.584 -24.SS3 e3.m {O.rii
9:16:17 PM 31.33 -æ.618 -26.489 _3zl6t _ZA.sn
9:16.17PM -30-æ4 -æ-619 _28-1 -îJ2/,fF AWt
9:1ô17 PM -31.976 -n.044 -æ-711 -34.746 -24.ns
9:1ô:17 PM €1.976 -2g.trtt €i.&t8 _3ô.039 _n.AqZ

-0.002
-0.002
-0.001

{.002
-0.002
-0.002
-0.001
-0.002
-0.001
-0.00.1

{.003
0

-0.001
-0.002
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001

0
{.002
-0.00r
-0.001
-0.002
-0.002
{.002

0
.0.002

-0.001

0
-0.001

{.002
{.002
-0.001

{.001
-0.003
-0.002

0
-0.002
-0.002
{.002

0
-0.004
-0.001
-0.001
-0.003
-0.002
-0.002
-0.001

{.003
{.001
-0,002
-0.001
-0.002
-0.001
{.003
-0.002
{.002
-0.0û2
{.001
{.002
-0.002
-0.003
-0.001

-0.002
-0.002
{_002
{.002
{.001
{.002
{.001
{.002
{.002
{.001
{.002
{.001
{.001
{.001
{.@t
-0.001

{.002
0

-0.002

0.00s
0.007
0.013
0.012
0.012

0.01
0.007
0.012
0.0ó8
0.003
0.004

0.01
0.008
0.008

0.01
0.01

0.009
0.012
0.006
0.007
0.008
0.@8
0.013
0.008
0_01 1

0.01
0.009
0-006
0.004
0.006
0.009
0.005
0_007

0.012
0.014
0.012
0.015
0.o09
0.01

0.009
0.001
0.003
0.009
0.008
0.013
0.015
0.009

0.013
0.01

0.007
0.004

0.008
0.004
0.o11
0.0t6
0.o15

0.ot2
0.o14
0.o11
0.005

-0001
0.001
0.003

4.o12
0.01

0.o19

0.018
0.014
0.0't1
0.007

0
0.0Gì
0.005
0.007
0.012
0.018
0.016
o0t2
0.007
0.005
0.003

0.034 -0.011 -0_003 0.005
0.041 -0.003 0.001 0.003
0.045 0.002 0.002 0.005
0.055 0.01 0.002 0.005
0.057 0.013 0.001 0.005
0,056 0.012 0.002 0.004
0.049 0.005 0.002 0,004
0.042 .0.002 -0.001 0.004
0.032 -0.012 -0.002 0.005
0.03 -0.0.15 _0.003 0.004

0.032 -0.014 {.005 0.004
0.038 -0.006 {.001 0.005
0.048 0.004 0.001 0.004
0.054 0.011 0.001 0.005
0.058 0.015 0.003 0.006
0,058 0.011 0.003 0.005
0.051 0.008 0.001 0.004
0.041 {.003 o 0.004
0.035 {.01 {.003 0.005
0.029 -0.014 -0.004 0,004
0.029 {.014 _O.OM 0.004
0.037 -0.006 _0.003 0.004
0.044 0.001 {.001 0.0040.055 0.012 0.002 0.005
0.056 0.013 0.005 0.005
0.059 0.014 0,004 0,00ô
0.051 0.007 0.002 0.0050.04:| 4.0m _0.002 0,005
0.036 {.008 -0.002 0.003
0.031 {.0f 4 {.004 0.004
0.028 -0.016 -0.003 0.0050.034 -0.009 _0.004 0.0050.048 0.003 o 0.005
0-051 0.008 0.001 0.0040.059 0.015 0.003 0.005
0.059 0.015 0.002 0.0050.054 0.01 0.006 0,006
0.042 -0.001 0 0.004
0,034 {.011 o 0.0040.029 €.014 {.003 0.0040.028 -0_015 _0.003 0.0030.037 -0.008 _0.004 0.004
0.043 -0.001 0.001 0.0050.056 0.012 0.001 0.005
0.058 0.012 0.004 0.0060.059 0.014 0.005 0.0050.0s3 0.008 0.005 0.0050.045 0.00f 0.001 0.0030.038 {).006 _0.002 0.0030.031 -0.013 {.006 0.0040.031 -0.012 {.005 0.0040.03r -0.011 _0.004 0.0050.045 0 -0.003 0.0050.051 0.007 0.002 0.0040.056 0.012 0.003 0.0050.05/ 0.012 0,006 0.0060.054 0.01 0.003 0.0040.045 0.002 0.003 0.005
0.036 -0.007 _0.004 0.0060.033 -0.009 _0.005 0.004
0.o3 -0.014 {.009 0.0040,036 -0.005 {.007 0.0050.044 4.002 {.004 0.0040.053 0.01 o.w2 0.0040.055 0.011 0.004 0_0050.054 0-011 0.008 0.fl)50.052 0.008 0.006 0.0050.041 -0.m2 0.005 0.0000.038 {,007 o 0.0040.033 -0.011 {.004 0.004

0.035 -0.008 {.009 0.004
0.038 -0.007 _0.006 0.0040.045 0.001 {.008 0.0030.052 0.0æ 0 0.0050.051 0.008 0.003 0.0050.054 0.0i 0.007 qo06
0.047 0.003 0.005 0.0040.045 0 0.003 0.0050_ß5 -0.009 -0.00t 0.005
0.038 {.007 .0.0û3 0.004
0.035 {.008 {.007 0.005



s:13:,i.?.ï.:,T'n Accerometer, Temperature, wind Meter Darå Fire:e:\GordenBóvDara\ sep æ - 2003(1_0r 32 pM).dat

wed, ssp 24, æo3 10:44:1i AM 
*'å]r.o 

"i'3L0, 
*'!!ff t*'31rg, *jåTo, A"""'"'"tîi!, Accerometerl-v Accerometeri-¿ 

^*:å:Jìi ^*i".üî 
o*%:ålï

Wed, sep ?4. 2003 jO:44:11 AM 7.442 i9.623 6.398 ô.623 Z4.g4S -0.007 0.002 0.04 -0.014 .0.004 0.015Wed, Sep 24, 2003 10:44:11 AM O.ZSS 19.ô29 5.4g 4.ô83 25.591 -0.007 0.014 0.044 _O.Oil 0.002 0.0f6Wed, Sep 24, 2003 10:44:11 AM ô.795 19.ô23 2.365 S.g3 24.õ22 .O,OOZ O.O.l2 0.048 _0_007 0.009 0.015Wed, Sep24,2003 10:44:11 AM e.OB8 18.98 g.655 0.239 21_t.16 _0.006 O.OZ? o.o57 0.002 O.O1S 0.016Wed, Sep 24, 20O3 iO;44:11 AM 9.734 17.692 12524 1,1.471 18.1ô4 _0.00ô 0.033 0.0ôS O.Ol O.O2g O.O1TWed, Sep24,2003 10:44:11 AM 9.3g 17.J7 16.393 14.05ô 14.29 -O.OO7 0.034 O.OôZ 0.011 0.026 O.Ot5Wed, Sep 24, 2000 10:44:11 AM 1O.gS 16.Oeg 17.6g2 15.026 lZ.gSS -0.006 0.032 0.06ô O.OiZ 0.021 O.OIZwed, Sep 24, 2003 10:44:11 AM 10.05 16.72t 1ô,71s 15.026 rã.oZá €.006 0.023 0,061 O.ooô 0.016 o.oísWed, Sep 24. 2003 10:44:11 AM 9.703 1t.37 14.78,t 13.41 15.SBl -O.OO7 O.O1B 0.042 _0.007 0.007 O.OISwed, seÞ24,200ß .to:44:.11 AM B_4.t1 18_336 11.879 9.855 19.45ô -0.007 0.014 o.o42 _0.013 0.007 0.01ôWed, Sep 24, 2003 10:44:11 AM 7.442 19.301 8.332 7.592 æ.g31 O.OOB 0.008 0.036 _0.018 O.oO1 0.0i4Wèd, Sep24, æ09 1O:44:i1 AM 1.442 20.26T S.7S3 4.6a3 2S.S91 ^O.OOB O.OO8 0.039 _O.Ot6 0.OOZ 0.016Wed, Sep 24, 20æ 10:44:11 AM 6.79s 20.262 ô.07S 4.037 Z¿.ô+S -0.OOB 0.006 0.0,ß -0.01 .O.oO.t 0.016Wed, Sep24.20ß 10:,14:11 AM 7.442 19.623 g.ô55 5.002 Zt.síJt _0.006 0.029 o.OS3 O o.oig q.O.t6Wed, Sep 24, 2003 10:44:11 AM 7.1jg 17.3t 12.201 6.946 18.81 {.007 O.O2T 0.061 0.006 0.014 0.0.t2Wed, Sep24 2003 10j44:11 AM g.734 16.T27 16.215 9.20g 13.9ôZ {.007 O.O2t O.oZ.t 0.017 0.021 o.OiZWed, Sep 24, 2003 iO:44:11 AM g.3g jS.7ô1 .t9.29S 10.824 il.oOr -O.Oo7 O.v2 O.Oô7 o.Ot2 0.012 0.015Wed, Sep 24, 2003 10:44:11 AM 9.3A 15.439 2O.262 11.41.1 10.415 _0.005 0.028 0.064 0.009 O.O2 0.016wed, sep 24, 2003 1o:44i11 AM 9.7ß 15.761 iS.æS .11.148 11.384 {.006 0.02s 0.054 -o.ool 0.012 0.015Wed, Sep 24, 2003 10:44:11 AM 9.gB 17.O4A 15.425 j1.148 tS.Sef _o.OOZ O.O22 0.044 _0.0i3 O.oj4 o.o17Wed, Sep 24, 20ó3 10:44:11 AM B.OBB 18.æô 11.294 8,562 19.456 -0.007 0.011 0.039 -O.O1S -o.OO3 0.010wed, sep 24, 2OO3 lo:44:11 AM 6.79s rs.oói 8.01 7.269 23.008 -0.006 0.013 0.038 _0.019 o.oo7 0.016Wed, Sep 24, 2003 1O:44:1i AM 7.442 .tB.65B 7.682 5.976 24.2gg -O.OOô O.oil 0.049 _O.OO5 0.003 0.016Wed, Sep 24,2003 .tO:44:11 AM 7.11g i9_3oi B.O, 5.653 23.OOB _O.OO7 0.O2S O.M4 €.01, 0.012 0.01sWed, Sep 24,2003 .f 0:44:11 AM 7.442 .t8.336 11.234 7.915 2O.1OZ -0.006 O.O1ô 0.0ô2 O.0OZ O.Ol 0.016Wed, Sep 24, 20O3 10:44:11 AM e.7g4 17.692 14.136 9.592 f O.SS O.OO5 0.034 O.O6.t 0.006 O.O2 0.016Wed, sep 24, 2003 10:44:11 AM 9.203 ti.si 12.36 11.148 rs 96i o_oo7 o.æ1 o.o7.t 0.015 o.ol8 0.016Wed, SeÞ 24,2003 i0:4411 AM 10.026 16-405 17.602 12.117 12.675 -0.006 0.031 0.06 O.OOS O.O2 oot7Wed, Sep 24, 2003 10:44:11 AM 9_38 16.721 17.682 12.7æ 13.3ã _0.007 O.Ojs 0.056 0 O.O1 0.0j4Wed, Sep 24,2003 10:44:11 AM 9.OSz 11.6s2 14.7g1 11.148 .16.55 .O.OO7 0.015 0.047 _O.Oos O.o0g o.o1swed, sep 24,2003 to:44:11 AM 8.411 re.æ8 ir.zs¿ 9.85s 19.456 .0.@6 0.017 0.039 -O.O.t7 0.005 0.015Wed, Sep 24,2003 10:44j1 Ai¿t 8.088 19.623 9.622 7.592 23.OOB _0.007 0.013 0.042 .O.Ol2 O.OO7 0.016Wed, Sep24,2003 10:44:11 AM B.O8B .lB.9B g.332 2.269 æ.OOB -0.006 0.0.14 o.o:19 -0.016 O.OO4 O.Otswed, sep 24, 2003 10:44:.t I AM 8.411 te_os8 À.OSS 8.239 72.3õ2 -0.007 0_01ô 0.054 .0.003 0.008 0.016Wed, Sep 24,2003 i0:44:11 Atvt g.41i 18.658 12.æ1 9.208 tS.¿S6 _0.006 0.0æ 0.055 .0.001 0.0.t3 O.O1Swed, sep 24,2003 10:44:11 AM 8.234 tz.oü is.qes 10.824 1s.9o4 .0.00ô o.O2B 0.067 0.0j4 o.ol7 0.016Wed, Sep 24 2003 10:44:11 AM 9.3O t6.OA3 1B.OOS 12.764 .12.029 -0.006 0.lJ24 0.06.2 O.OO8 O.O.tg 0.016wed, sep24,2003 1o:,t4:1.t AM .10.35 16.083 ìò.orz 14.0s6 10.73S _0.006 o.o27 0.06l o.oo7 0.017 0.015Wed, sep 24,2003 10:44:11 AM 10.026 rs.Zoi ìã.s22 14.0s6 rr.ssa -0_006 o.o2 o.oss o o.o1s 0.01swed, sep 24, 2003 10:44:11 AM 8.734 16.727 li.oez 13.087 tz.gss -0.00ô 0!J22 0.053 _o.oo4 0.009 0.015wed, seÈ 24,2003 10:44:11 Atr4 9.703 17.045 ìà.¿zs ,t211î 15.581 o.oo7 0.015 0.052 -O.oo2 o.oo7 0.015wed, ssp24,2003 10:44:11 AM 8.734 17.37 lã.ros 11.148 rz.sts 0.007 0.012 o.o42 _0.014 0.003 0.016wed, sep24,20o3 10:44:.11 AM a.734 18.98 jì.sss 9.855 19.133 _0.007 0.014 0.049 -o.oo8 0.oo5 0.016wed, sep 24,20æ 10:44:1.1 AM 8.734 le.æo ti'.ã¿+ 10.501 20.425 -o.oo8 0.021 o.o47 _0.01 o-01 0.0.16wed, sep 24, æ03 10:44:1.t AM 9.057 18.336 tz"æt 11.471 19.45ì _0.006 o.o2 0.053 .0.002 0.015 o.ol7Wed, sep 24. Z0o3 10:44: j t AM 10.026 riõéã liszq i4.os6 fl aÁi €.006 o.o2ô 0.052 {.0o3 0.014 o.oi4wed, sep24,2003 10:44:11 AM 10.026 .t¡.ac2 ìã+sl 15.026 lz.rgo -o.oo5 0.027 0.0ô2 0.007 0.018 0.017wed, sep 24,2003 .10:44:11 AM 10.673 tt.st iá¡.ps 15.673 14.n _0.007 0!)24 9.061 0.003 0.017 0.01swed, sep 24,20æ 10:44:11 AM 10_673 .ta.let ìazrs .17.289 lq.æ _o.oo7 0.02ô 0.054 ,O.OO1 o.otg 0.0.16Wed, sep a4,2003 t0:44:11 AM jo.ggo rc,.tlt iÀ.oz is.996 rs.soi .o.ooô 0.02i o.os2 {.0û2 o.ot 0.016Wed, sep24,2oo3 10:44:11 AM 9.38 ä.â; ,i¡.0 13.7s3 ro.ss _o.oos o.ù21 o.o48 -o.ooô o.o1 0.01sWed, sep24.20o3 .to:44:.11 AM e.703 leäia ìäaao 1244 tt.sÁt {.00a o.olz o.os _o.oo4 0.003 0_017wed, sep 24,2OO3 10:44:11 AM 8.7s4 ìs.336 il.szq 10.501 18.164 -0.007 o.ors 0.047 -0.009 O_offì 0.016Wed,sep24,2003 io:44:11AM g.7g4 lã.æo äsz+ lo.1zg 1o.48z 4.007 o.oig o.0s6 0.0ù2 0.000 0.01sWed, sep 24, 2oo3 jo:44:11 AM B.4t.t lA.$ó tfeTs ll.i48 ts.tù {.q)B O.o22 o.o5 .o.oos o.ol3 0.016Wed, sep24,206 io:44:t.t AM 9.38 17.692 ià.ìOs 1j.4lt re.ar _0.007 0.02s q.OsB 0.002 0.013 0.01swed' sep24' 2003 lo:44:11AM 10026 n'ú liaqa '14æ i7.841 {.00ô o.ozs 0.0s3 €.oor o.ú21 0.01swed, sep24,2003 10:,t4:11 AM 10.673 tZ.as2 iãq$ 15.026 16.55 -0.006 o.uzq o_05ô 0.002 0.017 0.015Wed, sôp 24,2003 10:44:1j AM 11.stg re.æg iã.rOs 1ö.019 lzi¿i _o.o0o 0.028 o.os3 0 0.019 0.01sWed, sep 24, 2oo3 1o44:1.t AM 10.673 tg.óii ìi.gzs is.6z3 ls.er -0.006 oo19 o.os2 -o.o0s 0.009 o.o1sWed, Sepz4,2009 1o:¿t4:11 AM 10.35 rs.õic ìi.àzs 14.0s6 18.487 -o.ooz o.o1o o.os3 _0.002 0.012 0.016
Wed, sep 24, 2oo3 10:44:Jl AM g.os7 le.æé iì.Äze .t|.t1t is sl -o.oo8 0.ol 0.046 {.01 o_oog o.ot5wed, sep 24,2003 1o:44:t.t AM 9.05/ 18_658 ti.sso 10.178 19.2/9 -0.00ô 0.02 0.051 {.@2 0.008 0.01ôWed, Sepz4, z00g 1o:44:1i AM 8.oos ia.ss ìì.sso s.ess za.1o2 {.008 o.ois 0.049 4.00ô o.o0g O.o1s
wed, sep 24, ãt03 10:44:11 AM 8.7U rl.àí iìon 9.æ8 ià.roq {.006 0.v2. 0.055 o.@ 0.01 o.or7Wed, Sep 24, 20G 10:44:ll AM s.411 le.æo iãil0 t0.t7g tisrg _0.0ü/ o.ozs 0.052 i.w2 0.012 o.ojsWed, sep 24, zo0o 10:¿t4:i1 AM 9.05/ li.Aw tî.ø 12117 16.ss 4.007 0.026 0.057 0.004 0.019 o.oisWed, Sep24,2000 10:44f I AM 9.7æ 17.043 ji.iæ lg.73g 1om -0.006 O.V¿A o.osa O.oo2 o.of 6 0.016Wed, Sep 24,20ß 1o:4¿r:1i AM 10.0æ rs.æ6 ii.i¡a i4.05ô rci..nt -0.007 0.02s o.os4 {.001 0.0i0 o.o1oWed,sep24,20ß 10:44:11 AM 1o.as ä.á; ìã.drs 14.0s6 1ôss .0.ooB 0.024 o.os2 -o.oùl o.olt 0.016
Wë4 sep 24, 20æ l0:¿t4:11 AM 9.zog i.w¿ ii.ãzs 13.41 18.164 {.00ô 0.024 o.0zt6 o.00ô o.o12 0.01s
wed, sep24, æ03 10:44:1.t AM 9.703 ie.ss 1i.n4 12117 rs.l33 {.007 0.017 o.os 4.004 o.oæ 0.0.15
Wed, sep24,2009 10:¡t4:11 AM 9.05/ le'6só iòi.ì,n 11.14a m.425 {.00s o.0.t8 o.o47 {.00g 0.006 0.016
wed' sep24' 20oÍr 10:44:11 AM 9'os7 le'æã ii'azg 1o.5or r9.zì 4.00ô 0.014 0.0s2 -0.002 0.009 0.or5wed, sep24, ?æ3 10:44:11 AM 9.38 re.gs iï.h4 10.024 19.458 _0.m7 00æ 0.055 0 o.æ9 0.015
Wed, sep 24, 2go3 10:44:11 AM e.7ß 1sjã ;;;a .f2117 1s.164 {.0t2 o.tz8 o.osa 0.00a o.û14 0.01ôWed, sep 24, z0ß 10:44:11 AM 9.38 re.æ6 ìãö'ls 12,t17 12.1eô _0.006 o.v2| o.os6 o o.fiz o.olsWed, sêp24, æ 1û44:11 AM 10.026 ì2.ãi i¿.iu 14.7æ 16.ss 4.002 o.0ze 0.086 0.002 0.017 0.01ô
wed, sep 24, 2003 1oì44:i1 AM e.7æ rz.oqà i;:ì; 14.0s6 ro.ss .0.00ô o.oié 0.05s o 0.01s 0.016



Wed, Sep 24 2003
Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, Sep 24, 2OO3

Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, Sep 24,20Og
Wed, Sep 24, 2OO3
Wed, Sep 24, 2OO3
Wed, Sep 24, 20Og
Wed, Sep 24, 2Oo3
Wèd, Sep 24, 2Oo3
Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, Sep 24. 2003
Wed, Sep 24, 20O3
Wed, Sep 24, 2OO3
Wed, Sep 24, 2@3
Wed, Sôp 24, Z00g
Wed, Sep 24, 2OO3
Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, S€p 24, 2OO3
Wed, Sep 24, 20O3
Wed, Sep 24, 2OO3
Wed, Sep 24, æ03
Wed, Sep 24. æû3
Wed, Sep 24, 2û03
Wed, Sep 24, ZOæ
Wed, Ssp 24, æO3
Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, Sep 24, 2OO3
Wed, Sep 24, 2OO3
Wed, Sep 24, 20ffi
Wed, Sep 24, 2OO3
Wed, Sep 24, æt}3
Wed, Sêp 24, 20æ
Wed, Sep 24, 20@
Wed, Sep 24, Z0O3
Wed, Sep24,2OO3
Wed, Sep 24, 2@3
Wed, Sep 24, 2OO3
Wed, Sep 24, 20û3
Wed, Sep 24,2@3
Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, Sep24, 2003
Wed, Sèp 24, 20æ
Wed, Sep 24, 2O0O
Wed, Sep 24, 2@3
Wed, Sep 24,2003
Wed, Sep 24, 20ß
Wed, Sep 24, 2093
Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, Sep 24, 20O3
Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, Sep 24, 2@3
Wed, Sep24,2@
Wed, Sep 24, 2@3
Wed, Sep24,2003
Wed, S€p 24, 2OOg
Wed, Sep 24, 2OO3
Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, SepA4,2@
Wèd, sep24 20æ
Wed, Sep 24, 2003
Wed, Sep24,20æ
Wêd, Sep 24, 20Og
Wed, Sep24,2m
Wëd, Sep 24, 20{B
Wed, Sep 24, ZOO3
Wed, sep 2d 2003
Wed, Sep 24, 20ß
Wed, Sèp24, æß
Wed, Sep 24,20ß
Wed, seÈ24 æ0s
Wed, Sep24,2@
Wed, Sep24, æ09
Wed, Sep24,20ß

10:44:11 AM 9.703 iB.Ol4 13.4S1 13_4.1 18.164
10:44:ll AM 9.203 19.s30 12.524 12.44 te.loq
lo:44:11 AM g.ss 18.336 iz.2n1 11.14a ìã.¡sz
10:44:11 AM 9]34 19.336 io.9i2 9.208 te.t33
10:44:11 AM 9.411 1û.658 10.912 g.S3Z ZO.a25
10:44:11 AM g.4it 19.336 1i.Ssô 9.s32 ié.ras
10:44:11 AM 9.gB 10.ôsB 12.201 11.471 ìe.er
10:44:11 AM 10.02ô 18.014 l.t.B79 13.OB7 igsl'10:44:11 AM 10.35 .t8.336 12,524 i4.7}g 1gl87
1o;44:11 AM 10.35 17.i7 il.B79 15,026 lé.tg3
10:44:11 AM 9.05/ 17.3.t 11.556 14.203 tS.tso
10:44ì11 AM 10.02ô 19.336 to.9i2 .12.t64 

rS.ZZs'10:44ì11 AM 9.057 is.g8 11.234 11.471 ZOi.toz
10:44:11 AM B.o8B 18.658 11.s56 9.208 iõ.Zs
1o:44:l't Atvl 8.088 18.336 10.912 9.208 iO.sr10:44:11AM 8.41.t 19.014 11.g79 9.532 ß.qst
10:44:11 AM 8.734 12.692 i2.SZ4 10.s24 tsi.Áøt
l0:¿t4:11 AM 9.703 17.692 11.879 13.733 iÀ.ts¿
10:44:11 AM 10.35 17.57 13.491 15.02ô li.rgo
10:44:11 AM 10.35 1g.Ot4 1?.g4g 15.623 tt.S+t10:44:11AM 10.02ô l8.$e Þ.2t1 14.90 ie.io+'10:44:'t1 AM 9.703 18.65€ 12.524 12.764 ìe.ìAz'10:44:l't AM 8.OBB 1A.014 1Z.ZO1 9.æA ie.i6a
10:44:11 AM 2.265 ls.33e 12.s46 6.õ¡À ìe.Àz
10:44:1't AM 7.442 íg.ôSO i1.879 Z.S1S i8.àr
10:44:11 AM 9.0s7 1B.6sB 10.912 9.208 ZO.iUz'10:44:11 AM 8.734 i8.6se 11.879 ri.i48 ìõ.iào
10:44:11 AM 10.95 18.336 1't.z34 14.703 ìõ.iæ
10i44:11 AM .10.35 17.692 11.879 1ô.3;9 ta.Áàt
10:44:11 AM 10.026 tB.OsB 12.zo1 16.31e iã.¿sz
10ì44:1.1 AM 9.703 i8.ggo i.t.556 15.349 tg.äl
10:44:11 AM 9.203 18.33ô 1?.524 12.76¡ ¡.àit
10;44:11 AM a.411 .ta.6s8 11.879 g.sãz ià.{i,l.10:44:11 AM 8.411 .17.692 i1.ss6 e ãõ iö.81
10:44:11 AM 7.26s iB.6sB 12.s24 7.269 iã.sl
10:¿14:11 AM 7.7ôS i7.iT .t2.g4ô 8.239 rOSis
10:44:11 AM s.os7 17.i7 .t4.136 9.&a5 ìi.iöo
10:44:11 AM 9.203 't7.32 ls.1G¡ 11.47i iS.riO¡
10:44:.11 AM 9.38 16.405 16.07 i?.764 ìãõã?
10:44:11 AM 9.OgZ 1O.4oS 17.36 fi.148 rã.Àis
10:¿r4ìi1 AM 8.734 16.405 17.682 ro.izÀ iã,644
10:44:11 AM 8.411 12.6e2 15,.103 7.s1s ìã.ãsr
10:¡14:11 AM T.T6s is.Ol4 14.13ô s.sz6 io.óis
10:44:'11 AM 7.11a 17.048 1l.BZ9 S.A3 ;õ.;;à10:44:11AM B.0BB 1s.336 11.234 s.sZo Zóì.äs'10:44:1't AM 7.7ôs i9.3oi 11.2g4 7.ã69 ;0:;;à
10:44:11 AM e.os7 18.oi4 11.87e 1o.so1 ì;.4sà1o44:ll AM 9.38 17.692 ls.49i 12764 iis;ò10:44:114M 10.026 1z.o48 14.4ss is.o26 isiàì
10:¿14:11 AM 10.ô23 17.3t l4.4SB 10.9G ì;.ããä
10:44:11 AM s.Zo3 i7.6e2 14.4s€ iÃ.loá i6.;;à.10:44:1 

t AM e.zo3 17.6v2 12s24 .ti.tt it.aié
10:44:11 AM 9.38 1E_014 11.s56 1i i4B ,lö.i;
10:44:11 AM 8.411 19.301 1o.Oss ¿.ees zó.Àîs
10:44:'1t AM s.4i1 10.6s8 9.2ee eaãt -;1'.0;
l0:,14:l1AM 9.057 18.936 1l.556 il.g;i i;iiå
_19:aa:11 

AM s.38 18.0i4 12.846 13.osi ì;.;6;10:¿14:114M 10.3s 16721 14.7s1 ì4.üà .i;äg
1044:11 AM 11.019 1T.e4a llse re.sos iã.ã;i10:44:11AM 11.õ42 1s.761 1l.sz7 17.rsé a;-o29
10;44:11 AM to.6z3 16.40s 1e.2es 15.;tã ìi.ãB;10:44:114M e.703 16.721 17.36 1ã.iu aà;.á;;10:44:11AM 9.0s7 17.æ2 14.458 ri.l¡e å;;
19:1a:11 AM 8.4.t1 1s.014 12;524 e.sei 1slð;
1o¿14:11 AM B.o€s 10.e8 i0.sg9 s.rõ ;ó;.;;á10:44:1i AM e.osz i9.301 9.6a2 10.i;ã ;i.;;ô10:44ì't't AM e.7æ lg.6ss 10.æ7 ìã.0äi -;i;ir;
10:¿14:1'l AM i0.67s 1e.014 11.829 10.34S ;ó.Bi
10:.14:11 AM .t0.996 1t.3t io.42s 1i.;àó Jñ;;'10:,14:11 AM 11.A42 fl.O4A 12.06 iB.ããà ;ã.;;10:44:tl AM 11.919 1o.oo3 1s.O0s ìô.õ6s ;;ú10:44;11AM e.zo3 1s.761 la.6s 1ã.ãã ìî3s;
10:44:11 AM 8.734 .t0.405 17.0as to.tiá iiîsi
10:44:11 AM 8.294 16.405 10.993 s:s6i 'I;;;
19,11,11 ry 7.765 17.6e2 13.813 t.;ü 1;.ì16
1û¿14:-11 AM g.ot/ 12.6s2 12:m4 9.208 ;;.;ô;
10:44:11 AM e.os/ 17.6s2 tz846 1i.ùs is.Bi
1911:114M 10.026 17.æ2 lzwie 1s.026 Í.à¡i10:44:1t AM 1o.se6 lr.37 l3.Bia it.te, iô.ãä'19:11:.!14M 1o.ss6 17.6sa i6.07 fi.an ìs:ãss10:¿14:18AM 10.33 16_tzr 17.90 1e.96ã ì;.rrt1ù44:184M 10.35 16.7n 1s.00s i¿.ãã a;:"á;;
l!,11,19fl,t s,os/ i6.7n 17.æ ro.ezi .iã:r6;
10:44:184M 9.057 1z,O4A 1S.Z4B 8."39 ì;.ãM

-0.00ô 0.02i
{.007 0.017.0.007 0.015
-0.00ô 0.0.t 9
-0.008 0.016
-0.007 0.0.t9
-0.008 0.025
-0.006 0.033
-0.007 0.025
-0.007 0.03s
-0.00ô 0.017
-0.00s 0.0?'2
{.007 0.007
-0.007 0.018-0.008 0.009
-0.005 0.027
-0.00ô 0.018
-0.005 0.038
4.006 0.025
{.006 0.034
-0.00ô 0.018
-0.007 0.014
O.Ol 0.005

-0.007 0.017
-0.006 0.012
-0.006 0.oæ
"0.007 o.o2
-0.007 0.037-0.0oô 0.029
-0.005 0.031
-0.000 0.017
{.008 0.015.0.007 0.009_0.007 0.017
-0.0oô 0.015
{.007 o.o2-0.008 o.o3
-0.006 0.o2a-0.007 o.o3-0.008 0.018
-0.006 0.013-0.007 0.012
{.0o7 0.014-0.007 0.014
-0.007 0.01.1
-0.00ô 0.023
4.007 0.032-0.007 0.0,32
-0.@8 0.027
-0.005 0.031
4.007 o.o1ô-0.006 o.o2
-0.007 O.O'tg
-0.007 o.o12
^0.008 0.015
'0.007 0.026
4.006 0.0AS
-0.007 o.o3t
{.006 0.028
-0.00ô 0.(}33
-0.00a 0.017
{.0o7 o.o12
-0.007 o.oo9
-0.007 0.015
-0.009 0.015
-0.006 0.029
{.007 o.o27
-0.00s 0.034.0.006 0.03t
4.008 0.032
{.008 o.v¿
-0,006 0.018
-0.007 0.006
Ð.007 0.ol
€.007 0.014
0.008 0.ù25
-0.@7 o.0æ
{.007 0.027
{.006 0.032
{.006 o.æ4
€.007 o.v24-0.007 0.0-to
4.002 0.015-0.008 0.012

0.05.1 -0.004 0.011 0.0150.0s2 _0.002 0.01 0.0150.047 -0.006 0.005 0.0í50.053 -0.003 0.008 0.01ô0.05t -0.004 o.oo5 0.0160.05s 0 0.012 0.0150.054 -0.003 0.012 0.0150.055 .0.001 o.oæ 0.0160.054 -0.001 o.o1s 0.01ô0.053 Ð.003 0.022 0.0180.052 -0.002 0.00ô 0.0140.048 -0.006 0.014 O.O.t60.053 {.001 -o.oot o.o.ts0,05 {.005 o.ot 0.0160.054 .0.001 -0.002 0.0160.051 -0.003 0.018 0.0160.056 o o.o1 0.0150.052 .0.003 0.026 0.0160.05s -0.002 0.015 0.0140.053 0 0.024 0.0160.053 {.001 0.00s 0.0.150.056 .0.001 o.oo7 0.0150.051 {.004 {.004 0.01ô0.053 -0.00î 0.004 o.o.ts0.05 _0.003 o.oo2 o.o.l50.0s3 -0.001 0.017 0.0150.o5 -0.003 0.015 o.o1ô0.051 -0.003 0.@6 o.o.ts0.055 0 o.o2 0,0150.05 _0.006 0.019 0.o1ô0.055 0 0.009 0.01ô
0.0,+9 -0.006 0.004 o.ots0.052 _0,002 0 oo150.045 -0.008 o.oo4 0_0150.056 -0.001 o.o0B 0.0170.048 -0.007 0.012 0.01ô0.054 _0.001 0.018 o.o,l50.057 0.001 0.02 0.0160.061 0.005 0.019 0.0.t70.06 0.005 0.01 O.O1ô0.051 -0.002 0.009 o.o1ô0.05 -0.003 0.004 0.0180.045 4.01 o.oo5 0.ot7o.os2 _0.004 0.0ú¿ 0.0150.04 -0.014 0.006 0.0150.054 0.002 o.oo9 0.0160.051 _0.003 0.018 0.0140.061 0.007 0.021 0.0170.057 0.@2 O.V2 0.0150.057 0.@1 0.018 o.o.ts0.0s3 -0.001 0.01 0.0150.047 Ð.007 0.007 0.016

0.04s) -0.005 4.001 o.o.ts0.042 _0.012 o.oo4 O.O.t60.05 .0.004 0.005 0.0150.047 .0.008 0.013 0.0150.056 o.0o1 O.O14 0.0170.058 0.004 0.v2. 0.0160.063 0.008 o.ozt 0.01ô0063 0.oo{¡ 0.02 o.ol70.055 o o.ot 0.0140.053 o.ool 0.005. 0.0100.040 -0.01 4.At2 o.ol40.049 -0.006 0.002 0.0160.u2 .0.015 o.oo2 0.0150.047 4.008 0.014 0.01s0.047 -0.009 0-016 0.fi50.055 0.001 0.025 0.0170.059 0.004 o.u¿ 0.0150.059 0.007 0.o2 0.01ô0.084 0.007 001 0.û150.058 0.002 0.007 0.0150.0*l 0.@l 0 0.0160.04ô {.@o 0.001 0.0160.047 -0_007 0.002 0.olo0.047 -0.01 0.011 0.0160.048 {.007 0-015 0.01ô0.05 {.005 0.022 0.0160.055 0.001 0.t2. 0.0170.0ô1 0.005 0.æ1 0.0170.08 0.004 o.0lô o.ol70.059 0.00ô 0.00ô o.ot60.053 -0.æ2 0.002 0.0160.051 {.001 {.@t 0.015



*l*l,*Lg:i" Accelometer, lempe¡ature, W¡nd Meter Data Fil6:d:\cordènBoyData\ Mar 19 - 2004(1i_l1 .36 pM).dat

Stra¡ni Stråin3 Stra¡n4 Strainô Str.áin8 Accelometerl_x
sat. Mar 20, 2004 1:48:51 pM -10.3æ -24.469 _Z1.OO7 -Z4.Os1 -24.1A4 .o.oot
sal, Mar2o,2004 1:48:51 pM -10.329 _23.92ô -20.684 _24.727 -23.4gg _0,002
Sat, Mar 20, 2004 l:48:51 pM -10.329 -23.926 .19.717 -24.0g1 _24.134 ,0.001
Sat, Mar 20, 2004 1:48:51 pM n0.006 -24.751 -20.684 -24.4e4 -24.779 -o.OO2Sal Mar2O,2004 1:48:51 pM -10.652 _24.147 -ig.395 _2S.OSI _25.102 -o.OO.t
Sat, Mar 20, 2004 1:48:51 pM -10.006 _24.469 -20.362 -24.72t _24.719 _o.Oû2
Sal Mar 20, 2004 1:49:51 pM -11|.621 -24.791 -2O.O4 -2ô.g9 -24.Tts -o.0o.l
saq Mar20,2004 1ì48:51 pM -11.t21 _z3.e26 .19.395 -26.343 -25.102 -0.003Sat Marzo,2004 1:48:sl pM -10.975 -24.141 -20.362 _æ.343 -24.1g4 -0.001Sa! Mar20,2004 1:¿t8:Sl pM -10.975 -23.826 -21.007 -26.943 _23.g11 €.002Saf Mar20,2@4 1:48:Sl pM -i0.652 -Z3.826 -20.6e4 _25.69T _23.i65 .0.OOl
Sat, Mar2O,2004 1:4gi5i pM _9.683 _24.791 -2 .329 _23.758 _23.4gg -o.OO1sal Mar2O,2O04 l:48:S1 pM -10.929 -23j82 -20.04 _24.727 -Z1.AAB oSat, Mar20,2004 1:,ft]:s1 pM -10.652 -24.147 -21.OOZ -24.404 -24.n5 _0.001

Sat Mar2O,2004 1:48:51 pM -10.975 _24.147 -i9.395 _26.02 _24.779 {.003Sat Mar 20. 2004 1:48:5.t pM .1O.OOô -24.Ig1 _20.684 -25.697 -24.Tîg -0.002sa[ Mar20,2004 1:48:51 pM -10.975 -Z4.Tg1 -20.04 _27.313 -24.456 _0.001
Sat, Maræ,2004 1:49:51 pM {0.652 .23.826 -19.712 -26.e2 -23.011 o.ootSal Mar20,2004 1:48:Sl pM 10.006 -23.504 ^2t.OO7 -ZS.3T4 _24.1U {.002Sat, Mar20,2004 i:48:s1 pM -10.652 _24.147 -21.329 _25.697 -23.488 _o_00iSat, Mar20,2@4 1:48:5.1 pM _jO.Oo6 -23.504 at.ASZ -23.258 _ZJ. ilB .O.OO1
saq Mar20,2@4 1:48:Si pM -9.633 _24.469 -21.OZg -24.404 -23.165 OSat, Mar20,2CO4 1:49:St pM -10.006 -24.147 -æ.362 -2S.0S1 _24.1U -O.OOIsal Mar20,2004 1:48:Sl pM -1O.9ZS -23.SM -20.36"2 -24.404 _24.779 

Osat, Mar20,2004 1:48:s1 pM _10.3æ -24.147 -iosæ -?6.343 _24.456 -o.oo2sa( Maf 20, æ04 1:48:5.1 pM _10.975 _24.147 -té.olz -26.99 _25.102 _o.oolSat Mar20,2004 1:48:51 FM _.t1.298 -2'.ti3 -ZO.Oa¿ _26.6ô7 -2g.1OZ {.0O1Sat, Mar20,2004 i:49:st pM -10.3æ -24.147 .ZO.Oeq -26.343 _24.45ô _o.0o1sal Mar20, æ04 1:48:5t pM _10.3æ -24.469 -ãf .òoz -26.02 ^23.488 .0.002sal Mar20,2004 l:48:s1 pM _to.6s2 _?3.826 -ìt.è,SZ -24.727 -ZJ.e11 .o.0o1Sat,Mar20,2004 1:48:SipM -10.329 _ZJ.g26 -ZlOOl -25.374 _23.48a .O.OO1Sat, Mar20,2004 1:48:51 pM -10.329 _23.182 _20.6g4 _24.ñ4 _2Î-.4BA €_0O1sat Maræ,20()lr .1:49:s1 pM _10.329 -24:.4; _ãi.ooZ -24.404 -24]tu €.001sat Maræ,2004 1:48:51 pM _10.ô52 -24.147 _ts.itt _25.697 -24.Tts osat Mar20,2004 1:48:51 pM _10.975 -24.4æ -ts.ilz _25.697 -25.425 -0.002Sat, Mar 20, 2004 l:¡trì:51 pM _.10.975 -24.469 ã.0¿ -2ô.662 _2s_4ZS 0sst' Maræ, æ04 1:48:51 pM -10.975 -æ-.82â -lõozz -2ô.3,t:i -24.456 s.001sat, Maræ, 2004 1:4e:51 pM _10.975 -e¿.¿as -zò.oe¿ -26.02 _24.775 {.0o2Sat, MaÌæ,2004 1:48:51 pM _10.97s _i¿.¿os -ãi.oòZ -2ô.343 -24-1íg osat, Mar20.2004 l:48:51 pM _10.329 _73.8?6 -Zi.OiZ _25.374 _z3.16 -o.w2sal Mar20,2004 .t:48:sl pM _.to.ooô _n.ela _ãäoìe _æ_75s _Z?..i¡s6 osaq Maræ,20ùt 1:48:51 pM _.10.652 _æ.8?6 _?2-is6 _24.727 _23..'ô5 .0.002sat Mar20,2004 .t:48:51 pM -10.329 _23.so4 _20.ãæ -24.081 -ã.¿eB -o,oo2

Sat, Mar 20, æ04 1:4rl:s1 pM _10.006 -zg.e26 "ãó.36, .2s.692 -21.Ttg _0.002sat Mar20,2004 1:48:51 pM -.to.gzs _25.1¡z _iõ.ãös _26.02 _2s.74a .o.ooiSat, Mar20, æ04 1:49:s1 pM -i0.g75 -24.191 _ãô.õ¿ -26.34:, -21.Ttg -0.002sat, Maræ, æolt 1:48:51 pM -10.ô52 -23.82ô -ão.o¿ _26.02 -24.134 0sàt Maf æ, 2004 1:48:sl pM -10.975 _24.147 -ZiOOZ -25.374 _23.488 -0.002sat, Mar20,20Û4 1:¿t8:51 pM -10.6s2 -24.147 -ü.á;s -2s.374 _23.48 osaq Maræ,2004 1:48:51 pM _10.6s2 -ã.so¿ -tó.ð84 _24.081 _z3.48s _o.oo1SaL Mar20,2004 l:48:s1 pM _lo_329 -24.14T ä.éiq _ZJ.7ss -í¡3.4æ -0.0ojsar, Mar20, 2004 1:48:51 pM _10.006 -à.816 "ãì.æZ -24.081 -æ.g11 o.oo2Sa\ Mar20,20o4 .t:48:s1 pM _10.329 -æ.s04 -io.gô2 _24.727 -24.1u Ð.001sal Mar2Q 20O4 1:,ls:s.t pM -10.329 -24.js1 -ro.ãô, _2s.a74 -24.17s a.oüzsat, Mar 20, 20o4 1:4s:si pM -1o.s7a _zt.Uè -iõ.ãiz _26.o2 _z4.ns oSa\ Mar 20, 2@4 j:48:S1 pM -10.652 _n.øáA 20.04 _26.943 _25.102 oSat, Maræ, 200¡t t:.t8:S.t pM _10.ô02 _24.7õ1 -2ô'ô84 -A6.02 _24.,1s6 ,0.001sat Mer 20, 2û04 1:48:s1 pM _10.32s _ãs.eãé :ãào4 _2s.sr4 _?4.1u _o.ooisat, Mar20,2004 1:48:s1 pM ..t0.329 _23.ó; -Zt.OÉZ .?4.t27 _z3.af -0.001Sat Mar20, Z0O4 l:48:51 pM _9.683 _24.147 ái.i¿i'a _24.404 _æ.488 Ð.001sat Ma¡2o,20e1 1:48:s1 pM -10.32e -Z¡.,teZ _ü.OOt -24.4M _æ.48s oSat, Maræ, æ04 1:40:s1 pM _9.6as -æ,ezo ã.õä -zg.Tss . -',,84z .0.001Sat, Mar æ, 20@t 1:48:S.t ptvt -.lo.gæ _24.,t47 -ãO.gg¿ -Zs.Os1 _24.ns 0.002sar, Mar2o,2oo4 1:¿nì:s1 pfvr -10.006 -24.4,'9 :ä.04 -24.727 -24.1U 4.001sat, Mar20,2004 1:4rì:s1 pM _10.6s2 _à+.ìä :Ã.;4 _2s.6ez ¿t.nò {_o0zsaq Maræ,2004 t:48:sl pM _10.929 _ã¿.¡os _rõãõs -2g.vz -25.102 -0.001sar Marz',20&r l:¿E:sr pM -10.914 -iq.til -iäñ -2s.ôe7 -2s.1q2 *,.oo2sat, Mar 20, 2004 t:48:51 pM -10.3æ -ã¿.isi ä.ü .2s.ô92 -z4.T7s e.o0zsar, Mar20,2004 1:48:51 pM -10.00ô -z+.tä _1036' -25.374 _m.4æ _o.qltsat Mar20,20o4 1:48:s1 pM -10.3t -rÁ:.iä rì:ãä -æ.7se _23.si1 -o.oo1saf Mar2e äÐ4 1:48:s1 pM _s.6s3 _zi..t+t -iï.ó;; _24.081 _n-uz _0.ælsat, Maræ,2004 i:¿{}:s1 pM -10.008 -æ,iéi -æ:ãs; -æ.Zss -23.16s -0.æ2Sal Mar20,2004 1:48:51 pM -10.006 _zo.eào -ãõ.6d -24.4u -2o.4BB {.001sat Maræ æ04 1:48:51 pM _10.3æ +¡.;6, -iõ.;i; -25.æ7 -24.4æ {.oolsat, Mar20,2004 1:48:5r pM -10 ô52 iq.i+z _iõ:ótå -26.s2 -2s.1n¿ {.o.1sat, Mar20,2004 1:48:si pM _10.32e -rs.ììä _ä.d -2s.6sz -zs.74a *,.00isst, Mar20,2004 1:48:51 pM .10.6s2 -ä.10; -tõ.iñ -2s.osz -24.r1s {.00tsst, Maræ,2fKl¡t 1:48:s.t pM _9.683 -zci.ial -iõ.3rs -z4ltn _2s.102 -0.00rsat, Mar20, æ04 1:48:oj pM _ro.ooe _ã¿.ió _t.õ _?4.0s1 -24.4s6 4.ö0iSat Mar20,2004 1:48:s1 pM -10.65? -ä:5o4 .æ.sðä -24.081 _24_,tu -0.æ2

Accelometerl-y Accetometefl-z AccelometAccelomelAcceìomel
0.018 0.048 .O.OO4 0.005 0.009
0.019
0.016
0.015
0.015
0.014
0.012
0.012 0.049 -O.OO4 _0.001 0.O.10.014 0.047 -o.oo3 o.oo2 o.oo90.017 0.049 {.003 0.004 0.o1

0.049 -0.001 0.007 0.01 10.051 0 0.o0ô 0.009
0.051 0 0.004 0,o10.051 0 0.002 0.008
0-052 0.001 {.001 0.009
0.05 -0.002 0 0.o-l

0.018
0.017
0.01 7
0.01s
0_013

0.o14
0.012
0.01s
0.014
0.017
0.017
0.018
0.017
0.017
0.013
o.012
0.013
0.014
0.016
0.016
o.017
0.019
0.016
0.016
0.014
0.011
0.014
0.014
0.01s
0.017
0.01a
0.019
0.016
0.016
0.014
0.013
0.011

0,047 -0.005 0.006 0.0G9
0.047 -0.005 0.005 0.o1
0.049 0 0.004 0,009
0-05'1 0.001 0.004 0,009
0.052 -0.003 0.0û2 0.01
0.05 -0.002 0.002 0.010.051 0 0.00t 0.0.t I0.049 -0.001 0.002 0008

0.048 -0.001 0.003 o.o1
0.047 -0.006 0.006 o.oo9
0.045 4.005 ô.005 o,oo9
o.o47 -0_001 0.006 0.010.049 0 0.004 0.0.t
0.048
0.05 4.001 0.001 0.0090.052 0.002 o.@t 0.010.0s2 -0.002 0.002 0.0090.049 0 0.ool 0.009

0.048 {.004 0.002 o.oo90.048 €.004 0,005 o.oo80.045 -0.003 0.006 o.ol Io.o47 -0.002 0.ooô o.o10.048 -0.004 0.004 o.oo90.051 0.001 0,002 o.oo90.os2 0.002 0.001 0.01 I0.051 €.001 0.001 0,0090.051 {.001 o_oo1 0.010.049 -0.002 0.002 0.010.048 -0.001 0.003 0.00€0.047 4.003 0.006 0.010.047 -0.003 0007 0.010.048 -0.004 0.006 0.009
0.048 €.001 o.ooô 0.0090.049 -0.003 0.004 0,009o.05 -0.00:t 0.001 o.o1

0 0.004 0.ol

0.014 0.05 {.001
0.013
0.018
o.o17
0.018
o.017
0.017
0_015

0.013
0-013
0.014
0.015
0.016
0.018
0.010
0.017
0.018
0.0't4
0.013
0.014
0.012
0.015
0.016
0.019
0.017
0.û19
0.018
0.017
0.012

0.o53
0-052 0.001

0.046 -0.003 0.003 0,009
0.047 {.004 o.oo5 0.010.045 -0.006 o.ooô 0.010.047 {.003 0.006 0.01
0.048 -0.004 0.005 0.0090.05 0 o.Oo4 o.Oi0.05 -0.012 . 0.002 0.010.051 0 0.001 0.0090.051 0.002 0.002 0.010.05 -0.003 0.0û2 0.0.t10.0s -0.002 0.003 o.æ90.047 $.0ûr 0.0æ 0.009o.o47 {.@ 0.00s 0.009
0.04ô -0.003 0.007 0010.048 {.002 o.oos 0.0090.049 0 0.004 0.0090.049 -0.002 0.002 o.ol

0 0.001 0.01
0 0.009
0 0.009

0.052 0.002
0.052 0.001 0.0ûl 0.0090.052 o o 0.0æ0.048 €.004 o.oo2 0.0080.049 {.004 0.004 0.010.046 -0.004 0.006 0.0110.046 -0.002 0.005 0.0080.047 -0.007 0.005 0.0110.048 0 0.004 0,0090.05 -0.001 0.002 0.009

0.013 0.052 0_004
0.014
0.015
0.017
0.018
0.019

0 0.009

0.05 -0.001

0.051 0.0ût 0.001 0.0080.051 {.001 0.002 0.0090.047 -0.0ß 0.qt4 o.ü)9
0.045 O.000 0.005 0.ût0.04tì {.005 0.006 0.01

0 0.008
0 0.0æ



Sat, Mar20,2004
Sat, Mar æ, æ04
Sat, Mar 20, æ04
Sal Mar 20, 2004
SaL Mar 20, 2004
Sal Mar 20. 2004
Sat, Mar 20, 2004
saf Mar æ, 2004
Sat Mar 20, 2004
Sat, Mar 20, 2004
Sat, Mar20, 2004
Sal Mar 20, 2004
Sa[ Mar æ, 2OO4

Sa\ Mar 20, 2004
Sat, MaÌ 20,2004
Sat, Mar 20, 2004
Sal Mar 20, 2004
Sat, Mar 20, æ04
Sat, Mar 20, 2004
Sat, Mar 20, 2004
Sal Mar 20, 20O4
Sal Mar 20, 2004
Sat, Mar 20, 2004
Sat, Mar20,2004
Sal Mar20,2004
Sal Mar 20, 2004
Sa! Mar20,2@4
Sat, Mar 20, 2004
Sat, Mar 20, 2004
Såq Mar 20, 2004
Sat, Mar 20, 2004
Sat, Mar20,2004
Saq Mar20,2004
Sa\ Mar20,2@4
Sat, Mar 20, ?004
Sat, Mar20,2004
Sat, Mar 20, 2004
Saq Mar20,2004
Sat, Mar20,2004
Sal Mar 20, 2@4
Sat, Mar 20, 20ùt
Sal Mar 20, 2004
Sat, Mar 20, Z@4
Sat, Mar æ, 2004
Sat, Mar20,2004
Sat Mar 20, 2004
Sat, Mar 20, 2004
Sat, Mar 20, 2@4
Sat, Mar 20, 2OO4
Sat, Mar 20, 2OO4
Sat, Mar 20, 2OO4
Sat Mar2Q 2004
Sat, Mar20, A0O4
Sat, Maræ, æ04
Sat, Mar 20, 2004
Sat Mar 20, 2004
Saq Mar 20, 2004
Sat, Mar æ, 2004
Sa\ Mar20, æ04
Sat Mar 20, 2004
Sat, Mar 20, 2004
Sat, Mar 2Q 2004
Saq Mar 20, 2OCl¡1

Sa\ Mar@ 2@4
Sat, Mar20,2004
Sal Mar20,2@4
Sal Mar20,2û04
Sat Mar 2O, 2004
Sat, Mar2O, æ04
Sat, Mar 20, 2004
Sat, Mar20, æO4
Sal Mar20,2@4
Sat, Maræ, æ04
Sât, Marð,20O4
Sat, Mar20, m4
Sat, Mar20,2OO4
Sat, Mar20,20O¡t
Sal Mar 20, 2004
Sal Mar20.2004
Sat, Mar20,2004
SaL Mar20, æût
Sat, Már20, ãn4
Sat, Mar 20, 2004
Sat, Mar20, Z0(Ì4
Sa( Mar20,2004
Sat, Mar20,2@4

1:48:51 PM -10.006 -24j47 -21.652 _23.758 -Z3'.ABI
1:4tì:51 PM -10.00S -24.141 -Z't.g2g -æ.43S .ZA.i6È
l:48:51 PM -10.006 -2g.Oo4 -20.04 _24.404 -24.1J4
1:48:51 pM -10.329 -23.820 _21.3 9 14.404 -iqlle
1:48:51 pM -10.00ô .23.82ô .íB.ZS _26.02 -iS.¿zè
1:48:51 pM -10.329 ,23.826 _19.428 _26.02 ìÉ.+)à
1:48:51 PM -10.652 -24.469 -19.711 -24.404 -25..112
1:48:51 PM .10.ô52 -23.82ô -20.3ô2 -25.697 _Zq.tU
1:48:sl PM -10.329 -23_826 _21.32s -24.404 à.iÀS
1:48:51 PM -10.006 -24.141 _ZZ.õ15 _24.0A1 _e¡.rOS
1:48:51 PM -.10.00ô -22.96 _Z1.OOT -23.435 -ZZ.Aiá
1:48:51 PM -i0.3æ -23..102 _Zi.32p -24.404 -n.Aq2
1:48:51 PM -10.00ô -24.469 -21.974 _24.081 -n.ãqã
1:,18:51 PM -10.97s -2s.82ô -20.6s4 _24.404 _iã.etl'l:48:51 PM -10.006 -24.147 _20.684 _2S.O51 _n.elt
1:48:51 PM -10.652 -24.142 _20.962 -26.34g _zsioZ
1:48;51 pM -10.652 _ZJ.SO4 _19.395 -26.343 -i+.qá6
r:48:51 pM -10.975 -24,791 -20.684 -25.ù51 _24.45ô
1:48:51 pM .10.97s -æ.so4 -æ.ô84 _2s.697 -ic.iu
1:48:51 pM -10.975 _æ.s04 -21.oo7 .24.404 _ã.sis
1:48:51 PM -10.00ô .24.147 _23_5g6 _æ.¿sS .Aðié
1:48:51 PM -10.006 -22.A6 -21.3æ _24.081 _à.siõ
1:48:51 PM 10.006 -23.82ô -2.t.3æ _24.404 -rr.õiõ
1:48:51 PM -10.652 -23.504 -21.974 _2S,OSI -æ.¿Ag
1:48:51 PM -11.2ss -TJ.1s2 _19.717 -26.02 .t;.456
1:48:51 pM -10.3æ _24.7s1 -Zo.s62 -2s.ô9t -ã¿.ião
1:48:51 PM -10.329 -Z4.7Si -2O.3d2 _26.02 ZS.qzS
1:48:s1 PM -10.652 -29.82ô -æ.04 -26.02 -ã;.;,é
1:48:51 pM -10.329 _24.7s1 -z.t.gas _25.32¡ -Z3.eii
1:48:51 PM -10.3æ -æ.92ô -20.684 -24.727 -2ß:Áæ
1:48:51 pM -10.3æ _2A.926 _21.652 _24.404 ai.Slé
1:48:51 PM -9.693 -24_469 -22.619 -23.435 -r2Sìõ
1:48:51 PM €.0æ -zJ.1B2 -21.6s2 -24_72t -¿-átõ
1:48:51 PM -10.006 -23.504 Ai.NT -24.0S1 -ã;gg
1:48:51 pM -10.329 _29.826 -?f,3õ2 -2S.OS1 _lq.tà¿
1:48:51 pM -10.975 -23.'lg¿ '1A.AZ} _b.OZ àa.Vn
1:48:51 pM -10.s7s _24.4æ _20.3e'2 -2s.314 -ài.+zs
1:48:51 pM -i0.329 _24.791 -20.04 -20.324 -àÃ.tie
1:48:51 PM -10.3æ -23.504 -20.694 _24.72t _ã¿.¿àO
1:48:51 PM -9.603 -æ.826 -?2.296 -æ.435 -b.U;
1:48:51 pM -10.3æ _24.147 -22296 -Zi.OAt 22842
1:48:51 PM -i0.6S2 -Z3.1A2 _21.æ2 _24.404 _ã¿gã
1:48:51 PM -10.006 -23.SO4 _23-ZE4 _24.4A4 -n.AÃá
1:¿18:51 PM -10.329 -23.504 -21.007 -25.697 -ã.iG5
1:4&51 pM -10.329 -24.147 _21.Oo7 -2s_os1 -à.ì6s
1:48:s1 PM -10.652 -2S.43s -z1.oo7 -2s.697 _,Ã:.iu
1i48i51 PM -10.329 _zs.s26 _1s.Ts -26.667 -is.¿is
1:48:5'l PM -10.6s2 -24.147 -20.694 _2s.374 _ài.tis
1:¿18:51 pM -10.329 _24.469 _19.717 .ZS.3T4 _ã¿.alO
'l:48:51 PM -10.97s -?3.SO4 -æ.U _25.051 _ü.iU
1:4t|:51 PM -9.683 -ZJ.gZg :22.296 _24.o8i _ZZ.UZ
1:48:51 PM -10.006 _ZJ.g26 -D..æ6 -24.o$ -nl'Ati'1:¡l€:51 PM -9.693 -2gjAZ -æ.æ6 _24.4e4 -12ì16
1:48:sl PM -j0.6S2 -A3.5o4 -2eôt9 -24.4{,4 _ãtir6
'l:19:11 fM -'10.97s -24-147 -21.oo7 -26.3,43 -rl;ss
1:48:51 pM -11.æB -z!.s26 -20.694 -2s.69t æ:;Jií
l:48:51 PM -10.ô52 -24.4æ -2oåeP _2s.6s7 ä.Ásõ
1:48:51 PM -10.329 -23.504 -æ.04 -ZS.aT4 _24.ii4
1:48:51 PM -10.00ô -24.46S -21_W7 _24.OBi -Z4.¿SO
1:48:5-l PM -10.ô52 _Z5^1B2 _21.æt _ZL.ttz _æ:.81;
1:48:51 PM -10.00ô -2g.SO4 _20.684 -25.?;14 -Z+.ia+
1:48:51 PM -10.6sA -24.147 -Z1.sT4 _æ.435 -à.i8s
1:48:51 PM -10.sæ -20.026 _22æô _z4.t2T -ãã.ros
1:48:51 PM -t0.329 -2A86 -22.æ6 _25.692 -àì96
1:48:5'l PM -10.6s2 -Z3.sZ6 -?O.U _2ô.343 _ã.Biì
1:48:51 PM -10.97s .24.147 -m.3l12 _25.974 _î+.iàà
1:48:51 PM 10.3æ -æ.926 -æ.ôg4 -24.727 -ZC.aSô
1:48:5'l PM -10.00ô _n.gæ _1g.717 _24.404 _ãq.tu
1:48:51 PM -10.006 -Z4j4Z _n-Mt _23.111 -Zq.Àaè
1:48:51 PM -10.00ô -24.147 -21.?æ _æ.4{}5 _ä.tOS
1:19:91 lM -10.32s -;2"a6 _21.srt _237ss -æ.loã
'f :19:9J PM -10.0æ -æ.182 -21.052 -24.404 _ãáìi
1:48:51 PM -10.s2 -23.82û -2i.O0Z -2s.0si .ã.ìéé
1:48:51 PM -10.652 -29.826 -æ.084 :25.gri. _r;.456
1:48:5-t PM -i0.9Æ _25.113 -n3,Zg -26.02 iq.né'1:48:51 PM -10.652 -24.141 -19.sss _25.æ7 _zsi.izá
'l:48:51 PM .i0.000 -24.469 -19.717 at.Áù -Ã;.?4s
1ì48:56 pM -10.006 _a4.46s _19.395 -æ.7s8 -ts:iot'!:j!:S !tø -e.68s -Tr.Bzõ _1e.3es -24.osi _t.45ô
1:48:56PM €.693 -24.147 _æ.6s4 -27æ a¿i.iu1:48:56PM €.ô93 -Zg.g2S -21.62 _æ.43S -Z-UZ
1,1!,!9frur -10.00ô _æ.s04 -21.sæ -24.0si _ã;{iã
1:1!rtslM -10.ôs2 -æ.sæ -22æ8 -2s.os1 _ã.ìa;
1:48:50FM -1o.3æ -n-8,za -x.æT:zÌl.eã -ã:;ss1:¿18:58pM -.to.g7s -23.s04 -.19.39s _r6.ô9i _rÁ:.iu
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clear all;
a=xlsread('r:\ce
tìme=a(: , l) ;
forceNs=a (: ,2);

new-ti me(1)=0. 5 ;for i =2:3750
, new-ti me(ì )=¡syv_ti me (ì -1)+0. 5 ;end;

new_ti mê=rìêw_ti me (1: 37 40)' ;

new_forceNS=ofle s (3740,L) ;
new-fo rceNS (1) =forcerus (i) ;x=1i
for i=2 :'l ength(forcetts)

new_forceNS (x+2) =fôrce¡¡S (i ) ;
X=X+2;

end;
new_fo rceNS (2) = (n ew_fo rceNs (L) +n ew_fo rceNS ( 3) ) /2 ;Y=4;for i=1 : i ength (forcer.ts) -2

new_fo rceNS (y) = (new_fo rceNS (y- 1) +new_fo rcer.ts (y +L)) /Z;y=y+Z;
end;

new_ti ntê=nêw_ti me (1: 3739) ;
new_fo rceNS=new_forceNs (i i ¡z¡ g) 

;

ti me=new_ti me;
fo rceNs=n ew_fo rceNS ;

l5wi ndnss ept24

nnal ysi s\roi derl\B1se pt}4.xl s' ) ;

new-time(1)=0. 25 ;for i=2:7490
, new-time(i )=new_time(i -1)+0. 25 ;end;

new_ti me=new_ti me (l_ : 7 490), ;

new-forceNS=oñ€s (2480, 1) ;
new-forceNS (1) =forcerus (i) ;x=1i
for i=2: ìength(forcerus)

new_!orceNS (x+2) =forceNS ( j ) ;X=X+z;
end;
n ew_fo r c eNS (2 ) = (n ew_fo r ceNS ( j_) +n ew_fo rceN s (3) ) / Z ;Y=4ifor i=l-: I ength (forcetts) -2

n ew_fo r c e ru s (y) = ( n ew_fo r c e l,¡ s (y- 1) +n ew_fo r c eN S (y +t) ) / 2 ;y=y+2i
end;
new_time=new_time';

ti mel=new_ti me (1_ : 7 47 g) 
;

torceNSl=new_forceNs (1: 7 47g) ;

new-t j me (1-) =9. 12 5 ;

eage i-



for i=2 :t4g70 Tswjndnsseptz4

, new-ti me(i )=¡sr¡/-time (i -L)+0 .L25 ;end;

new_ti m€=nêw_ti me (1_: i_4960) ' ;

new_forceNS=oÌl€s (14960. i-) :
new-forceNS (1) =forceNSi (ij ;Â-r rfor i =2:'l ength (force¡lsi-)

new_fo rceNS (x+2) =forceNSl (ì ) ;X=X+2;
end;
n ew_fo rceNS (2) = (new_fo rceNS (1) +n ew_fo rceNS (3) ) /2 ;Y=4ifor i=1 : 1 ength (forcerusi_) -2

n ew_fo r ceNS (y) = ( n ew_fo r c eN S (y - 1) +n ew_fo rceNS (y +I) ) / 2 ;y=y+2i
end;
new_ti me=new_ti rne ' ;

ti me2=new_tì me (1 : i_4959) ;fo rceNS2=new_fo rceNS (1 : 14959) ;

new-ti me(1)=0. 0625 ;for i=2:29930
. new-ti me (ì ) =¡su/_tì me (i - 1) +0 .0625 ;end;

new_ti n1ê=nêw_ti me (i_ : 29920), ;

new_fo rceNS=ones_(29920, 1) ;
new_fo rce¡ls (L) =fd rceNs2 (ij ;
x=1 ifor i=2 : I ength(force¡¡s2)

new_fo rceNS (x+2) =forceNs2 (j ) ;X=X+z;
end;
new_fo rceNS (2 ) = (n ew_fo rceNS (L) +new_fo rceNS (3) ) /2 ;Y=4ifor i=1: ì ength(forceNs2)-2

new_forceNS (y)= (new_forceNS (y-1) +new_forcer,rs (y +I)) /2;y=y+Zi
end;
new-time=new_timer ;

ti me3=new_ti me(1_ : 29919) ;
torceNS3=new_forceNS (1: 29919) ;

m=1-.575;
P:18. 5 ;
del t=0 . 062 5 ;

for i =l-: ì ength (t'ime3)
const=_(del t)/(m*p) ;varr ab lel-=O:
for j=1;i

variableL=variable1 + (forceruS3(j)*cos(p*t.ime3(j))) 
;end;

var 
= 
1=si ! (p*ti me3 (i ) ) *vari ab1 e1_;

vari abl e2=0;

eage 2



variabl e2=variabl e2 + (forcer'rs3(k)r'sì n(py't-ime3 (k))) ;end ;
var :2=cos (p*tì me3 (i ) ) *varj ab'l e2 ;
Xns (i ) =const* (var-1-var-2) :

. ens (i)= Xns (i ) *3*69 .85/ (2750*2750) ;end;

fj gu re (1)
plot(time3,Xns):
xl abel ('li me (seconds) ') ;yl aþe1 ( 'oi spl acement') ; 

- '

title('oisplacement v3'time (¡lorth rorc-ing components)') ;

fi gu re (2)
plot(time3. ens) :
xl abel ( 'ti me (s econds) ' ) ;yl abel (' strafn ') ;title ('strain vs tjme (¡lorth forcing component)');
data(: ,1)=¡i¡s3 '
data(1,2)=s¡5t ''

save T5wind¡¡sstrainsept24.out data -ASCrr -double -tabs

for k=L:i
T5wi ndnss ept24

eage 3



clear a1l;
a=xlsread('r:\Gg
time=a(: ,1) ;
forceNS=a(: ,2) ;

new-time(1)=¡.5 '
foli =2:3750

. new-ti me(i )=¡s\^/-tj me(i -1-)+0. 5 ;
end;

new_t'i ril€=new_ti me (1: 37 40) , ;

new_fo rceNS=ohês (37 40, I) :
new-fo rceNS (1) =fs¡ceNS (1) ;
r¿-1 .

for i=2 :'l ength(forcet'ls)
new_fo rceNS (x+2) =fo rceNS (i ) ;
X=X+Z;

end;
new_fo rceNS (2) = (n ew_fo rceNS (1) +n ew_fo rce¡lS ( 3 ) ) /2 ;
Y=4;for i=1 : i ength(forceNS) -2

n ew_f o r c er'r s (y ) = ( n ew_f o r c e N S ( y - 1) + n ew_f o r c e N s (y+ j_) ) / 2 ;y=y+Z;
end;

new_t_i me=new_ti me (1 : 37 3g) ;
n ew_fo rceNS=new_fo rceN S (L | 37 39) ;

ti me=new_ti me:
fo rceNS=n ew_fó rce¡¡s ;

T6wi ndnsmarchl0

Rnai ysi s\Fol derl\almarch10. xl s ') ;

qew-tjme(1)=9.25'
for i=2=7490

. new-time(i )=new-ti me (j -1-)+0. 25 ;end;

new_ti me=new_ti me(1_ : 7 480)' ;

new_forceNS=ohês (7480, l-) ;
new-forceNS (1) =fe¡ceNS (1) ;
x=1 ifor i=2 : ìength(forcerus)

new-fo rceNS (x+2)=forceNS (i ) ;
X=X+z;

end;
n ew_f o r c e trts ( 2 ) = ( n ew_f o r c e N S ( 1_) +n ew_f o r c e N S (3) ) / Z ;
Y=4;for i=l-: 1 ength(forceNs) -2

new-forceNS (y) = (¡sw_forceNS (y-1_) +new_fo rcet¡s (y +L)) /?;y=y+Zi
end;
new-ti me=new_ti me I ;

ti me1=new_ti me(L : 7 47 9) i
torceNSl=new_forceNS (i_: 7 479) ;

new-ti me (l-)=0 .L25;
eage 1



for i=2tL4g70 l6windnsmarchlO

, new-tj nre(i )=¡svv_tj me(i -1)+0 .1'25 ;end;

new_ti nì€=fl€w_ti me (1: i_4960) ' ;

new_forceNS=oh€s (14960. 1) :
new-forceNS (1) =fci rceNSi (ij ;

for i=2 :length(forcerus1)
new_fo rceNS (x+2) =forceNS j_(i ) ;
X=X+2;

end;
new_fo rceNS (2) = (n ew_fo rceNS (1) +n ew_fo rceNS ( 3) ),/2 ;Y=4ifor i=1 : 1 ength (forcer.tsl) -2

n ew_f o r ceNS (y) = ( n ew_fo r ceN S (y _ 1) + n ew_fo r c eNS (y +I)) / 2 ;Y=Y+2i
end;
new_time=new_time' ;

ti mez=new_ti me (1 : i_4959) ;lorceNS2=new_fo rceNS (i_ : i_4959) ;

new-tiIe(1)=0.0625;
for i=2:29930

, new-time(i)=¡1gvv_tìme(ì -1)+0. 0625 ;end;

new_time=new_ti me (1 : 2g92O), ;

new_forceNS=onês (29920, j_) :
new_forceNs (1)=fdrce¡¡s2 (ij ;

for i=2: ì ength(forcexs2)
new_fo rceNS (x+2)=foice¡¡s2 (i ) ;X=X+2;

end;
n ew_fo rc eNS ( 2 ) = (n ew_fo r ceNS ( j_) +n ew_fo rc eN S (3) ) / 2 ;!-- ¡for i=1 :'l ength (force¡ls2) -2

n ew_fo rceNS (y) = (n ew_fo rceNS (y_ 1) +n ew_fo rcelrs (y +L)) /Z;y=y+Zi
end;
new_ti me=new_ti me ' ;

ti me3=new_ti me(1: 299i-9) ;forceNS3=new_forceNs (1: 299!9) ;

new_ti rye (1-) =0 . 031-2 5 ;tori=2:59850
, new-time('i )=¡sy'/_time(i -1)+0. 03j.25 ;end;

new_ti ffiê=rìêw_ti me (l-: 59g40)' ;
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new-fo rceNS=onês ( 5 g840 , 1) ; 
l6wi ndn sma rch l-0

new-fo rceNS (1-) =fe ¡ceNS2 (1) ;

^_J- ,for i=2: I ength(forceNs2)
new_fo rceNS (x+2) =fo rceNS2 (.i ) ;
X=X+Z;

end;
n ew_fo r ce NS ( 2 ) = ( n ew_fo r c eN s ( 1) +n ew_fo r c eN s (3) ) / 2 ;
Y=4ifor i=1:'l ength(forceNs2) -2

new_fo rceNS (y) = (new_forceNS (y- 1) +new_forcet¡s (y+L)) /2;y=y+Zi
end;
new-time=new_time' ;

ti me4=new_ti me (1 : 59839) ;
forceNS4=new_forceNS (1: 59839) ;

m=1. 575 i
P=18. 5 ;
delt=0.03125;

for i=1:length(tìme4)
.o¡ 5¡=_(del t),/ (mr'p) ;vari abl e1=0:for j=1¡ i

vari ablel=variabl e1 + (forceruS4(j) *cos¡p*-¡imea(j))) 
;end;

var , 1-=si ! (p*ti me4 (i ) ) *vari abì e1;
vari abl e2=0:for k=1: i

variable2=variabl e2 + (forcer.rs4(k)r's-in(p*timea(k))) 
;end;

var=z=cos (p*t'i_me4 (i ) ) *vari abl e2 ;
Xns (i )=const* (var-1--úar-2) :

. ens(i)= Xns(i)"3*69 .85/ QTSO*2750);
end;

fi gure(1)
plot(time4.Xns):
xl abel ( ' ri ire (-sóconds) ' ) ;yì aþel_ ( ' o-i spl acement ') ;- '

title('oisplacement vs'rime (t'torth rorcing components)') ;

fi gure(2)
pl ot(time4. ens) :
xl abel ( 'ri íre (-sáconds) ' ) :
yl abe-l ('strain'¡ ;ti tl e (' strai n vs 

.t'i 
me (ruorth forci ng component) ') ;

data( : , 1-)=¡j ms3 '
data(r,2)=g¡5r '-

save T6windt'¡sstrainmarchl0.out data -ASCrr -double -tabs
Rage 3


